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Abstract
Nonlinear optical switching and grating formation/scattering effects in thin semiconductor
samples are modeled utilizing a combined microscopic/macroscopic theoretical approach. The
microscopic optical nonlinearities of the materials of interest are treated using the semiconductor
plasma theory of

B~nyai

and Koch. Computer simulations are used to evaluate the models

developed under both steady-state and dynamic conditions.

The overall objective of the

simulations is to provide a realistic assessment of the potential performance of semiconductor
etalon-based nonlinear optical devices for photonic switching and processing applications.
To this end, parameter studies are performed with the goal of finding device designs that
can operate cascadably, at sub nanosecond speeds, with minimum switching energy. Both bistable
and two-wavelength operating modes are investigated, with an emphasis on dynamic
determination of system characteristics such as contrast, fanout, and differential gain. For
bistable semiconductor etalons, the maximum gain achievable is found to depend in a fundamental
way on the relationship between the pulsed-excitation timescale
Significant differential gain is shown to disappear for

G~s

tp

and the carrier lifetime

etalons as

t/TR

TR'

approaches unity,

implying that subnanosecond cascading of bistable devices is impractical in this case. For twowavelength logic gates, several potential solutions to the well-known input/output-wavelength
incompatibility problem are proposed. Through the use of a NOR-gate/upconverter

etat~n._pair,

picosecond cascadable operation with a fanout of two and contrast of at least five are predicted,
requiring a total input energy of 75 picojoules. Utilizing an injected current and stimulated
recombination in an active NOR-gate design, the total input energy can be reduced to about 25
picojoules for cascadable, high-contrast operation.
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The nonlinear sem'iconductor field-propagation model is also applied to the case of
degenerate four-wave mixing in the Raman-Nath regime. The resulting theoretical framework
is compared with widely-used small-signal analyses of DFWM in semiconductors for the case of
bulk GaAs. The comparison makes clear the inadequacies of such approaches in extracting
nonlinear material properties from DFWM experiments performed using moderate to high input
intensities.

Dynamic simulations of diffraction efficiency spectra in low-temperature CdS are

compared with data from corresponding pulsed experiments, producing good qualitative
agreement. On the basis of the observed theory-experiment correlation, several drawbacks of
DFWM spectroscopy in comparison to pump-probe techniques are discussed.
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Chapter One
Introduction
A computer based on beams of light rather than electric currents might be capable of a trillion operations
per second. The crucial component, an optical analogue of the transistor, has been built.
Abraham, Seaton, and Smith, "The Optical Computer," Scientific American, February 1983

Since the first observations of optical bistability in sodium vapor by scientists working
at Bell Laboratories in 1976, tremendous effort has been focused on attempts to demonstrate the
feasibility of high-speed all-optical decision-making elements based on nonlinear Fabry-Perot
resonators [Gibbs et al., 1976; Gibbs, 1985; Smith et aI., 1987; SahIen et al., 1987; 1988;
Walker et al., 1990]. An optical system is typically labeled 'bistable' when it exhibits two
different output intensity levels for a single input intensity value within a given excitation regime.
Such hysteretic behavior displays many superficial similarities to that involved in the fundamental
switching mechanisms underlying silicon-based digital electronic computing; these similarities
were not lost on early bistability researchers.
Of course, no one gave serious consideration to an optical computer composed of arrays
of mirrored chambers filled with gaseous sodium [Gibbs, 1980]. The components needed to be
'solid-state', small, efficient, and fast;

"tiny, low-energy, subpicosecond, room-temperature

devices" [Gibbs, 1985] represented the sought-after ideal.

The demonstration of room-

temperature electronic optical bistability in GaAs multiple-quantum-well sampleS by Gibbs et aI.
[1982] made the goal seem achievable. This and related results using InSb [Miller et al., 1979]
led many to anticipate the development of practical "optical transistors", in which a low-energy
switching pulse would dramatically alter the transmission characteristics of a semiconductor etalon
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held just below its switching threshold by a somewhat larger bias beam. By 1983, workers at
Heriot-Watt University in Edinburgh, Scotland, considered such a device, which they labeled a
II

transphasor ajait accompli [Abraham et a/., 1983; see the quote given at the opening of this
II ,

chapter].
The prospect of decision-making architectures that could take advantage of the natural
parallelism, immunity to electromagnetic interference, and high bandwidth of optics, coupled with
the proven usefulness of optical fibers for communications purposes, has enthralled many
observers who see in such schemes a way to overcome many of the drawbacks and limitations
of existing electronic computing and communications technology [Smith, 1984].
Such optimism has not been universal, however. As enthusiasm for nonlinear optical
computing has grown, members of the computing research community have expressed
considerable misgivings regarding the ability of nonlinear optical gates or switches to compete
with existing silicon-based microelectronics technology, except in a few highly-specialized areas
such as image processing or interconnections between electronic processors [see, e.g., Keyes,
1985]. Their skepticism has primarily been fueled by concerns about optical losses, heating
effects, achievable logic architectures, the need for precisely-fabricated surfaces, and related
challenges [Bell, 1986].
Throughout the early 1980s, critics' main arguments centered on the observation that
despite glowing predictions of nonlinear optics' potential to revolutionize computing, actual
systems had yet to be built. As one might expect, these criticisms provided optical circuitry
researchers with a ready-made agenda. Several 'proof-of-concept' system demonstrations -- most
relying on nonlinear interference filters -- were subsequently undertaken in response to this basic
challenge. While significant successes have been achieved [see, e.g., Zhang et a/., 1988; Wang
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et al., 1988; Walker et al., 1990], a number of significant obstacles have simultaneously

emerged.
As research efforts have begun to focus on refining various etalon-bflSed device concepts
for use in real-world computing and signal-processing systems, many of the engineering-oriented
objections originally raised have proven to be well-founded. If any worthwhile challenge to
electronic technology is to be mounted, crucial operational parameters like switching speed,
energy, temperature, and fanin/fanout must clearly be optimized. Yet these characteristics have
proven to be interrelated in ways that force disturbing trade-offs [Gibbs et al., 1980;
Peyghambarian and Koch, 1990]. To achieve fast switching-speeds, correspondingly high input
power levels are required; at the same time, high input intensities can lead to unwanted device
heating and potential thermal instabilities [Jewell et aI., 1982; Jin et al., 1988]. A theoretical
tolerancing study assuming Kerr-medium nonlinearities showed, that as bistable etalon
characteristics like finesse and switching contrast are maximized, the sensitivity of the device to
slight variations in etalon length, mirror reflectivity, input power levels, etc. becomes prohibitive
[Gigioli, 1988]. Further, the nonlinear switching concept displaying the fastest switching for the
least energy to date - the NOR-gate of Jewell et al. [1985; 1988] -- depends on widely-separated
input and output frequencies for its efficiency, making the device unsuitable for cascadable
operation.
Despite these and other technical challenges, nonlinear etalons continue to be of interest
as potential switching and/or logic elements [see, e.g., Tai et al., 1987; SahMn, et aI., 1988;
Kuszelewicz et al., 1988; Lowry, et al., 1990]. If etalon devices are to find useful application,
however, a more thorough understanding of the underlying reasons for their performance
tradeoffs is necessary. Schemes for enhancing their behavior must be evaluated within a realistic
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framework that accurately reflects the physical subtleties of the light-matter interaction. This is
the fundamental objective of the work to be presented here.
In this dissertation, nonlinear optical switching effects in semiconductor Fabry-Perot
etalons are modeled utilizing a combined microscopic/macroscopic theoretical approach. The
microscopic optical nonlinearities of the materials of interest are considered from the standpoint
of many-body theory, as treated by the semiconductor plasma theory of Bi1nyai and Koch. The
plasma theory and some of its key results are reviewed in Chap. 2.
Predictions of potential semiconductor etalon device performance are often based on the
results of degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM) studies of nonlinear properties, which have
historically been analyzed using

x[3Ltype,

small-signal models. By contrast, most practical

devices under consideration require moderate to high input intensities, mandating a more
sophisticated approach to the interpretation of DFWM results in highly-excited semiconductors.
Such a model, generalized via the plasma theory to include strong-field effects like absorption
saturation and pump-depletion, is developed in Chap. 3. Diffraction efficiency behavior predicted
by the model is compared with that given by previous approaches, and by related experiments.
Detailed computer simulations of semiconductor etalon behavior are the subject of
Chap. 4. Both single-wavelength (i.e., bistable) and two-wavelength NOR-gate operation are
considered, with an emphasis on dynamic determination of system characteristics such as contrast,
fanout, and differential gain. For bistable semiconductor etalons, carrier recombination is found
to play a crucial role in determining switching contrast for various excitation timescales. For
two-wavelength logic gates, several potential solutions to the well-known input/output-wavelength
incompatibility problem are theoretically evaluated. In both

si~gle-

and two-wavelength cases,

the goal is to find device designs that can operate cascadably, at subnanosecond speeds, with
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minimum switching energy.
Chapter 5 assesses the extent to which the stated goals are achieved. The present and
future viability of nonlinear Fabry-Perot etalons as high-speed decision-making elements is
discussed briefly in light of the results obtained. Finally, possible directions for future research
in semiconductor-based photonic switching are suggested.
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Chapter Two
Theory of Nonlinear Optical Properties of Semiconductors
. . . most of the recently observed large optical nonlinearities in semiconductors . . . arise because the
applied light field . . . generates a finite concentration of electron-hole pairs, which alter via several
physical processes the probability for successive optical transitions. These nonlinearities cannot be
calculated within the framework of intensity-dependent nonlinear susceptibilities.
Haug, Optical Nonlinearities and Instabilities in Semiconductors

2.1 Introduction
The potential effectiveness of photonic devices as high-speed decision-making elements
depends largely on the extent to which their optical properties can be profoundly, rapidly, and
efficiently altered. Though a large variety of candidate materials exists from which such devices
might be fabricated [Gibbs, 1985], semiconductors show particular promise because of their
resonantly-enhanced absorption and dispersion dynamics in the spectral vicinity of the bandedge.
Properly prepared semiconducting samples can demonstrate dramatic changes in transmission,
reflection, or phase-shifting properties in response to modest differential changes in optical
excitation strength. This behavior is often termed 'nonlinear' since the output signal need not
vary in a simple linear fashion with the input intensity. More fundamentally, the material
properties underlying such behavior are also labeled 'nonlinear' since the induced polarization
that gives rise to them can depend on arbitrarily high powers of the electric field. This chapter
describes a microscopic theory of optical nonlinearities in semiconductors. The theory provides
rigorous yet straightforward analytical tools that will allow the realistic modeling and optimization
of potential optical switching and/or logic devices.
Before advances in processing techniques allowed the fabrication of high-quality samples,
sensitivity to imperfections and impurities in the atomic lattice made it difficult to characterize --
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much less control -- semiconductor properties. As growth technology improved, spectroscopic
studies of resonant optical transitions revealed the interaction of excited electrons and 'holes' with
lattice vibrations, impurities, and each other (forming bound electron-hole pairs or 'excitons').
Once reliable, powerful laser sources became available in the mid-1960s, spectroscopy of highlyexcited semiconductors highlighted the importance of exciton-exciton effects as well as plasma
screening of the Coulomb interaction. Exciton binding/ionization behavior was observed to
mediate dramatic intensity-dependent changes in optical spectra, yet as late as the mid-1970s,
" ... semiconductors were [still] not . . . considered to be media with pronounced nonlinear
optical properties" [Haug, 1988].
The observation of optical bistability in both GaAs and InSb in 1979 [Gibbs et aI.;
Miller et al.] confirmed that bandgap-resonant absorption and dispersion changes in
semiconductors could give rise to significant nonlinearities, fueling hopes for semiconductor
etalon-based optical processing devices, as Chap. 1 mentioned briefly.

Most early theoretical

explanations of the observed behavior relied on the polarization expansion formalism, in which
nonlinear contributions to the optical susceptibility are lumped together into the 'nonlinear
coefficient'

X[3].

Unfortunately, such 'Kerr-type' models are particularly inaccurate in the

vicinity of spectral resonances, severely limiting their usefulness in modeling bandgap-resonant
nonlinear phenomena.
The need for more realistic and sophisticated theories of semiconductor nonlinearities led
to the study of many-body effects using nonequilibrium Green's function techniques [Haug and
Schmitt-Rink, 1984]. These theories are quantum-mechanically rigorous but often calculationally
involved, requiring computer-intensive numerical solution of intricate integro-differential
equations. The partly phenomenological theoretical approach of Blinyai and Koch [1986], which
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will be treated in this chapter, provides closed expressions for the nonlinear optical properties of
highly-excited semiconductors. These expressions qualitatively reproduce the correct many-body
features found in the full Green's function theory but are vastly more convenient to use. Results
from the so-called 'plasma theory' will provide the foundation for the computer simulations of
multi wave mixing (Chap. 3) and nonlinear etalons (Chap. 4) that comprise the bulk of this
dissertation.
The remainder of this section contains an overview of the basic features of the lightmatter interaction in semiconductors, as well as a brief discussion of the x[3Ltype analysis of
optical material nonlinearities. Sec. 2.2 addresses the various relevant many-body effects,
culminating in the development of the plasma theory. Absorption and refractive-index spectra
predicted by the plasma theory for GaAs and CdS are presented in Sec. 2.3. Conclusions and
analysis are offered in Sec. 2.4.

2.1.1 Overview of Semiconductor Clwraderistics
The simplified band-structure of a generic direct-gap semiconductor is shown
schematically in Fig. 2-1. Incident photons of energy nw can excite the transition of an electron
(solid circle) from the valence band to the conduction band via interband absorption. A 'hole'
(i.e., the absence of an electron, denoted by an empty circle) is simultaneously created in the
valence band. The probability of the absorptive transition depends crucially on the relationship

nw to the bandgap energy Eg; if impurities and Coulombic effects are
neglected, absorption occurs only when nw ~ Eg. Typical room-temperature values of Eg in

of the excitation energy

semiconductors are of the order of 1.0 electron volts (eV). As a result, optical transitions in
semiconductors tend to fall within the visible and infrared regions of the spectrum, with
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wavelengths ranging from about 5 to 0.5 microns (J.tm).

E(k)

k
Fig. 2-1 Excitation of an electron in a semiconductor from the valence
band to the conduction band, leaving a 8hole 8 in the valence band.
Strictly speaking, the hole should be shown with a k-vector opposite
that of the unexcited electron.

The idealized band-diagram of Fig. 2-1 ignores many interesting physical mechanisms
that serve to complicate the optical transition spectra of semiconducting materials. Coulombic
attraction can cause optically-generated electrons and holes to form bound complexes called
excitons, which give rise to allowed energy levels just below the conduction band. These energy
levels will be offset from the conduction-band minimum by fractional multiples of the exciton
Rydberg energy ER, in analogy to the hydrogen atom problem. Representative values of ER in
semiconductors range from approximately 0.5 to 50 milli-eV (meV). The strength of excitonic
contributions to the optical spectra of semiconductors diminishes as the density of excited
electrons and holes is increased. This is due to plasma screening of the Coulomb interaction
which lowers the exciton binding energy, eventually ionizing the excitons completely [Haug and
Koch, 1990]. Together with fermi-exchange-related energy-shifts [Haug and Koch, 1990],
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screening also contributes to the reduction of the bandgap Eg [Haug, 1988]. These and other
Coulombic effects will be discussed in Sec. 2.2.
In addition to the mechanisms just discussed, the simple picture of Fig. 2-1 is also
modified by a variety of effects that we will not seek to treat in this chapter. Among these are
transitions to and from energy levels within the bandgap region that arise because of impurities
in the material [Blakemore, 1985]. Further complications arise when intraband or indirect (i.e.,
phonon-assisted) transitions are considered, or when additional bands are present, as with the
heavy-hole, light-hole, and split-off bands observed in GaAs [Blakemore, 1982]. A final point
deserving comment relates to the actual shape of bands in real semiconductors. The curves given
in Fig. 2-1 were generated using the parabolic approximation of effective mass theory:
2

E (k) =E + ,,2k .
c

g

2me '

(2.1)

where Ev(k) and Ev(k) are the valence and conduction band energies, respectively. Though most
semiconductor bands will approach a parabolic k-dependence for small wavevectors near the
center of the Brillouin zone, realistic band structures at larger k-values must be calculated using
more rigorous approaches, su.ch as the tight-binding model [Haug and Koch, 1990] or the
pseudopotential method [Cohen and Bergstresser, 1966].
Though we choose to emphasize band-edge nonlinearities of idealized semiconductors
rather than complicated band structures or impurity effects, our focus on the fundamental physical
processes underlying the nonlinear response assures that the results obtained will be both realistic
and useful.
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2.1.2 Classical Approach to Nonlinear Optical Properties
As mentioned in the introduction to this section, most analyses of nonlinear mixing
interactions and device behavior have historically relied on

X[3]

or Kerr-type models of the

underlying intensity-dependent material properties. For later comparison, we now review these
models briefly.
The canonical starting point for modeling macroscopic light-matter interactions is the
wave equation

(2.2)
P is the polarization of the optical medium. In general, P is related to the electric field through
a constitutive relation P(E)=x(E)E, where X(E) is the field-dependent susceptibility.
The 'classical' description of nonlinear optics [Bloembergen, 1965; Shen, 1984] is
characterized by power series expansion of the susceptibility tensor

(2.3)
The corresponding generalized polarization expansion becomes
(2.4)

In both these equations, E is the total field, which may consist of several input and output fields
whose mixing processes give rise to multiple terms of a particular order. To maintain generality,
the various x[n] terms must be taken as tensors of rank n+ 1. However, since the lattice structure
for many semiconductors is cubic and the nonlinearities involved can be considered isotropic
[Yariv and Fisher, 1983], many researchers eventually drop the tensor notation and consider only
scalar susceptibility components.
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The various components can be associated with well-known linear and nonlinear optical
effects. The X[I] terms describe linear material properties like absorption and refractive index.
Second-order X[2] terms arise in analysis of second-harmonic generation and the Pockels effect.
Symmetry considerations dictate that X[2] and subsequent even-order terms will be absent except
in materials that lack inversion symmetry [Hopf and Stegman, 1985]. Of greatest interest to
researchers studying semiconductor nonlinearities are the third-order or X[3] terms, since they can
be directly connected with nonlinear changes in the absorption ex and the refractive index n.
Neglecting higher order susceptibility terms, as is typically done, we can write
(2.5)

P(w) = {xli] +X[3] IE(w) 12}E(w) =X(w,l)E(w)

X[3] thus acts to modify the linear susceptibility, resulting in a corresponding change of the optical

dielectric function e= 1+411'X on which ex and n depend.
When Eq. (2.5) is inserted into Eq. (2.2), the X[3] IE(w) 12 term gives rise to an intensitydependent correction factor to the linear refractive

index~.

The resulting effective nonlinear

index is often expressed in the form
nNL

=no + nzI

,

(2.6)

where n2 is proportional to X[3]. [For three different versions of the relationship between n2 and
X[3] , see Gibbs, 1985; Yariv and Fisher, 1983; and Eichler, 1986]. The assumption that the

nonlinear index varies with intensity according to Eq. (2.6) is often labeled the Kerr-model. This
approach has been widely used in analyzing both nonlinear semiconductor etalon behavior [e.g.,
Miller, 1981; Wherrett, 1984; Gigioli, 1988] and multiwave mixing phenomena [e.g., Wright
and Meystre, 1985].
As with any expansion in which only the lowest-order terms are retained, the approach
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of Eq. (2.5) fails when higher-order terms become significant. This is inevitably the case in the
vicinity of optical resonances [Shen, 1984; Yariv and Fisher, 1983]. In so-called 'Kerr-media'
such as CS z or nitrobenzene, this might not present a problem. But semiconductors are not Kerr-

media. As Haug points out in the quotation at the beginning of this chapter, the important
nonlinearities in semiconductors are resonant ones, which do not lend themselves to
characterization in terms of simple intensity-dependent susceptibilities. As we shall see in Sec.
2.2, it is the density of photo-excited electron-hole pairs that most effectively parametrizes optical
nonlinearities in semiconductors.

2.1.3 Generalized Relationship Between Susceptibility and Nonlinear Properties
Having rejected the

X[3]

approach as a viable means of characterizing the resonant

nonlinear optical response of semiconductors, we now seek an alternate framework appropribte
for analyzing carrier-density-dependent nonlinear properties.
We begin by expressing the relationship between the induced polarization and the field
using both the dielectric constant e and the susceptibility x:
e-1

(2.7)

P=xE=-E.
41r

e and X can in turn be separated into linear and nonlinear components, where the density
dependence is carried by the nonlinear term; i.e.,
(2.8)

where N is the carrier density.
We are particularly interested in the effect of local optical material properties on
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macroscopic field interactions; accordingly, we introduce expressions for the absorption
coefficient

cx.(w,N) = w ImE
nc

(2.9)

and the refractive index

n(w,N) ={.!.[Re E+(Re ~+Im ~)1I2n 1/2

(2.10)

2

in terms of the dielectric constant. In semiconductors, the real and imaginary components of E
typically satisfy
ImE = 0(10- 1)

,

ReE = 0(10) .

(2.11)

Thus 1m E « Re E should be an extremely reliable approximation for the materials of interest.
Making use of this relation, the refractive-index definition can be rewritten
n(w,N)=vReE =JEo+ReENL .

(2.12)

If we now make the more restrictive assumption

(2.13)

then the first two terms of the usual Taylor-series expansion can be substituted for the right-hand
side of Eq. (2.12), giving the result

.r:- ReENL
n(w,N)=yEo + - - =

2{e;

(2.14)

where no={e; and

ReEnl

~n=--

2no

2'1\"

=-ReXnl
no

.

(2.15)
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Restating the approximation (2.13) in terms of 110 and An, we see that Eqs. (2.14)-(2.15) should
hold as long as the nonlinear index change is significantly smaller than the background index,

i.e.,
"

2~'

--cC 1

(2.16)

no

A similar restriction on the relative magnitude of An allows us to substitute 110 for n in Eq. (2.9),
approximating the absorption coefficient as
41fW

(2.17)

a(w)=-Imx.

noc

We remark at this point that Eq. (2.16) should be easily satisfied for most room
temperature semiconductors of interest, even at the relatively large input powers envisioned for
potential etalon-based all-optical devices. The maximum

~

typically observed in, e.g., 300K

GaAs is of the order of 10-1, at excitation strengths approaching the transparency regime [Lee

et al., 1986]. On the other hand, low-temperature semiconductors might well exhibit larger ~
magnitudes [Lowenau et al., 1982], requiring careful application of Eqs. (2.14)-(2.15) and
(2.17).

In our simulations, these issues are of only minor significance, since correspondingly

strong absorption at the resonances negates the potential influence of the large ~ effects. Should
we at some point wish to abandon the

~

< < no assumption,

we can indeed compute the full

refractive index, though with significant effort. Such calculations have been performed by, e.g.,
C. Ell and collaborators at the University of Arizona [Ell et al., 1989].

2.2 Many-Body Treatment of Laser-Excited Semiconductors
Before using the plasma theory to predict a(w,N) and ~(w,N) for several semiconductors
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n=l

n=2

n=3

."

....

----,J'hcu-Eg

t'

Eg-ER Eg

1lW

Fig. 2-2
Schematic illustration of free-particle and Coulomb
contributions to an idealized semiconductor absorption spectrum. The
dashed curve is thefree-particle result,' the solid lines reflect Coulombrelated effects. [After Bassani, 1975}.

of interest, we seek first to understand the fundamental physical processes that determine their
spectral character and excitation-density-dependence. The effect of several of these mechanisms
on the linear absorption spectrum of a semiconductor is illustrated schematically in Fig. 2-2. The
dashed curve gives the free-carrier result, reflecting the square-root dependence of the density
of states on the above-band-gap energy. When the interaction of electrons and holes through the
Coulomb potential is considered, a series of sharp exciton lines results, along with a spectrally
flat continuum above the bandgap due to the contributions of ionized states. Not visible in
Fig. 2-2 are the effects of plasma screening of the Coulomb interaction, which leads to densitydependent saturation of the excitonic features as well as reduction of the band-gap energy.

- - -- ------- ----
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Following the development of Haug and Koch [1990], the concepts of free-carrier
absorption (including bandfilling), Coulomb interactions, plasma screening and bandgap
renormalization are each considered from the standpoint of many-body theory in Sees. 2.2.12.2.4. Finally the effective pair-equation approximation is made, allowing the self-consistent
combination of all the relevant many-body effects into the plasma theory of Sec. 2.2.5.

2.2.1 Free-Carrier Absorption
For a system of non-interacting electrons and holes in a semiconductor, the optical
properties will be determined by the summation of single-particle interband transition probabilities
over the available k-states in the bands, weighted by the respective particle distribution functions.
To simplify the problem, we make the two-band approximation, i.e., we assume that only the
valence and conduction bands will be susceptible to optical transitions for the frequency regime
of interest. Then in the quasi-eqUilibrium regime, the distribution functions of the respective
bands should be given by Fermi functions

fn,k

1
I!iI!I

(f

e ",k

-p.,JfJ

n=c,v

(2.18)

+1

where P,n is the chemical potential for band n and {J= lIkBT, kB being the Boltzmann constant.
The quasi-equilibrium assumption is highly appropriate for a laser-excited semiconductor,
where carrier generation via optical pumping can be effectively balanced by recombination
through radiative and non-radiative processes, establishing an equilibrium carrier concentration
within each band. The carriers in the different bands are not at eqUilibrium with respect to each
other, however, hence the term 'quasi-equilibrium'. Such a situation is typically realized on a
timescale intermediate between that of carrier thermalization times (= 100 fs) and carrier
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recombination times (=: 1 ns) [Haug and Koch, 1990].
Using the distribution functions of Eq. (2.18), the density-matrix formalism allows us to
determine the optical susceptibility X(w). Using (2.17), the resulting absorption is
(2.19)

Here L results from the discrete density of states, dcv is the transition dipole matrix element, IiEn.1t

= En<k),

and O(Ii[Ec.It-Ev.It-wD is the energy-conserving delta-function.

To aid in the evaluation of (2.19), we next introduce explicitly the concept of a hole in
the electron-hole representation; as a result, the band index v becomes h, mh - -my, and fh,k 1 - !v.It, among other 'modifications. The parabolic effective mass approximation (2.1) is then

inserted for the IiEn.ftS in Eq. (2.19). Finally, the discrete sum on k can be transformed to a
continuous one using the density of k-states and periodic boundary conditions [Kittel, 1963].
Evaluating the resulting integral gives the free-carrier absorption
(2.20)

where the scaling parameters ER and

ao are defined through
(2.21)

and mr=m;nh/(me+mh) is the reduced electron-hole mass. In Eq. (2.20), 9(x) is the Heavyside
unit-step function assuring that absorption occurs only for liw ~Eg; ao is the linear absorption
prefactor

3S

(2.22)

The factor A(w) accounts for the bandfilling effect. It is defined using

where the total chemical potential p, =

P,e

+ P,h'

Bandfilling is a direct consequence of the Pauli exclusion principle, which forbids
simultaneous occupation of the same quantum state by more than one electron (or hole) [Liboff,
1980]. As photo-excitation fills the lowest conduction band states with electrons and the highest
valence band states with holes, the transition probability at a given energy is reduced, weakening
the absorption at that energy. Since the direct energy gap between the remaining available
valence and conduction band states is larger than before, the energy required for further
transitions increases, yielding an apparent blueshift of the absorption edge [Miller, 1983]. As
we shall see shortly, the bandedge actually shifts towards the red.

If we consider the

tanh[p/2(liw-Eg-p,)] term in Eq. (2.23), we see that A(w) can become negative if p,> 0 and Eg
liw

<

< Eg + p,. Thus under certain conditions, negative absorption or optical gain may result.

2.2.2 Excitons and Coulomb Enhancement
We now generalize the treatment of optical spectra given in the previous section to
include the effects of attractive forces between oppositely charged electrons and holes. To do
this, terms accounting for the Coulomb potential are added to the single-electron Hamiltonian.
The resulting motion is described by the Wannier equation
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(2.24)

The Vr 2 term accounts for the relative motion of electrons and holes; mr is the reduced mass.
The i2/Ecf' term represents the mutual Coulomb potential. Eq. (2.24) corresponds exactly to the
hydrogen atom problem. In direct analogy to the hydrogen result, we obtain a series of boundstate solutions followed by a continuous spectrum of ionized states. The bound-states are known
as Wannier excitons. They are characterized by a Bohr radius ao, assumed considerably greater
than a lattice constant, and a binding energy ER , both given in Eq. (2.21).
Elliott [1957] showed that the Wannier equation leads to a linear absorption spectrum of
the form
(2.25)

where the 1/1" are solutions to (2.24). Solving for the exact form of the wavefunctions, Haug and
Koch [1990] find

(2.26)

where 1l=(liw-Eg)IER • The bound states are represented in Eq. (2.26) as a sum of delta-functions
with lIn3 fall-off; the ionization continuum is given by the right-hand term. Thus the Coulomb
interaction has modified the free-carrier spectrum to include excitonic features below the bandgap
and an enhanced continuum absorption above the band. These are the features given by solid
lines in Fig. 2-2.
To make the excitonic features of Eq. (2.26) reflect the inevitable broadening of the
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single-particle energy states due to scattering with phonons, a phenomenological broadening can
be introduced. By replacing the discrete delta-functions with broadened ones of the form
°r(X) = 1I[1I"rcosh(xtr)], a realistic exciton lineshape is obtained. Density-dependent broadening

can be accounted for by giving the parameter r an N-dependent term, i. e., defining r = r 0 +r 1N.
The broadening causes the higher bound states to be spectrally unresolved, eventually merging
with the continuum.

2.2.3 Plasma Screening of the Coulomb Interaction

As optical excitation of a dielectric material leads to the generation of electron-hole pairs,
a dense charged-carrier plasma is formed that weakens the influence of Coulomb interactions
between any given pair of charge-carriers. This effect is known as plasma screening. It can be
understood classically by considering the effective electrostatic potential that arises due to the
presence of both a test charge and a uniform plasma background. When compared with the
unscreened Coulomb potential V(r)=r?IEo', the screened potential is given by VsCr) =
V(r) exp (-Kr), where K is the (density-dependent) inverse screening length [Kittel, 1976].

Quantum-mechanical calculations produce a more generalized result which reduces to the classical
expression under certain limiting cases [Haug and Koch, 1990].
Plasma screening can have a profound impact on excitonic features in the optical spectra
of semiconductors. At a given separation, screening reduces the attractive force between electron
and hole, increasing the exciton Bohr radius and lowering the binding energy.
To account for screening in the absorption formula (2.25), the wavefunctions 1/1" must be
solutions to a modified Wannier equation, generated by substituting the screened potential V.s(r)
for VCr) in Eq. (2.24). The resulting energy eigenValUes are lowered because of the weakened
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potential; this is the source of the smaller exciton binding energies.
Eventually, at a certain critical carrier concentration known as the Mott density, the
excitons become completely ionized, essentially ceasing to exist [Blillyai and Koch, 1986].
Screening also reduces the Coulomb enhancement of the continuum of ionized states above the
bandedge.

These combined effects lead to significant density-dependent nonlinearities,

particularly in the vicinity of excitonic resonances.

2.2.4 Bandgap Renornullization
An additional consequence of the plasma screening is an overall reduction in the total
energy of the system, leading to a reduction in the bandgap energy.

From a many-body

standpoint, this can be understood in terms of renormalization of the single-particle energies due
to exchange effects [Haug and Koch, 1990]. A more intuitive, quasi-classical, argument has been
given by Haug [1988b]. If we consider the difference between the screened and unscreened
potential as the charge separation r goes to zero, a potential energy reduction of -ilK/EO is
obtained, where

K

is the inverse screening length. This reduction is manifested in the energy

band structure as a density-dependent shrinkage oEg in the bandgap separation.
With the bandedge renormalized toward the red, we would expect excitonic resonances
to shift in energy as well, since their location is defined with respect to the bandgap [i.e., En=Eg(lIn2)ER ]. Such a shift in exciton resonances does not occur, since in bulk semiconductors the

bandgap reduction is compensated by the simultaneous reduction in the exciton binding energy,
upon which the exciton's position relative to Eg depends. As an example, consider the n= 1 (i.e.,
ground state) exciton. Its energy is given by
(2.27)
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It is "a well-established experimental fact" [Bfuyai and Koch, 1986] that the exciton ground-state

energy El stays essentially constant (i.e., El =Eg-ER ), even in "highly excited semiconductors for
arbitrary plasma concentrations" [Ibid.]. This implies that the energy shifts oEg and oER must
be nearly equivalent.

Accordingly, it makes sense to simply postulate this equivalence in

modeling various density-dependent renormalization of spectral features.

2.2.5 Phenomenological Plasma Theory

We now give the plasma-theory expressions that bring together the many-body features
discussed in Secs. 2.2.1-2.2.4. For the absorption, the fundamental result is a generalized
version of the Elliott formula (2.25) [Haug and Koch, 1990]:
(2.28)
To evaluate (2.28) analytically, we need the eigenfunctions "'" and the corresponding eigenvalues
E" of the Wannier equation with the screened Coulomb potential.

Unfortunately, analytic

solutions for the "', and the E" with the Yukawa potential have not been found. Bfuyai and Koch
[1986] point out that the so-called Hulthen potential gives an excellent approximation to the
screened Coulomb potential. The Wannier equation with the

Hulth~n

potential can be solved

analytically [Ibid.] and the resulting wavefunctions "'" can be inserted into Eq. (2.28) to yield
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In (2.29), the parameter g is defined as lICloK

(gl/2

the broadened delta-function given in Sec. 2.2.2.;

is the number of bound states,) and 0r(x) is

~

was defined in Eq. (2.22). The tildes over

the electron and hole masses indicate that they have been scaled by the reduced mass mr •
To obtain the refractive-index changes corresponding to the absorption behavior of Eq.
(2.29), the Kramers-Kronig transformation is used. Expressing the carrier-density-dependent
absorption changes in the form
as

!J.n(e»)=n(e»,N~-n(e»,Nl)'

!J.~(e»)=~(e»,N~-~(e»,Nl)'

and the associated dispersive changes

the Kramers-Kronig formula gives
(2.30)

Here P indicates the principal value. Eq. (2.30) is valid despite the nonlinear nature of the
quantities involved, as long as the carrier-density N varies sufficiently slowly that its timedependence can be treated adiabatically [Haug and Koch, 1990; Chemla et ai., 1984].
Equations (2.29) and (2.30) allow us to determine

~(e»,N)

and !J.n(e»,N) for a given

frequency and carrier density. Though the qualitative influence of the individual many-body
effects on the predicted nonlinear behavior will of course vary for each material modeled, we can
make some useful generalizations simply by analyzing the physics of the various terms making
up Eq. (2.29).

The hyperbolic tangent term determines the crossover between gain and

absorption, with gain possible for Eg < lie» < Eg +p.. The parameter g characterizes the onset of
the Mott transition, as we see from the bound-state summation terms. As g-1, i.e., as the
screening length approaches the exciton Bohr radius, the energetically lowest bound state (the 1sexciton) becomes ionized, and the bound-state terms go to zero. Bandgap renormalization is
incorporated into the band filling factor through the use of the shifted bandgap Eg in the argument
of the hyperbolic tangent term.

2.3 Plasma Theory Predictions of Absorption and Dispersion in GaAs and CdS
We now proceed to evaluate Eqs. (2.29)-(2.30) for specific semiconductors, presenting
absorption and refractive-index spectra covering a wide range of carrier densities. The computer
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program used to generate numerical results is outlined in Sec. 2.3.1. Predicted a(w,N) and
~n(w,N)

behavior for bulk 300K GaAs is described, along with a brief discussion of key GaAs

properties relevant to the simulations, in Sec. 2.3.2. Sec. 2.3.3 gives a similar treatment of the
results for 30K CdS.

For later comparison with purely phenomenological models of

semiconductor noniinearities, Sec. 2.3.4 gives plasma-theory predictions of absorption and
refractive-index changes as a function of carrier-density for bulk GaAs at a variety of detunings.
Sec. 2.3.5 summarizes key features of the numerical results and their significance for the work
of later chapters.

2.3.1 CompuJer Implementation
To calculate the nonlinear absorption spectrum given by Eq. (2.29) for a particular carrier
density N, we use the FORTRAN subroutine ABSOR, originally coded by Prof. Stephan Koch
of the Optical Sciences Center, with minor modifications by Ben Wing and the author.
Inevitably, the spectral behavior is required over a significant range of carrier densities. The
subroutine PLASMA is used to create two-dimensional look-up arrays aalpha and odeltan
containing (ned x ndet) elements, where ned and ndet are the number of carrier densities and
detunings (scaled frequencies), respectively, for which the nonlinear properties are to be
determined. Once ABSOR has been called for the ned carrier densities desired, including a
'linear' (Le., very small) density, the routine KRAKRO then performs the Kramers-Kronig
transformation (2.30) at each carrier density. In KRAKRO, odeltan(i,)) is calculated using
~a(iJ)=aalpha(i-l,))-aalpha(l,));

odeltan(l,)) is thus zero for allj. Since ~a and

~

values

are inevitably needed for intermediate carrier-densities, a simple linear interpolation routine,
typically called LININT, is incorporated into the calling program for use with the plasma theory
look-up arrays.
Nine separate input parameters are required by ABSOR to produce spectra for a particular
semiconducting material.

They include the effective masses of electrons and holes, the

background dielectric constant, the unrenormalized bandgap, the exciton Bohr radius and Rydberg
energy, the temperature, and the two broadening constants. In addition, an absorption prefactor
labeled eoefp can be adjusted to allow precise fitting to experimental spectra; physically, eoefp
contains information about the magnitude of the transition dipole matrix element dcv [Kane,
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1957].
For a given set of input parameters and a single carrier density, ABSOR can generate an
absorption spectrum containing 41 points in about one minute on an IBM PC (4.77 Mhz).
KRAKRO takes only a few seconds to perform the Kramers-Kronig transform. Most of the
simulations to be discussed in later chapters require spectra to be determined at 50-200 carrier
densities; the diffraction efficiency simulations of Chap. 3 may need as many as 100 detuning
. points.

Such large-scale plasma theory calculations are typically performed on our UNIX

workstation.
2.3.2 Gallium Arsenide

For potential photonic switching devices, gallium arsenide (GaAs) is of particular interest
because of its strong resonant nonlinearities, inherent compatibility with diode lasers, and welldeveloped growth technology. In this dissertation, Chap. 4 on nonlinear semiconductor etalons
focuses exclusively on potential GaAs-based devices, while Chap. 3 explores degenerate fourwave mixing (DFWM) in GaAs as well. GaAs properties have received extensive review over
the years [e.g., Hilsum, 1965; Blakemore, 1982]; here we provide only a brief overview of the
relevant characteristics before presenting the plasma-theory results for the optical nonlinearities.
2.3.2.1 Key GaAs Properties
GaAs is a Ill-V compound semiconductor, crystallizing in the zincblende structure with
face-centered-cubic translational symmetry. Three valence bands and a single conduction band
are typically considered; the three energetically uppermost valence bands are labeled the heavyhole, light-hole, and split-off, respectively.
The primary (i.e., smallest) bandgap is direct, with the intrinsic edge at about A=870
nm. Indirect transitions have also been studied, but their contributions tend to be negligible
except at elevated temperatures [Blakemore, 1982]. Nonparabolicity of the light-hole and split-off
bands is significant and band mixing is a topic of intense current interest [Bastard and Brum,
1986]. Nonetheless, parabolic modeling of the heavy-hole band should present no problem for
the unstrained bulk material and the small k-values of interest here. Though some controversy
still exists with regard to the static dielectric constant (values ranging from 11.6 to 13.3 at 300K
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were reviewed by Stillman in 1977), most of the material parameters we need as inputc; to the
plasma theory have been reliably established through repeated experiments.

I

Quantity

I

Definition

I

Assumed Value

me

Effective mass (electrons)

0.0665 mo

mh

Effective mass (holes)

0.52 mo

EO

Background dielectric constant

12.35

ao

Exciton Bohr radius

1.243xl0-6 cm

ER

Exciton Rydberg energy

4.2 meV

ro

Broadening constant

1.25 ER

r1

Density-dependent broadening coefficient

(2xlO· 18 cm3)ER

EO
'I(

Unrenormalized bandgap

1.425 eV

T

Temperature

300K

I

Table 2-1 I"put parameters used in plasma-theory simulatiollS of bulk GaAs.

2.3.2.2 Plasma Theory Results for GaAs
Predicted spectral behavior of room-temperature bulk GaAs optical nonlinearities is given
in Fig. 2-3. In the plasma-theory simulations, the input parameters given in Table 2-1 have been
used [BmIyai and Koch, 1986; Lee et aI., 1986]. The absorption spectra for different carrier
densities are given in Fig. 2-3a, with the corresponding refractive index changes given in
Fig. 2-3b. The absorption curves are computed at carrier densities of 1015, lxlO l7 , 2xlO 17,
5xlO 17, 1018 , 1.5xl018, and 1.7xlO18 cm-3 , as indicated by the different line-types given in the
legend of the figure. The refractive-index change curves are computed from ~c:Y values obtained
by subtracting the solid curve (the linear absorption spe<;trum) from the various remaining curves.
These results have been shown to be in excellent agreement with the results of pump-probe
experiments performed by Lee and coworkers [1986].
Lee et al. also found that by turning various contributions to the plasma theory results
'on' and 'off' [i.e. by alternately neglecting or including the various terms in Eq. (2.29),] the
relative importance of e.g., bound states, bandfilling, and bandgap renormalization could be
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Fig. 2-3 300K GaAs ex (a) and I1n (b) for different ca"ier densities,
indicated by the respective line-types given in the legend.

determined from comparison with the full results. On the basis of these comparisons, they
concluded that plasma screening of the continuum states and bandfilling effects had the greatest
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impact on the predicted nonlinearities.
What important trends are apparent in the curves and how might the predicted behavior
impact the design of potential devices? To answer these questions, we consider the densitydependence of the predominant spectral features. Some of the largest absorptive changes occur
due to plasma screening and bandfilling near the scaled detuning of -1. Here

~

falls off rapidly

with increasing carrier density from a linear value of ::::: 10,500 cm- 1 to transparency (Le., ~=O)
at N::::: 1.4xl018 cm-3 • The greatest dispersive changes are predicted approximately two exciton
Rydbergs below the bandgap, with a maximum An of :::::-0.06 at N= 1.7xl0 18 cm-3 • The gradual
fall-off of An at lower frequencies can be attributed to the effects of bandfilling.
For etalon-based devices, relatively low absorption and efficient shifting of Fabry-Perot
resonances are highly desirable. Based on Fig. 2-3, these constraints appear to dictate operation
at frequencies detuned 4-6 ER below the bandgap, where the absorption is readily saturable and
the induced index changes can still be quite strong. Greatly enhanced efficiencies might be
achieved~

however, if the carrier generation leading to large

.1~

and An below the band could

be performed above the band; this would imply the need for two-wavelength operation. These
issues will be arise again in Chap. 4.

2.3.2.3 GaAs

~

and .1n as a Function of Carrier Density

While Fig. 2-3 clearly illustrates the spectral character of the absorption and refractiveindex changes near the bandedge, the carrier-density-dependence of

~

and An is less readily

apparent. For modeling situations in which we are concerned with the nonlinear properties at
only one or two discrete frequencies (such as in the etalon simulations of Chap. 4), it will be
helpful to study the

~(N)

and An(N) behavior explicitly.

In Fig. 2-4, we plot

~(N)

and An(N) for four specific values of the scaled detuning .1,

defined using .1 = (liw-Eg~/ER' where EgO and ER are given in Table 2-1. The detuning .1 =
-4 (shown with a short-dashed line in the figure) is used in the bistability studies of Chap. 4,
Secs. 4.3-4.4. The remaining .1 values studied in Fig. 2-4 are utilized in the two-wavelength
logic-gate modeling of Secs. 4.5-4.6.
Considering the below-bandgap detunings, we note three distinct types of N-dependence
in the

O!

and An curves: (1) a steep initial linear region at low carrier densities; (2) a somewhat
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Fig. 2-4 a and !MJ as a function of carrier density for various
detunings.

parabolic regime between about N = 1017 and 1018 cm-3 (due to density-dependent broadening;
see Sec. 2.2.2); and (3) a second linear region possessing a more moderate slope than the first
one beyond N = 1018 cm-3 • For A = + 3, by contrast, ex is essentially linear throughout the
entire range of N plotted, while Iln displays three slope regimes as for the below-bandgap
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detunings, but with much less N-variation.
From the figure, it is not hard to understand why many researchers attempt to model
All(N) and Aex.(N) in a simple linear fashion, i.e., as All

= nehN and Aex. = (JehN [e.g., Chemla

et al., 1984; Derstine et al., 1988; Danileiko et al., 1989; McCallum et al., 1991; see Sec. 3.2].
Particularly for All below the bandgap, this would appear to be a quite reasonable approach at
either very low or quite high carrier densities. A linear fit to the full range of All might model
the high-N behavior fairly well. Alternatively, if only N-values of the order of 1017 cm-3 are of
interest, a linear fit to the initial slope of All(N) might be worthwhile. Whichever 'constant' neh
is picked will, however, represent a poor approximation outside of its preferred range. For the
ex.(N) behavior, the linear model will disregard the parabolic feature at moderate N-values. In any

event, dynamic studies of semiconductor excitation, whether in multi wave mixing or devices, will
require an accurate treatment of nonlinearities over the full range of photo-induced carrier
concentrations. The analytical simplifications provided by naive linear models will in no way
repay the loss of physical understanding involved in adopting them.

2.3.3 (;tulr.niur.n

Sul~e

Owing to its readily observable excitonic character and abundance of strong-excitation
effects, cadmium sulfide (CdS) has been the subject of intense recent experimental investigation,
particularly using laser-induced grating (LJG) techniques [Kalt et al., 1985, 1986; Saito and
Gobel, 1986; Saito and Watanabe, 1988; Weber et al., 1988a,b]. In addition to its fundamental
spectroscopic properties, CdS has demonstrated prolific nonlinear effects, including increasing
absorption optical bistability (IAOB) [Bohnert et al., 1983] and transverse instabilities [Dagenais
and Winful, 1983; Wegener and Klingshirn, 1988; McGinnis et al., 1990b]. Platelets of lowtemperature CdS have even been proposed as cavityless bistable switching elements [Dagenais
and Sharfin, 1985].
In this dissertation, CdS is the subject of time-dependent LIG diffraction efficiency
simulations and spatial instability modeling in Chap. 3. The optical properties of highly-excited
CdS have been thoroughly reviewed by Klingshim and Haug [1981]. As with GaAs, we give
only a concise listing of relevant CdS attributes before discussing the plasma-theory results for
the optical nonlinearities.
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2.3.3.1 Key Properties of CdS
CdS belongs to the group of II-VI semiconductors. Its crystal structure is of the uniaxial
wurtzite type, with point-group symmetry C6V ' [Klingshirn and Haug, 1981]. As is typical of
this symmetry class, the crystal field and the spin-orbit coupling split the valence band into three
degenerate subbands, labeled A-C with decreasing energy [Kalt et al., 1986]. The A-C subbands
give rise to pronounced excitonic features in the low-temperature linear absorption spectrum
[McGinnis et al., 1990b].
As with GaAs, CdS has a direct bandgap. Eg for CdS is almost twice as big as in GaAs,
with the 'A'-bandedge falling at roughly A=478 nm for T=4.2 K [Weber,_ 1987]. Though the
conduction band is rather isotropic, the valence bands can display strong coupling-related
anisotropies [Klingshirn and Haug, 1981]. As is apparent from the discussion thus far in this
section, we are primarily interested in low-temperature (Le., ::::: 1O-30K) properties of CdS.
Though most CdS parameters relevant to the plasma theory simulations are well agreed-upon by
current researchers, considerable controversy has arisen concerning the diffusion length (or
alternatively, the ambipolar diffusion constant) in the low-temperature regime [Saito and Gobel,
1984; Weber et al., 1988a]. This issue is of great relevance for studies of transverse effects in
increasing absorption bistability, as we will see in Chap. 3.

2.3.3.2 Plasma Theory Results for CdS
Optical spectra predicted by the plasma theory for 30K bulk CdS are displayed as a
function of scaled detuning

~

in Fig. 2-5.

Note that only the B(n= 1) and B(n=2) exciton

resonances are modeled, and that the range of ~ considered is significantly narrower than for
GaAs (cf. Fig. 2-3).

The CdS parameters listed in Table 2-2 were used in producing the

simulations. The absorption spectra given by the various curves correspond to carrier densities
of

lOIS

(solid), 5xl016 (alternating dash), 10 17 (long dash), 2xl0 17 (dot), 5xl0 17 (dash-dot), and

1018 cm-3 (small dash), respectively. The corresponding refractive index curves are determined
using the Kramers-Kronig transformation, as with the GaAs

~

curves of Fig. 2-3.

With such strong exciton resonances in the low-excitation spectrum, plasma screening of
the exciton plays a dominant role in determining the density-dependent nonlinear absorption and
refractive-index changes in CdS. In contrast to 300K GaAs, however, bandgap renormalization,
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clearly visible below the exciton resonance.

rather than bandfilling, is the primary physical mechanism manifest in the high-density absorption
behavior [Schmidt et al., 1984]. As Eg moves to lower energies with increasing carrier-density,
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I Quantity IDefinition

I

Assumed Value

me

Effective mass (electrons)

0. 235mo

mh

Effective mass (holes)

1. 35mo

EO

Background dielectric constant

8.87

ao

Exciton Bohr mdius

30. Ix 10-6 cm

ER

Exciton Rydberg energy

27.0 meV

ro

Broadening constant

0.04ER

r1

Density-dependent broadening coefficient

0.00

EO
'I(

Unrenonnalized bandgap

2.592 eV

T

Tempemture

30K

I

Table 2-2 Input parameters used in plasma-theory simulations of bulk CdS.

positive. da regions appear below the main exciton peak in Fig. 2-5a, giving rise to
corresponding dispersive features in the Jln spectra near d=2 in Fig. 2-5b.

This is the

phenomenon of increasing absorption, which can act as a feedback mechanism, eventually
yielding optical bistability with respect to the input and output fields [Bohnert et al., 1983]. This
effect can in turn give rise to a variety of spatial instabilities including partial sample switching,
as we shall see in Chap. 3.

2.4 Summary
In this chapter we have considered the quantum-mechanical many-body interactions
underlying the optical spectra of highly-excited semiconductors. BandfiIling, plasma screening
of the Coulomb interaction, excitonic enhancement of the continuum absorption, and
renormalization of the energetic bandgap were all shown to play important roles in determining
optical nonlinearities in materials such as GaAs and CdS. In the process, we have convincingly
established that such nonlinearities depend most fundamentally on the concentration of excited
electron-hole pairs, rather than simply on the excitation intensity as traditional nonlinear optics
approaches assume.
The so-called 'plasma theory' presented here gives realistic and powerful expressions for
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the density-dependence of both the absorptive and dispersive properties of semiconductors. The
analysis leading up to the plasma theory has helped us understand the microscopic origin of
a(w,N) and Llo(w,N}. Simultaneously, we have learned something equally important about the

macroscopic modeling to be performed in subsequent chapters: the relations we develop to
simulate particular wavemixing processes or etalon-based devices must be coupled to
corresponding equations describing the evolution of the carrier-density. By using this selfconsistent microscopic/macroscopic approach, we will be able to assess confidently both the
diagnostic merits of actual experiments and the performance tradeoffs and potential of practical
devices.
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Chapter Three
Degenerate Four-Wave Mixing and Laser-Induced Gratings in Semiconductors
The invention ofthe laser . .. resulted in powerjullight sources which led to the observation of unexpected
and striking phenomena . .. The classical principle of superposition of light does 1I0t hold anymore.
Eichler, Laser-Induced Dynamic Gratings

3.1 Introduction
Combining several beams of light within an optically nonlinear medium can give rise to
a diverse array of mixing and scattering processes including harmonic generation, self-diffraction,
and phase conjugation. In addition to being useful in their own right, such effects manifest the
intricate underlying coupling between elementary material excitations and important fielddependent optical properties. If the mixing and scattering processes can be experimentally
characterized and theoretically understood, their measurement may provide a sophisticated
technique for determining the magnitude and dynamics of key material parameters like absorption
and refractive index. Such knowledge is critical if practical switching and/or computing devices
based on nonlinear phenomena are to be realized. The development of a theoretical framework
that can make such determinations possible is the primary focus of this chapter.
Though nonlinear wave-mixing processes are studied today under many different names
in a variety of experimental configurations, four-wave mixing (FWM) is perhaps the most
pervasive and popular approach owing to its inherent flexibility and rich information content.
For our purposes in probing and characterizing semiconductor nonlinearities, it will be convenient
to restrict ourselves to the subset of FWM known as degenerate four-wave mixing (DFWM), in
which all four input/output beams are of the same frequency.

When analyzing DFWM

experiments utilizing small input beam angles and relatively thin samples, we also will find the
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laser-induced-grating (LIG) picture -- in which beam coupling processes are explained in terms
of Iight-by-Iight scattering -- to be particularly useful in describing the appearance of multiple
diffracted orders.

Both the DFWM and LIG formalisms describe the same fundamental

phenomena while emphasizing different consequences of the underlying nonlinear interactions;
it will be to our advantage to understand and apply both perspectives as we seek to develop a
comprehensive framework allowing analysis of these interactions.
To give historical context and direction to the analysis that will be presented, the
remainder of this section contains: 1) a brief review of experimental/theoretical efforts leading
to the current understanding of DFWM and LIG; 2) a basic description of the most popular
DFWM/LIG experimental configurations, along with a selected list of relevant applications of
these techniques in probing material dynamics; and 3) an outline of the specific objectives of our
analytical modeling efforts. In Sec. 3.2, we provide a detailed survey of several well-known
theoretical approaches to FWM and LIG.

Sec. 3.3 encompasses the development of our

theoretical framework, which is specialized to treat the case of highly-excited semiconductors in
the experimentally favored Raman-Nath regime. Computer implementation of the model for both
the steady-state and time-dependent cases is discussed in Sec. 3.4. Numerical simulations of
steady-state Raman-Nath scattering in GaAs are presented and compared with other theoretical
models in Sec. 3.5, while results for the dynamic case in CdS are compared with corresponding
experimental measurements in Sec. 3.6. In Sec. 3.7, we use our theory to study transverse
effects of increasing absorption bistability on the Raman-Nath output spectrum in CdS.
Concluding analysis and comments are offered in Sec. 3.8, where we also suggest the
implications of our results for future work in this area.
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3.1.1 Historical Background

Today's widespread interest in nonlinear optical phenomena and related characterization
techniques can be traced to the invention of the laser in 1960 and the subsequent demonstration
of second-harmonic-generation by Franken et al. [1961]. The multiple-beam interference effects
to be discussed in this chapter were to some extent well understood many years earlier (e.g. in
photographic materials [Wiener, 1890; Lippmann, 1891], in ultrasonic transient gratings [Oebye,
1932], and in holography [Gabor, 1948]). However, the development of intense, coherent,
collimated sources made optical gratings and wave-mixing processes easier to generate, while
simultaneously allowing their interactions with materials to be better resolved.
From this point several independent research paths -- including dynamic holography,
parametric scattering, and optical phase conjugation -- led to the eventual maturation of FWM
lUG techniques and their application to semiconductors.

The development of transient or 'real-time' holography -- in which a grating hologram
'written' by two-beam interference could subsequently be 'read' by a third beam - sparked early
interest in potential schemes for nonlinear image processing [Gerritsen, 1967], optical data
storage [Woerdman, 1970], and dynamical probing of material properties.
Application of the third-order susceptibility formalism [Bloembergen, 1965] to parametric
oscillation in a Kerr-medium by Chiao and co-workers allowed the first analysis of 'light-by-light
scattering' [Chiao et al., 1966]; The first experimental observation of such scattering came the
following year, with the grating formed by spatial hole-burning in a ruby laser [Boersch and
Eichler, 1967].
A third discipline producing prolific understanding of multi wave mixing and dynamic
grating processes is that of optical phase conjugation, which had its origin both in transient
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holography and in seemingly unrelated studies in the Soviet Union of stimulated Brillouin and
Ram.an backscattering processes [Zel'dovich et aI., 1972; Nosach et al., 1972]. Intense efforts
in this area followed the suggestion by Zel'dovich and others that such processes could be used
to cancel propagation-induced distortions of laser beams.

Yariv [1976, 1977] and Hellwarth

[1977] provided particularly important early theoretical contributions to this work by bringing the
mathematical methods of nonlinear optics (NLO) to bear on the problems of wavefront reversal
and distortionless transmission. Coupled-wave approaches to phase conjugation using degenerate
four-wave mixing (DFWM) were then developed independently by Yariv and Pepper [1977] and
Bloom and Bjorklund [1977], who also succeeded in demonstrating the effect in ruby. Yarivand
Pepper's approach to DFWM is perhaps the most widely referenced in the literature; it will be
discussed along with extensions to the resonant two-level medium model by Abrams and Lind in
Sec. 3.2.
With theoretical and experimental foundations well established, DFWM/LIG material
characterization studies began gradually to come into their own. A wide range of substances
including organic compounds, dye solutions, amorphous solids, and photo refractive crystals has
been analyzed using these techniques [See Eichler, 1986, and references therein].

Not

surprisingly however, given their dominant role in digital electronic circuitry and the relative
strength of their nonlinear response, semiconducting materials have from the beginning been the
subject of a significant percentage of wave-mixing and transient grating experiments.
Early transient hologram/grating work with Si [Woerdman, 1971], CdSe [Jar~iUnas and
Vaitkus, 1974] and Ge [Shank and Auston, 1974] explored image reconstruction and grating
decay properties. Subsequent efforts have emphasized determination of excitation-dependent
carrier transport properties in, e.g., Si & CdSe

[Jar~iUnas

and Vaitkus, 1977] and loP & GaAs
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[Hoffman et al., 1978] through studies of the time-dependent behavior of the diffraction
efficiency. Most such publications attempt to explain observed DFWM and LIG behavior in
terms of either a Kerr- or Drude-type model for field-induced refractive index changes, with
absorptive effects minimized or ignored (e.g. Jain and Klein, 1979; Eichler et al., 1987;
Danileiko et al., 1989).

In addition to the bulk semiconductors mentioned above, recent

DFWM/LIG studies have begun to focus on multiple-quantum-well materials as well [Hegarty
et al., 1982; Miller et al., 1983].

Multiwave mixing/scattering techniques have evolved with the help of high-power
coherent sources to become a highly popular tool of today's experimentalists in evaluating
nonlinear materials and potential device technologies. Theoretical understanding of nonlinear
mixing processes has to some extent followed the experimental evolution, particularly with regard
to phase conjugation in nonresonant and two-level systems. However, realistic models for
evaluating DFWM/LIG interactions in semiconductors remain scarce; those that are in use tend
to be severely limited in their applicability. Continued relevance of DFWM/LIG methods in
characterizing semiconductor nonlinearities - particularly at the high excitation levels required
by many proposed device concepts - demands more robust and flexible analytical tools than are
currently available.

3.1.2 Experimental Approaches: Implications for Modeling
In attempting to improve upon previous theoretical approaches and develop a
comprehensive model for analyzing wavemixing/grating effects in semiconductors, we must first
consider the experimental state-of-the-art. Which operating regimes and configurations are
relevant, and what specific material characteristics are typically measured? What implications
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do prevalent experimental strategies have for the assumptions a workable model must make? To
answer these questions, we first describe several of the most common experimental geometries
for DFWM and LIG, then outline some of the material properties and dynamic effects measured
using these techniques.

3.1.2.1 Experimental Geometries
Three of the most widely-used experimental configurations in multi-wave mixing
experiments in semiconductors are: a) backward (Le. reflection mode) DFWM; b) forward
DFWM; and c) grating self-diffraction. The two basic DFWM approaches are illustrated in
Fig. 3-1, while self-diffraction from a laser-induced grating is depicted in Fig. 3-2.

(a)

~

...

Norulear Medium

c

(b)

b

\/

~D~
p

c

Fig. 3-1 Schematic illustration of backward (a) and forward (b)
DFWM, where f is the forward pump wave, b is the backward pump
wave, p is the probe wave, and c is the conjugate wave. (After Jain
and Klein [1986}.)

In backward DFWM (Fig. 3-1a), which is the preferred orientation for many phase-
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conjugation experiments, forward (t) and backward (b) pump beams interact with a nonlinear
medium of arbitrary size. The probe input (P) is incident at a small angle 0 with respect to the
counterpropagating pump beams, experiencing the mixing and scattering mechanisms the pumps
generate in the medium. As a result of these interactions, the exact conjugate (c) of the probe
is emitted in the reverse direction, as dictated by phase-matching constraints.
Forward DFWM (Fig. 3-1b) is used primarily with thin, highly absorbing samples. Here
the use of the 'four-wave' nomenclature is perhaps somewhat strained, but remains appropriate
if the forward pump beam is assumed to constitute two input waves. The probe beam (P) is again
incident at a small angle 0, while in this case the short interaction length allows a conjugate beam
(c) to be nearly phase-matched in the forward direction at an angle -0.

p

s

Fig. 3-2 Self-diffraction from a thin grating in a nonlinear material.
Pump (P) and signal (s) beams interfere at an angle 8 to create the
grating, which scatters subsequent incident light into various orders.

In self-diffraction, two incident beams of the same frequency interfere to produce a
periodic variation in material properties, which in turn acts like a diffraction grating, scattering
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further incident light into several transmitted orders. When both the sample thickness and angle
of incidence are small enough, multiple scattered beams are output, as depicted in Fig. 3-2. This
situation is particularly relevant in semiconductors, where transverse diffusion of carriers can
potentially 'wash out' induced carrier-density gratings, forcing experimentalists to operate at small
angles so as to make the grating period larger than the diffusion length. In addition to being
convenient from an experimental standpoint, we shall find that the small-angle thin-grating
assumption, often labeled the 'Raman-Nath' regime, leads to considerable theoretical
simplifications as well.

3.1.2.2 Relevant Applications
As was mentioned briefly in Sec. 3.1.1 above, one common aim of DFWM/LIG
experiments is to characterize the dynamics of semiconductor carrier-transport processes like
diffusion and recombination. Using pulsed DFWM experiments of the appropriate timescale in
which the peak self-diffraction efficiency 1'/ is measured as a function of grating period, the
ambipolar diffusion coefficient

[Jar~iiinas

and Gerritsen, 1978] or similarly the diffusion length

[Weber et al., 1988b] can be determined. Knowing the ambipolar diffusion constant or the
diffusion length, the time dependence of the diffraction efficiency can be fit to a simple
exponential decay model, and the recombination time can be obtained [Manning et al., 1988].
To be useful, a realistic model of DFWMILIG interactions should thus treat these competing
processes and their respective time regimes in an explicit fashion.
A separate but related objective in semiconductor transient grating experiments is the
determination of nonlinear optical coefficients (e.g.

X[3])

or more realistically, carrier-excitation-

induced changes in optical properties like absorption (ex) and refractive index (n).

Since one
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simple expression for the reflected diffraction efficiency 11 in purely refractive DFWM/LIG
experiments gives 11 proportional to pump intensity, with X[3] in the proportionality constant [See
. Sec. 3.2.1], some experimentalists simply plot their measured diffraction efficiency results as a
function of pump intensity and read

X[3]

directly from their graphs [e.g. Jain and Klein, 1979].

A somewhat more sophisticated approach involves taking both nonlinear transmission and forward
diffraction efficiency measurements; these are fit to a Bessel-function relation accounting for
absorptive and refractive grating production, [Eichler and Massman, 1982] which allows
extraction of experimental values of ~a and

~

[Chemla et al., 1984; Derstine et al., 1988;

McCallum et al., 1991]. Both of these techniques depend on relatively straightforward theoretical
models of semiconductor nonlinearities that are valid only in the so-called small signal regime,
neglecting absorption saturation. A more realistic approach should go beyond these simple
models for .!la and

~,

allowing high-input-intensity effects to be treated self-consistently.

A unique goal of several recent LIG experiments has been to use the grating-induced
periodic spatial modulation in material properties to study transverse effects in increasing
absorption optical bistability. Such effects are a consequence of the interaction of finite-width
Gaussian beams with the transverse grating-creation process mediated by the bistable absorption
characteristics of the material used [McGinnis et al., 1990b]. Spatial subharmonic bifurcation
of the scattered orders in LIG has also been observed in similar experiments [McGinnis et al.,
1990a; see Sec. 3.7]. If these phenomena are to be understood, the standard plane-wave analysis
will need to be abandoned in favor of a full Gaussian-beam treatment of FWM/LIG.

3.1.3 Goals of Present Work

From the foregoing historical background and experimental overview, it is readily
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apparent that with regard to DFWM/LIG processes in semiconductors, the theoretical state-of-theart lags behind the sophisticated level of the experimental techniques.

A self-consistent yet

tractable approach accounting for relevant nonlinear effects in semiconductors at a wide range
of input intensities must be developed if potential materials for nonlinear optical
switching/computing devices are to be realistically evaluated. Toward this end, we adopt the
following objectives in our attempts to model DFWM/LIG in semiconductors:
• While broad applicability should be maintained, efforts should focus on forward DFWM
using thin samples, small incident angles, and moderate to high input powers conditions likely to be present in potential photonic devices.
• To begin with, a reliable model should be developed to predict the output of DFWM/LIG
experiments utilizing microscopically computed material nonlinearities as input,
preserving dependencies on the maximum number of input parameters deemed relevant
and feasible.
• The computational implementation of the model should be flexible enough to allow
analysis of the physics underlying the experimental results, e.g., by turning on/off the
influence of certain key physical mechanisms.

• If the predictive model is able to produce good qualitative/quantitative agreement with
experiment, it should then be applied to the solution of the inverse problem; i.e., attempts
should be able to extract .::la and .::In from experimental spectra.
The resulting theoretical approach and the degree to which it achieves these objectives will be
discussed in Sec. 3.3-3.7.
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3.2 Previous Theoretical Models of DFWM and LIG
Before embarking on the development of a full-blown scheme for simulation of nonlinear
multiwave-mixing processes in semiconductors, it will be helpful and instructive to consider
theoretical models currently in use.

Most of them fall neatly into one of two categories:

nonlinear optics (NLO) approaches, and diffraction-oriented treatments.
In models derived using the NLO formalism, a generalized susceptibility/polarization
expansion is made, with only the field terms describing the desired interactions (typically thirdorder terms of the form X[3]E 1E2E3) being kept.

The coupled nonlinear wave equations are

solved using the slowly-varying amplitude approximation (SVEA), and propagation relations for
the beams of interest are found. These techniques emphasize phase-matching constraints as well
as energy transfer through polarization-mediated coupling of input and output fields.
In diffraction-oriented approaches, a periodic modulation of the dielectric function (Le.,
absorption and refractive index) is assumed to occur in some phenomenological fashion through
interference of the input beams. Standard grating-diffraction techniques are then used to predict
the scattered output, which depends strongly on the experimental geometry treated. This type
of model basically takes the 'black-box' perspective, viewing the material interactions from the
perspective of the incident beam, which experiences the transformation process mediated by the
material gratings, then travels on with the scattered output.
To provide a balanced assessment of previous theoretical work, the remainder of this
section reviews four distinct analytical developments aimed at predicting nonlinear mixing
behavior and analyzing corresponding experiments. The first two focus on DFWM in Kerr-media
[Yariv and Pepper, 1977] and two-level atomic systems [Abrams and Lind, 1977; 1983],
respectively. They both emphasize applications to phase conjugation and neither is particularly
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applicable to semiconductors; they are nonetheless used by some researchers in analyzing
semiconductor DFWM results. We thus will gain worthwhile insights from understanding why
these approaches make the assumptions they do. The last two approaches to be discussed in this
section are closely related, and concentrate on predicting the diffraction efficiency of fieldinduced gratings in a general material [Eichler et al., 1986] and in a simplified model of a
semiconductor [Eichler and Massman, 1982; Chemla et al., 1984]. Though both of these
treatments are attractive because of their explicit treatment of light-induced spatial modulation of
absorption and refractive index, each suffers from the limitations of small-signal regime
assumptions.

When we have considered the strengths and weaknesses of each of these

approaches, we will be ready to attempt the development of a more realistic and complete model.

3.2.1 x?J-Type Coupled-Wave Model of DFWM

This approach owes its origin to fundamental classical nonlinear optics, as developed by
Bloembergen et al. [1965]. Its key distinguishing feature is its reliance on the power-series
representation of the field-dependent susceptibility

x,

discussed in Sec. 2.1.2 of Chap. 2.

Coupled equations describing the relevant wave-mixing processes are developed from the general
expression for the nonlinear polarization by collecting only the terms that oscillate at the desired
frequency and k vector and inserting them into the nonlinear wave equation. After solutions are
found for the case of negligible pump depletion using the slowly-varying envelope approximation
(SVEA), integration of the coupled propagation equations leads to the prediction of phaseconjugate reflection, coherent amplification and oscillation without mirror feedback.
Following Yariv and Pepper [1977] we consider the geometry of Fig. 3-3, in which two
strong, counterpropagating pump beams El and E2 interact with two comparatively weak beams
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Nonline&t Medium
A.(O)
a-O

Fig. 3-3 Assumed configurationfordegeneratefour-wave mixing in the
coupled-wave fonnalism. Al and A2 are taken as nondepleted pump
waves.

E3 and E4 • The weak beams are also taken as counterpropagating but with a k vector different

from that of the pump beams. The plane wave fields are defined using
(3.1)

For the case of FWM in a simple Kerr-like medium, the third-order components of the
nonlinear susceptibility are assumed to dominate, implying that the nonlinear polarization
mediating the wavemixing will be given by terms of the form
PNL(W4 =wI +w2 -w3) = ~X[3]AIA~3· exp[iw4t - i(k1 +k.z -k3) • r] ,

PNL(w3=wI +w2-w4) =':x[3]AIA~4· exp[iw3t-i(kl +k.z-k~· r] .

(3.2)

2

Equations (3.2) simplify somewhat when we apply the initial assumptions of degenerate FWM
(i.e.

WI =W2=CIJ;3=W4)

and counterpropagatingbeams (i.e. kl +k2 =O, k3 +k4 =O). Of course, for

semiconductors (and other materials) exhibiting resonant absorption or gain features, a field-based
expansion of the susceptibility loses it meaning. In this case the x[3] approach of Eq. (3.2) is of
doubtful utility.

As was made clear in Chap. 2, the carrier density, not the field, is the

appropriate parameter to be used in characterizing material nonlinearities.
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Proceeding nonetheless on the basis of the definitions given, the propagation behavior of
beam amplitudes A3 and A4 can be determined from the nonlinear wave equation
(3.3)

Substituting (3.1)-(3.2) into (3.3), and making use of the SVEA

t:PAI
dz2

<

I,. dA

r' dz

(3.4)

i

'

yields the coupled propagation equations:

dA·4 •.• A
--;Ii'" =1/l.J'13'

(3.5)

.

where the complex coupling coefficient K is defined as
K

[3] A
---x
:al 2
en

• _ 27rW

A

(3.6)

•

In obtaining the result (3.5), the critical assumption was made that pump beams Al and A2 are
constant; i.e., they remain unaffected by their interaction with the nonlinear medium and the
remaining fields. Though this may be entirely reasonable in a non-absorbing Kerr-type material,
pump depletion in semiconducting materials with strong resonant absorption is likely to
significantly affect FWM interactions.
Taking the input beam amplitudes A3(L) and AiO) as known, Eqs. (3.5) can be
integrated, giving the analytic solutions:
A (z) = cos( 1K Iz) A (L) +i K· sin( 1K 1[z-L]) A • (0)
3
cos( K IL) 3
cos( I/dL) 4

I

TKT

,

A • (z) = ilK 1 sin( 1K 1z) A (L) + cos( 1K 1[z-L]) A • (0) .
4
K* COS(IKIL) 3
COS(IKIL)
4

(3.7)
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In the typical experimental configuration, a single weak beam input beam AiO) is incident on the
sample, with A3(L) = 0.

Given these boundary conditions, Eqs. (3.7) reduce to
(3.8)

for the reflected wave at the input, and
A • (L) =

A ·(0)

(3.9)

4

-co-s"""(1""',,"""1L='"'")

4

for the transmitted beam. Though we do not demonstrate it explicitly here, A 3(0) can be shown
to represent an exact phase-conjugate replica of the input beam AiO) [Yariv and Pepper, 1977;
Yariv and Fisher, 1983]. For 7r/4

< I" IL <

37r/4, the reflected amplitude is greater than the

input IAiO) I, Le. amplification is predicted. For the specific case

I" IL

= 7r/2, the amplitude

reflection and transmission ratios go to infinity, implying the potential for oscillation without
mirror feedback.
Of the greatest interest for our purposes however is the feasibility of extracting X[3 1values
directly from

~xperimental

output quantities. One widely-used approach makes use ofEq. (3.8),

reexpressing it as a relation for the reflection coefficient R, inserting the definition for" (3.6),
and converting field amplitudes to intensities using Ii = (cn/87r) IAi 12. For small tiL, the phaseconjugate reflectivity can be approximated as R::=

I" 12L2 or
(3.10)

If the measured reflectivity values are plotted versus the mean pump intensity (Il~1/2 in a log-log
form, the small-signal portion of the plot is typically linear with a slope of 2, as one would
expect from Eq. (3.10). Using the experimental points in this regime, it is then possible to solve
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for

X[3]

knowing the remaining input parameters. This is the approach followed by e.g. Jain and

Klein [1979], who are careful to point out the saturation behavior they observe in their In R vs.
In (1112)112 plots for DFWM in Si at higher intensities, due to " ... the emerging influence of
higher-order competing terms in the nonlinearity itself (as occurs during absorption saturation)
or to the introduction of other higher-order processes ... " [Jain and Klein, 1983].
We have seen that the NLO-type coupled-wave approach is interesting to us primarily for
what it fails to accomplish.

While providing a convenient order-of-magnitude method for

evaluating the strength of X[3] from the results of reflection-mode DFWM experiments in Kerrtype media, its attractive simplicity is achieved at a high price. By assuming a lossless material
and low-power excitation, the theory ignores potentially interesting and important saturation
effects while effectively eliminating most semiconducting materials from useful consideration.
That this type of model has been widely applied to semiconductors despite its acknowledged
limitations reconfirms the need for more sophisticated schemes applicable to realistic materials
and devices.

3.2.2 DFWM in a Two-Level Saturable Absorber
Since a key limitation of the X[3Lbased DFWM formalism is its inability to model
resonant interactions accurately, absorption saturation and other higher-order processes, a logical
first step in upgrading it involves developing a more sophisticated method of treating the
nonlinear polarization. One highly popular approach relies on the semiclassical two-level atom
model to allow extension of Yariv and Pepper's coupled-wave analysis of DFWM to the general
case of an absorbing/amplifying nonlinear medium [Abrams and Lind, 1978; 1983]. Though this
involves considerable oversimplification if applied to the case of bandgap-resonant processes in

.
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semiconductors, the Abrams/Lind model provides enough unique insights about both saturated
absorption and dispersion to merit our consideration here.
The assumed geometry for DFWM is once more that of Fig. 3-3, where A 1-A 4 are the
plane-wave amplitudes defined through
(3.11)
Again, we take AI' A2 > > A3 , A4; the respective beam pairs counterpropagate as before. The
wave equation is written as
(3.12)

where we have used Gaussian units instead of the SI units of Abrams and Lind.
Instead of dropping all but the third-order terms in a polarization expansion as in the
previous section, we now seek a relation for the full nonlinear polarization of a two-level
saturable absorber. A detailed treatment of the two-level problem is beyond the scope of this
dissertation; Allen and Eberly [1975] and more recently Meystre and Sargent [1989] both discuss
the subject thoroughly. Accordingly, only a brief outline will be given here before the results
are presented.
The basic approach involves solving the density-matrix equations of motion for a
nondegenerate two-level atomic system in steady-state. The fields are treated classically, while
the material response is modeled within the framework of quantum mechanics. Homogeneous
broadening is assumed, with atomic and molecular motion neglected. Perturbation theory is used
to account for the contribution of the weak probe and conjugate waves; the zeroth order equations
can be solved exactly using the rotating wave approximation. For near-resonant single-photon
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transitions, extensive algebra yields an expression for the total polarization:

llNo i)'12 +.!l

2

p=- 21'1 'Yi2+.!l211'121

AEe iwt

[1+('Y12tT~(JL12EoIli)2('Yi2+.!l2)-1]2
(3.13)

x

if,AE· eiwt
[1 +('Y12tT~(JL12EoIli)2('Yi2 +.!l2rl]2

+C.c.

The various quantities are defined as follows:

llNo:

Population difference between the upper and lower levels in the absence of
applied fields

'Y12:

Atomic coherence decay rate

= ('Yl + 'Y,)/2, where 'Yl and 'Y2 are the individual

level decay rates

= w - "'21

.!l:

Detuning from line-center

1'12:

Transition dipole moment

Eo:

Sum of the two strong pump fields = El + Ez

AE:

Sum of the weak probe and conjugate field =. E3 + E4 •

The first term in Eq. (3.13) accounts for saturating absorption and nonlinear dispersion, while
the second term gives the phase-conjugate signal, which also has absorptive and dispersive
components.
With the assumption of negligible pump depletion (Le. AI' A2 constant), Eqs. (3.11) and
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(3.13) are next substituted into Eq. (3.12), yielding the propagation equations for the incident and
phase-conjugate wave:

(3.14)

where the slowly-varying amplitude approximation has been used to eliminate terms containing
second-order derivatives. The attenuation (or, for llNo < 0, gain) coefficient ex is given by
(3.15)

The nonlinear coupling between A3 and A4 is represented through the coefficient

P,

which

evaluates to

{3.16)

Both coefficients depend on the linear field absorption ao:
(3.17)

and the frequency-dependent saturation intensity I sat :
(3.18)

where we have again converted to Gaussian units.
As an example of the input-output behavior predicted by the Abrams-Lind theory,
consider the case of a single input wave A4·(0) incident at z=O, with A3(z=L)=0. The strength
of the phase-conjugate signal is related to that of the input beam through the intensity reflection
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coefficient:
R = IA3(O)IA 4(O) 12 =

where'Y =

IPl2 - a2.

If

Ip sin'YL 12

I'Y cos'YL + Ci sin'YL 12
Ci

,

(3.19)

is arbitrarily set to zero, Eq. (3.19) reduces essentially to the

Yariv/Pepper result Eq. (3.8). When'Y is varied as a function of pump intensity, detuning from
line center, etc., both oscillation (Le. R .... 00) and amplified reflection (even for

CiO

> 0) are

anticipated within certain operational regimes, as for the X[3 Ltype model of the previous section.
Though the DFWM behavior predicted for the two-level saturable absorber shows
qualitative similarities to the NLO approach for low pump intensities, significant differences
appear for moderate to high input powers. Whereas Eq. (3.10) predicts that the reflectivity will
increase monotonically with 1112 over an arbitrary range, Eq. (3.19) produces a leveling off of

R close to the saturation intensity, followed by a gradual fall-off as IIIsal grows beyond unity for
small linear absorption values. For larger values of aoL and large IIIsa" R .... 1. These trends
have their origin in the intensity-dependent competition between the absorption and coupling
coefficients in determining the overall nonlinear parameter 'Y; over a typical intensity range, the
absorption undergoes steady bleaching, while the coupling typically exhibits a strong peak near
I sal ' Though as mentioned earlier the simple two-level model discussed here is not generally used

in analyzing semiconductor DFWM [see Watkins et al., 1981, for an exception], the sub linear
input intensity dependence of R predicted by the model is routinely observed in semiconductor
DFWM experiments [Jain and Klein, 1979; Chemla et al., 1984].
What then has studying DFWM in a two-level atomic system taught us about modeling
semiconductor wavemixing processes? By treating the full induced polarization instead of
restricting ourselves to third-order terms, we have confirmed the importance of saturation effects
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in determining the intensity dependence of DFWM output signals. If we wish our model to
predict DFWM behavior accurately at intensities beyond the small-signal regime, we cannot
afford to ignore absorption saturation and related resonant effects in semiconductors.

3.2.3 Thin Transmission Gratings - LIG Approach
We tum now from coupled-wave treatments of DFWM to the laser-induced grating
picture of nonlinear wave-mixing, in which standard diffraction-theory techniques are used to
analyze scattering of incident light from phase or amplitude gratings assumed to exist in the
materials under study. In this section a particular mechanism for grating creation is not explicitly
specified; instead, emphasis is given to the importance of the excitation geometry in determining
the character of the diffracted orders, and a simple relation for the diffraction efficiency is
derived for the case of 'optically thin' samples. A more material-specific approach that treats
absorption and refractive-index grating creation through carrier excitation in semiconductors is
developed in the following section.
For transmission/reflection gratings of arbitrary thickness with arbitrary incident angles,
modeling the resulting diffraction behavior can be quite complicated [Kogelnik, 1969]. For thin
gratings ('thin' will be given a mathematical definition shortly) considerable simplification of the
relations describing grating diffraction can be made. If in addition light is incident on the thin
grating at a relatively small angle, the resulting scattering processes are characterized by the
appearance of multiple diffracted orders, as in the self-diffraction scenario of Fig. 3-2. This is
the so-called Raman-Nath regime [Hopf and Stegeman, 1985; Klein and Cook, 1967; Raman and
Nath, 1935]. By contrast, for slightly thicker samples or for larger incident angles, a single
phase-matched scattering order (the phase-conjugate one) is dominant in the output spectrum, as
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in the forward FWM configuration of Fig. 3-1b. This geometry corresponds to the more familiar
Bragg (or thick grating) regime. The transition between the two regimes is characterized by the
phase-mismatch parameter Q' or Q
(3.20)
and by the modulation parameter 'Y given by
(3.21)
where no is the background refractive index, nl is the amplitude of the sinusoidal refractive index
grating, L is the grating thickness, A the grating spacing, and

(J

is the angle of incidence inside

the grating [Moharam et al., 1980]. Many authors ignore'Y and simply state the Raman-Nath
scattering condition as Q < < 1. Moharam et aI. maintain that if 'Y is small, Raman-Nath
behavior can be observed

n • •

.even at large values of Q' . . ." They define the approximate

boundary of the Raman-Nath regime as Q''Y

~

1.

As mentioned earlier, device-oriented considerations for semiconductor etalons (including
strong absorption and Fabry-Perot effects) make us particularly interested in characterizing the
nonlinear behavior of thin (Le. L ::::: 1 pm) semiconductor samples.

Furthermore, for

semiconductors in which the diffusion length and recombination time are both sufficiently large
that carriers are able to migrate significant distances before recombining, induced carrier density
gratings may be washed out through diffusion, rendering LIG effects unobservable. Since the
grating period A is proportional to l/sin«(J), the requirement that A be greater than ID can force
experimentalists to use small incident angles so that the various scattering orders will be
resolvable. Thus the simultaneous need for thin samples and small incident angles makes the
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Raman-Nath regime of particular relevance for our work.
Accordingly, we seek now to develop an elementary description of diffraction and
scattering from a thin transmission grating. Following Eichler et al. [1986], such a grating is
assumed to be characterized by a spatially periodic amplitude transmittance function t(x)

=

t(x+ A), which will later be given a specific definition. For simplicity, we consider plane waves
incident normally on the sample:

-iA· exp[i(wt-kz)]

Ej =

(3.22)

+ C.c.

x

21tm
A

z
L
Fig. 3-4 Thin transmission grating geometry. A single input beam is
assumed incident nonnally from the left. L is the grating thickness,' A
is the grating period,' tPm is the scattering angle. (After Eichler
[1986).}

The assumed geometry for a single input beam is shown in Fig. 3-4. The diffracted output is
described by a superposition of plane waves with amplitudes Am

E=Em AmeXP[i(wt-kmX-Jk'--k!
z)]+c.c.
2

,

(3.23)
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where km is the x-component of the wavevector of the mth scattered order; reflection has been
neglected. The expression under the radical gives the degree of phase-matching. Applying the
boundary condition at the exit face

A.

E(z =0) =-i;t(x)exp(iwt) +c. c.

(3.24)

to Eq. (3.23) results in
A
E ~exp(
-ik"rt) =A.-t(x) •
2

(3.25)

m

Since the transmittance function is periodic in A, it makes sense to seek a Fourier-series
development of t(x). This is easily realized by setting
km =m27r/A , m=O, ± 1, ±2, ...

(3.26)

in Eq. (3.25). The various scattered orders exit the grating at angles given by
(3.27)
valid only for the normal-incidence case assumed at the outset. Using standard Fourier-series
techniques, the amplitude of the mth scattered order is found to be
A

Am=(A;lA) !t(x)eXP(im27rXIA)dx •

(3.28)

We now proceed to solve (3.28) for the example of a mixed phase and amplitude grating resulting
from spatial modulation of the refractive index and the absorption of the form
(3.29)
The periodic absorption and index changes lead to an amplitude transmittance function
t(x) =e -a0LJ2 exp[icf>cos(27rxIA)] ,

(3.30)
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where the induced phase-difference can be expressed as
(jJ = 27iL

A

[An+..!....ACX] = [21rAn +i ACX ] L
A

2k

2

.

(3.31)

Substituting Eqs. (3.30)-(3.31) into (3.28) and making the transformation t=21rxIA leads to

!

211'

Am =e-aoLI2 (A;l21r) dteitf)CoBteiml •

(3.32)

Making use of a standard integral representation of the mth order Bessel function Jm [8.411 in
Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1980], the result is

For small arguments (jJ (implying small An and Acx), J1«(jJ)=J_1«(jJ) = (jJ/2.

Applying this

approximation, the diffraction efficiency of the first scattered order (ignoring reflection) is
obtained:

(3.34)

This is the basic result of the LIG approach for a single beam scattered from a weak, thin
grating. A more rigorous approach [Enos and Rangnekar, 1974] treating self-diffraction of two
beams from a thermal grating produces an expression analogous to Eq. (3.33); however, an
additional term proportional to
of the second beam.

IJm + 1 12 arises due to the contributions from the diffraction orders

Thus for the self-diffraction case depicted in Fig. 3-2, including the

additional term gives enhanced accuracy over (3.33).
Despite its inherent limitations to the case of small nonlinearities (Le. Acx < < ao), the
thin-grating diffraction formalism treats an operating regime of great interest to us in a self-
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consistent way, producing the expected Bessel-function dependence on induced phase-shift and
accounting for the multiple scattered orders characteristic of the Raman-Nath geometry. Eq.
(3.34) gives a clear and convenient expression for relating the experimentally observed diffraction
efficiency to the underlying material nonlinearities; as a result, it has seen wide use in analyzing
semiconductor transient grating experiments [e.g. Jarasiunas and Vaitkus, 1977; Danileiko et al.,
1989].

Still, the approach fails to acknowledge explicitly the effect of carrier

excitation/relaxation dynamics on the diffraction efficiency in semiconductor-based DFWM/LIG
experiments. This will be remedied in the next section.

3.2.4 Carrie,..Densi!y-Based DFWM Model for Semiconductors
The objective of this approach is to incorporate the various mechanisms of carrier-density
grating formation and decay in semiconductors into a diffraction efficiency relation of the type
derived above. To accomplish this, the nonlinear refractive-index and absorption changes are
taken to vary in a simple fashion with the carrier density N. A steady-state expression for N as
generated by DFWMILIG excitation in the presence of diffusion and recombination is then
derived. When the semiconductor-specific expressions for An and .1a are inserted into the thingrating scattering model, the resulting diffraction efficiency formula can be used to extract the
frequency-dependent behavior of nonlinear coefficients from DFWM or LIG spectra.
We begin by assuming a linear dependence of the induced change in the refractive index
on the carrier density [Eichler and Massman, 1982; Danileiko et al., 1989]

.1n =nehN ,
along with a similar linear relation for the corresponding absorption change

(3.35)
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(3.36)
For certain frequency and carrier density regimes, these linear approximations can be somewhat
realistic, as was discussed in Sec. 2.3.2.3 of Chap. 2; in general, however, plots of Lla and t:.n
vs. N display much more complicated structure, as in the case of (2.30).
For an intensity I(t) incident on a sample of length I with background absorption ao, the
induced carrier-<iensity can be modeled by [Chemla et al., 1984]
I 11

f
I

N(t) = ~ ao dt'I(t'} exp[ -(t-t')ITG]' .
I liw -00

(3.37)

In Appendix A, a relation similar to (3.37) is derived as a solution to the simple carrier density
rate

equa~ion

oN =_ N + a(N)I(t)
ot T liw

(3.38)

Chemla et al. assume that the absorption is time-independent, allowing it to be pulled out in front
of the integral in Eq. (3.37). In their model, T is the single-surface intensity transmission
coefficient,

TG

is the grating decay time, and If/. is the effective interaction length [Maruani,

1980], defined through
L

r

If/. = dz e-aoz =(I-e -~/ao .

(3.39)

Use of If/. accounts for the depleted ability of the input beams to excite carriers as they propagate
through an absorbing material. In a sample-averaged fashion, this amounts to a simple kind of
pump depletion, which was neglected or ignored in the theoretical approaches discussed prior to
this point.
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The decay time
diffusive decay time

1

1

1

T

TR

TD

TD'

TG

should be related to both the carrier recombination life

TR

and the

i.e.
(3.40)

-=-+- .

For a grating induced by two-beam interference with grating period A (as in the self-diffraction
geOmetry of Fig. 3-2), we expect the carrier density modulation to be proportional to cos(21rxIA).
Since in the standard rate equation for diffusion-mediated processes the diffusion rate is related
to the second derivative of the density, we calculate the diffusive decay time to be
(3.41)

where D is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient. The combined grating lifetime

TG

then can be

written as

(3.42)

Solving Eq. (3.37) for the steady-state case (i.e. I(t) constant), the number of carriers
accumulated in one decay time at the peak of the density grating is found to be
(3.43)
With the above definitions, we are ready to substitute Eqs. (3.35)-(3.36) into the thin-grating
diffraction efficiency formula (3.34). The result is

(3.44)
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where we have accounted for two surface reflections through the use of the term T2.
In practice, the above relation is used in conjunction with nonlinear transmission
measurements to extract the frequency dependence of the nonlinear coefficients neh and ueh' In
the small-signal regime (i.e. Aa< < a~, the sample transmission T (allowing for two surface
reflections) is given by
(3.45)
where NA is the carrier density excited in the nonlinear absorption process, calculated as in Eq.
(3.43) above for Na, but using a different diffusive decay time [Chemla et al., 1984]. Once the
spectral behavior of ueh is determined from the nonlinear sample transmission using (3.45), Eq.
(3.44) can be solved using the measured diffraction efficiency and the calculated Na to determine

The formalism of Eqs. (3.35)-(3.45) represents the most popular current approach for
predicting and analyzing the results of diffraction efficiency experiments in semiconductors. Its
use even in relatively recent studies of semiconductor MQWs and superlattices [e.g. Derstine et
al., 1988; Miller et al., 1989; McCallum et aI., 1991] is evidence that no more effective and
convenient approach has found wide acceptance.
As useful as this model has proven, it remains severely limited by its small-signal regime
constraints. These could be lifted somewhat by retaining the full Bessel-function expression [i.e.
for larger arguments], incorporating the additional self-diffraction term of Enos and Rangnekar
[1974], or by using a more sophisticated pump depletion scheme. Nonetheless, the low-excitation
assumption remains deeply ingrained in the neh/ueh-type modeling of the nonlinearities.
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3.2.5 Summary of Approaches Discussed

What have we learned from our survey of the theoretical landscape that will help us in
developing a better model of DFWM/LIG in semiconductors? To summarize several key points:
• All of the approaches discussed assume idealized plane-wave behavior; i.e., none of them
account for the effects of finite-width beams in a manner that allows realistic predictions
of possible transverse effects in DFWMILIG.
• The contributions of nonlinear absorption (both in terms of saturation and pump
depletion) tend to be ignored or modeled in a way that is not applicable to highly-excited
semiconductors, though the Abrams/Lind approach does a credible job.
• The assumption of Raman-Nath scattering is both experimentally relevant and
theoretically expedient; this geometry merits emphasis in the model we seek to develop.
• It is of critical importance to treat carrier-<iensity generation and decay in an explicit and
realistic manner, since semiconductor nonlinearities depend on them in fundamental and
often complicated ways.
With these observations in mind, we are now prepared to formulate a more rigorous DFWM/LIG
model applicable to device-oriented characterization of nonlinear optical properties in laser-excited
semiconductors.

3.3 Comprehensive Theory of Raman-Nath Scattering in Semiconductors
In this section we develop a theoretical framework for simulating and analyzing the
results of DFWM experiments in thin semiconductor samples.

In accord with the overall

objectives stated in Sec. 3.1.3, the model should be both flexible and tractable, yielding useful
insights into DFWM's ability to predict the magnitude and dynamics of device-oriented optical
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nonlinearities. In addition, the model should build on the strengths of previous approaches while
simultaneously addressing their weaknesses.

Accordingly, we adopt the assumptions of the

Raman-Nath self-diffraction geometry, accounting for finite-width beams and treating the carrierdensity-dependent absorption and dispersion characteristics in a realistic fashion through the use
of the semiconductor plasma theory described in Chap. 2.
As a foundation for our theoretical development we first derive the paraxial nonlinear
propagation equations for transverse and longitudinal fields. The Raman-Nath scattering theory
for diffusion-dominated semiconductors is then presented, along with a summary of key
assumptions and approximations. Strategies for computer solution of the steady-state and pulsed
cases are discussed in detail in Sec. 3.4. Later sections give numerical results for GaAs and CdS,
along with both experimental and theoretical comparisons.

3.3.1 ParaxUd Nonlinear Propagation Equation
We begin with the wave equation for a dielectric medium

[

oz.p- ,
V2 - grad d'I V1- -oz.]
- E 411"
=c2

0t2

c2

(3.46)

or

where in general, div E need not be zero, even though div D

= div eE is.

To see this, we can

write:
V·eE=(Ve)·E+eV·E=O.

(3.47)

Solving for div E, we find:
V·E=-E·Vlne.

(3.48)

Here e is the dielectric function of the medium, which for laser-excited semiconductors depends
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strongly on the local excitation (Le. carrier) density, which should have strong transverse
character under DFWM conditions. The case of paraxial propagation of Gaussian-like beams
through an inhomogeneous medium has been studied in detail by Lax et al. [1975] for the twolevel atom polarization. In this section, we follow the development of Koch and Wright [1987],
who generalize the Lax treatment to the case of a carrier-density-dependent polarization, as is
appropriate for semiconductors.
In Sec. 2.1.3 of Chap. 2, we related the density-dependent optical material properties to
the susceptibility X and thus to the macroscopic polarization term in the wave Eq. (3.46) given
above. We now seek to treat the interaction of the material with finite-width beams. The
incident light is assumed to propagate in the z-direction with transverse width (e.g. spot radius)

woo We break the various vector quantities in Eq. (3.46) down into longitudinal and transverse
parts
V=V +e
T

z

If')
oza' E=e-iCwr-kz)(ET+ez-'z'

P=e-iCwr-kz)(P +e P)
T

1:" z '

(3.49)

and substitute them back into the original equation. The resulting transverse relation is

(3.50)

while the corresponding longitudinal result becomes
(3.51)
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To study the relative magnitude of the various terms in Eqs. (3.50)-(3.51), they are next
scaled using characteristic Gaussian beam parameters [Lax et al., 1975]
(3.52)
where
2

(3.53)

I=kwo

is the diffraction length of the beam in the z-direction and tR=lnr/c is the effective propagation
time over that distance. To characterize the strength of the respective longitudinal and transverse
contributions, a dimensionless parameter is defined
(3.54)
Taking the transverse width to be much smaller than the diffraction length, as has been done
here, amounts to assuming that the beams are concentrated near the axis; i.e., the paraxial
approximation. Interestingly, this approach turns out be analogous to making the slowly-varying
envelope approximation. Expanding all quantities in powers off, we obtain consistent equations
using

ET=E~] +/2E~]+. • • ,
E z =IE[1]
z

+13E[3]
z +•

• • ,

(3.55)

If Eqs. (3.54)-(3.55) are substituted into (3.50)-(3.51), the result is a set of coupled equations in
the orders O(f), Off), .... Considering only the lowest order in/leads to
(3.56)

8S

and

[

CO _. C ",2 0
- - l--VT+-+

no OZ

2kno

ot

1

ca(w,N) - . wt!J.n(w,N) E[OLO
I
T 2no
no

,

(3.57)

where the definitions in Eqs. (2.14)-(2.15) and (2.17) have been used. Thus the field is purely
transverse in lowest order, though it may still depend on the transverse coordinate. The nextorder correction, discussed in detail by Lax et al. [1975], contains a small longitudinal component
with j-dependent magnitude.
Though restricting ourselves to the zeroth-order field terms may seem to amount to a
form of small-signal approximation, it is in fact not nearly so constraining, as we can see by
considering the typical size off. For a spot-size of 25 p.m and a wavelength of 870 nm, j is
approximately 5.5 x 10-3, assuring that the neglected terms will be many orders of magnitude
smaller than those that are kept, even for relatively large intensities.

3.3.2 Carrier-Density-Based Model of Raman-Nath Scattering
We now proceed to derive our model for the diffraction efficiency of Raman-Nath
scattering as mediated by carrier-density-dependent nonlinearities in semiconductors. The coupled
equations for field propagation and carrier-density serve as the basic starting point for the model.
After these equations have been presented, they are scaled and simplified through application of
appropriate Raman-Nath regime conditions, and the experimental constraints imposed by these
conditions are explained. Additional assumptions regarding the influence of longitudinal diffusion
and input-beam relative phase allow the calculation of the Raman-Nath scattering spectrum and
the corresponding diffraction efficiency. Formulation of the model is carried out initially for the
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general case of time-dependent input fields; specialization to both steady-state and pulsed
excitation is discussed in the sections that follow.

3.3.2.1 Coupled Propagation and Carrier-Density Equations

XL
z

--Fig. 3-5 Assumed configurationfordegeneratefour-wave mixing in the
Raman-Nath regime. Ip and Is are the pump and signal beams,
respectively. OJ is the incident angle between the beams.

The excitation geometry we shall consider is that of two-beam self-diffraction,
diagrammed earlier in Fig. 3-2. For clarity, the experimental configuration is given again with
certain modifications in Fig. 3-5. Linearly polarized monochromatic fields of frequency
assumed incident on a semiconductor sample of length L.

CJJ

are

The fields are taken to be

homogeneous in the y-direction, with z the axis of propagation. Accordingly, the electric field
is written
(3.58)
where x and z are the transverse and longitudinal coordinates respectively, and y is the unit vector
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in the y-direction.
To describe the propagation of the fields within the medium, we use a superficially
modified version of Eq. (3.57) derived above

;p. [a
a1] A
- +no
-[ -+2ik
~
k c&

= -

[ikOt(w,N)+-An(w,N)
2l21A ,

(3.59)

~

where in obtaining (3.59) we have simply multiplied (3.57) through by the factor 2iknolc. Here
k=noko=nowle=nolho. As introduced previously, N is the excitation density and Ot(w,N) and
An(w,N) are the density-dependent absorption and refractive index changes.

The carrier-density-dependence of the important optical properties implies that the
propagation equation will be coupled with a rate equation for N. The field-induced periodic
spatial modulation of N must be determined self-consistently before we can accurately predict the
scattered output. In laser-excited semiconductors, the temporal and spatial evolution of N can
often be modeled by using the simple relation
(3.60)
In (3.60),

TR

is the lifetime of the excited electron-hole pairs, typically of the order of several ns

in GaAs and CdS; thus the first term on the right-hand side of (3.60) describes carrier
recombination. The second term accounts for carrier creation due to the total incident intensity

I,

which equals

enolA

2 /8'11"

1

in Gaussian units. The third term in Eq. (3.60) accounts for

transverse carrier diffusion; since we have previously assumed the field to be homogeneous in
the y-direction, we can take the carrier-density to be likewise independent of y, allowing us to
drop the partial derivative with respect to y from the Laplacian in Eq. (3.60) from this point on.
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In the diffusion term, D is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient, assumed independent of N. D is

defined in terms of the respective electron and hole diffusion coefficients De and Dh as
(3.61)
The component diffusion coefficients are usually determined from carrier mobility measurements,
through the Einstein relation [Blakemore, 1985]:
(3.62)

where JLe,h is the mobility in cm2/V • s, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and

e is the electronic charge.
It is worthwhile at this point to define the diffusion length LD

= (DTR) 112 •

This is simply

the mean distance an electron-hole pair can travel before recombining. We shall later have
occasion to discuss in detail the importance of both longitudinal and transverse diffusion in
determining the spatial characteristics of the carrier-density grating excited in the sample.
Though Eq. (3.60) is widely used to model carrier-density generation and recombination
in semiconductors [see e.g. Eichler and Massman, 1982; Danileiko et al., 1989; Haug 'and Koch,
1990] some researchers point out that the recombination rate NIT is actually carrier-density
dependent, with higher-order dependence on N beginning to dominate for strong excitation
[Agarwal and Dutta, 1986]. Eichler [1986] proposes a simple Taylor-series expansion for NIT
(3.63)
where A, B, and C correspond, at least to some extent, to specific physical mechanisms. A
describes linear recombination "due to impurities, and some background carrier concentration."
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[Ibid.] The term proportional to N 2 represents bimolecular recombination, while C accounts for
Auger processes.

Sahl~n

and co'-workers use a similar approach to model carrier excitation in

bistable etalons [SahMn et al., 1988]. Here we choose to stick with Eq. (3.60), primarily since
as Eichler [1986] points out
... most experiments on laser-induced free-carrier gratings have been carried out under
condition where diffusional decay dominates, so that recombination has a comparatively
small influence on the grating decay time.

This issue will arise again in Chap. 4, where Eq. (3.60), sans diffusion, is used to model carrier
evolution in dynamic simulations of semiconductor etalon behavior.
Returning to consideration of Eq. (3.59), the additional assumption is now made that the
single-pass sample traversal time is much smaller than the response time of the medium, i.e.
n~/c

< < TR' This relation will be easily satisfied for sample lengths of interest to us; a 5 #-tm

sample of bulk GaAs, for example, will have a transit time of the order of 60 fs, while TR ranges
from 1 to 10 ns. Basically, this implies that the temporal evolution of the field in the medium -i.e., the

a/at term -- may be safely neglected in Eq. (3.59).

3.3.2.2 Scaling of Key Variables
At this point, in anticipation of eventual numerical solution of Eqs. (3.59)-(3.60),
dimensionless variables are introduced through the use of appropriate scaling parameters. The
rationale behind this is twofold. First, the accuracy of computer-generated numerical results
suffers greatly when either very large or very small numbers are involved; ideally, all relevant
quantities arising in calculations would be of order 1, which inevitably requires scaling. Second,
abstract physical parameters that vary widely in practice can acquire greater meaning when they
are compared with some more tangible reference quantity like spot size, sample length,
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recombination time, etc.. We thus define
(3.64)
(3.65)
Here Wo is again the spot-radius in the x-direction, and ~c is a scale density of the order of 1017
cm-3 • Since the excited carrier density in materials and devices of interest to us is typically of the
order of 10 16_10 18 cm-3 , using

Nsc

of this order allows the scaled density p to be close to I,

which is useful in numerical calculations as mentioned above.

Additionally, the squared

magnitude of the scaled total incident field 1g'j 2 can be related to the input intensity using
(3.66)

where lsc is a scaling intensity with dimensions of W/cm 2 given by
(3.67)
With the substitutions (3.64)-(3.67), Eqs. (3.59) and (3.60) can then be rewritten

.!::...- {j2 +2i~] g'=-[iLa(w,p)+2~An(w,p)]g:
[ kw~ at? or
ap
2
-=-P+/D

aT

[a2
1 0
-+--2

at?

L2 of

]

2
p+a(w,p)L 12'
""It

,

(3.68)

(3.69)

where we have multiplied through by Llk in Eq. (3.59) and TR1Nsc in Eq. (3.60). The definitions
leading up to (3.68)-(3.69) are summarized in Table 3-1.

3.3.2.3 The Raman-Nath Regime - Basic Definitions
The next step in the calculation is to apply the Raman-Nath regime definitions to simplify
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I

I

Quantity

Definition

I

I

Comments

(f

xlwo

S

zlL

= 1 corresponds to lie point for Gaussian field
Entrance face at S = OJ exit face at S = 1

T

tlTR

For pulses, expresses relevance of recombination

ID

Ldwo

Expresses potential of diffusion to "wash out" grating

p

NINse

Allows scaled carrier densities of order 0.1-10

1~2

IIIse

Simplifies calculation of carrier-<iensity source term

(f

Table 3-1 Definitions and significance of scaled quantities introduced to aid numerical
solution ofthe Raman-Nath DFWM model. The various scaling parameters are discussed
in the text.

Eq. (3.68). The Raman-Nath condition can be expressed most simply through use of the phase
mismatch parameter Q, defined in Sec. 3.2.3:

(3.70)

Here A is the period of the laser-induced grating. For the geometry of Fig. 3-5, the grating
spacing within the sample is calculated to be [Eichler, 1986]

Xo

(3.71)

A = 2nosin(0/2) ,

where the internal beam separation angle 0 is related to the incident (external) angle through
Snell's law:

6=sin-

1

[

~ sin(6,)1

(3.72)

As an immediate byproduct of the Raman-Nath condition and the grating spacing definition, we
can derive a simple constraint on the internal beam separation angle O. Substituting Eq. (3.71)

------------
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into (3.70) and rearranging gives
sin2 (012) oc( AoI81f'Lno •

(3.73)

Assuming that 0 will be small, taking the square root of both sides and converting from radians
to degrees, (3.73) becomes
(3.74)
Using (3.72), one finds that the beam separation angle 0i outside the medium must obey (in
degrees)
(3.75)
if the Raman-Nath relation Q

< < 1 is to be satisfied.

3.3.2.4 Beam Diffraction in the Raman-Nath Regime
What does the assumption of Raman-Nath conditions imply about the influence of finitewidth beams on the scattered output? Considering again the simple DFWM/self-diffraction
arrangement of Fig. 3-5, we take the input pump and signal beams to be collimated Gaussians
of equal spot radius wo, incident on the sample with their respective beam waists at the front
surface. From fundamental diffraction theory, the transverse confinement of the beam at its waist
should lead to a gradual 'spreading out' of the beam area in the far-field.

The degree of

spreading can be measured mathematically through the half-apex angle of the cone asymptotic to
the hyperboloid of revolution describing the beam. Yariv [1985] defines the half-apex or beam
spread angle as
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(J
b

e~

=tan -1

[

-A~w~o

1= -A- ,

(3.76)

~w~o

where the approximate result holds for

(Jbe~

< < ~.

Basically this means that light propagating

at the outer edge of the beam envelope will travel at an angle
propagation axis.

(Jbeam

with respect to the

To see the constraints the Raman-Nath regime puts on Gaussian beam

characteristics, the half-apex angle can be inserted for

(J/2

in Eq. (3.73). Using the small-angle

approximation once more, rearranging slightly and canceling common terms from both sides leads
to

LAo

1

2-n
~2
" 0 0

16

--..".-c- .
However,

2~nolAo

= k, and Eq. (3.77) can be rewritten

.!::.- -c_1
kw~

(3.77)

16

(3.78)

or simply

L
--cl.
2

(3.79)

kwo

In effect, this relation says that if nonlinear mixing takes place in a sample much shorter than the
diffraction length kw02 , relatively little diffraction will have occurred by the time the light exits
the sample. Thus beam diffraction effects within the medium can be safely ignored in Eq. (3.68).
By dropping the L/kwo2 term in Eq. (3.68), we readily obtain the formal solution
(3.80)
and
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J

2
1~U,r,T) 12 =ex p(- :dSot(w,P)L) 1~(U,T) 1 ,

where g'O(U,T)

(3.81)

= ~U,O,T).

3.3.2.5 Definition of Input Fields
To proceed, the structure of the total input field g'o(u, T) that produces the interference
grating in the medium must be defined. Referring once more to Fig. 3-5, the pump and signal
fields are modeled in terms of their Gaussian transverse character, time-dependent amplitude and
propagation-dependent phase:

w..p =e -02 w..p (T) e -ik[sin(OI2)x - cos(OI2)z]
g; =e -0 2 g;(T) e +ik[sin(OI2)x +cos(OI2)z]

(3.82)
•

At the input face of the sample z= r=O, and the cos(O/2) terms drop out; the total input field will
then be
(3.83)
where we have introduced the scaled grating period {)

= A/wo = AoI2nowasin(O/2).

The induced

intensity grating is thus described in scaled form by
(3.84)
where "if is the phase difference between the two incident fields.

3.3.2.6 The Paraxial Approximation

In addition to the Raman-Nath approximation, we have already made a second important
assumption about the propagation geometry we are willing to consider: the paraxial condition
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of Eq. (3.54). Consistent with this condition, Eqs. (3.80)-(3.81) describe purely axial field
propagation proportional to exp(ikz). However, the signal and pump actually propagate at an
angle fJ/2 with respect to the z-axis and should vary as exp(ikt sin(fJ/2)

+ ikz cos(fJ/2».

Thus by

making the paraxial assumption we are essentially taking exp(ikz) == exp[ila sin(fJ/2)

+

ikz cos(fJ/2)]. The resulting phase error orpparax introduced by this condition is given by the
difference in the respective exponential phase arguments:

orpparax =kz(1-cos[fJ/2])

(3.85)

,

where we have assumed small angles, and neglected sinfJ with respect to cosfJ. The phase error
will be greatest when z is at a maximum, i.e., at the exit face, where z = L. Thus in order that
excessive phase errors do not arise through the paraxial assumption, we require that
kL[1-cos(fJ/2)]

(3.86)

~11",

where a phase error of

11"

would represent the worst-case situation.

Using the small-angle

expansion for cos(fJ/2) and converting to degrees, Eq. (3.86) can be rewritten in a form analogous
to the Raman-Nath angle condition (3.74):
(3.87)
Interestingly, a comparison of (3.74) and (3.87) shows the Raman-Nath constraint to be the more
severe of the two. Thus, by fulfilling the Raman-Nath conditions, the paraxial approximation
will be automatically satisfied.

3.3.2.7 Effects of Transverse and Longitudinal Diffusion
Many semiconductors can be considered 'diffusion-dominated'; i.e., carrier diffusion is
their primary means of transverse coupling, surpassing thermal or concentration gradient
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mechanisms. As has been alluded to earlier, significant transverse diffusion in semiconductorbased FWM can potentially 'wash out' any carrier-density gratings induced by the impinging
fields.

The modulation depth of the gratings and the resulting resolution of the scattered

spectrum thus will depend strongly on the ratio of the diffusion length LD to the grating period
A. Using the scaled variables given earlier, well-defined gratings should exist when
(3.88)

where 0 is the scaled grating spacing. In the steady-state calculations to be discussed in Sec. 3.5
and 3.7, this condition strongly limits the input angles we can realistically consider. If grating
excitation is performed using pulses whose temporal width ~ is shorter than the carrier lifetime
TR'

the effective diffusion length will be correspondingly reduced, making the condition (3.88)

easier to satisfy. This point will be treated in more depth in Sec. 3.4.2.1 and 3.6, where we
consider pulses short enough to allow the transverse diffusion to be neglected completely, greatly
simplifying the dynamic simulations.
For our present purposes, we are also interested in the effects of longitudinal diffusion.
In a relatively thin sample of a diffusion dominated semiconductor, we expect LD

~

L, implying

that diffusion will tend to smoothen the z-dependence of the carrier density. Then if surface
recombination imposes the boundary condition
(3.89)

i.e. if p is essentially constant with length near the sample edges, we can comfortably neglect the
longitudinal variation of the excitation density. Under these conditions, p(U,t,1) --- p(U,1). With
the t-dependence of p eliminated, Eqs. (3.80) and (3.81) become
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0:> (
)
-e [i~(w.p)L-a(w.p)U2H· f:>O
(/,T

) _

~\(/,~,T

(3.90)

and
(3.91)
Similarly, the scaled carrier-density rate equation reduces to
op
202p
Slr
12 ,
-0
=-p +/D+ Ci.(w,p)L 1~\(/,t,T)
T

(3.92)

or?-

where we have simply dropped the longitudinal diffusion term from Eq. (3.69). The remaining
t-dependence in Eq. (3.92) can be removed through the use of a sample-averaged form of the
scaled intensity (3.91). Substituting Eq. (3.91) into (3.92), integrating both sides of the resulting
equation from t=O to t= 1 and dividing by the length of the integration interval yields
(3.93)
where all but the last term were unaffected by the integration because of their lack of

t-

dependence. Although Eq. (3.93) was obtained through a mean-field-type approximation for p
in the

t direction, the field still depends on that coordinate as is seen from Eq. (3.90).

3.3.2.8 The Raman-Nath Scattering Spectrum
For DFWM in the Raman-Nath approximation we expect the input beams, given by Eq.
(3.83), to be scattered into several angular orders, with scattering angles given by multiples of
the input beam incident angles as dictated by phase-matching constraints [Pepper and Yariv,
1983; Eichler, 1986]. Consider the form of the transmitted field as described by Eq. (3.90). If
we temporarily assume the exponential argument

..

_._-

...

[i~

- Ci.L/2]t to be small, as was done in

_-- -----

..

--

._ ...
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Sec. 3.2.3, then the modulated portion of the transmitted field will be proportional to the product
of the exponential argument and the incident field. The spatial profile of the index and absorption
gratings in the exponential argument is just that of the intensity grating, given by Eq. (3.84), i.e.,
cos(211'u/0) oc [exp(i211'u/0)

+ exp(-i211'u/0)]. The incident field profile is proportional to

exp(± ill'u/O). Thus the scattered orders in the transmitted field will have a spatial dependence
formed by the combination of exp(i211'u/0) and exp(± ill'u/O) terms, and will propagate as
exp(imll'u/O), m an odd integer.

In order for these scattering orders to be resolvable in the far field past the output, the
spatial transform of the total input should be well resolved into its two Gaussian components.
The Fourier transform of the exp(-a2)exp(±ill'u/O) terms in Eq. (3.83) will produce two
Gaussians of FWHM lIwo and separation 1I'1A. Thus, for any scattering orders to be resolvable
we require (in unscaled variables)

Ik sin(8/2) I,. 2..,

(3.94)

Wo

or, in scaled variables

101 ~11'

.

(3.95)

We remark that the theory still works if this condition is not satisfied, but the output will be
poorly resolved.
Recalling Eq. (3.88), it becomes apparent that for optimum resolvability of the RamanNath scattering spectrum, the grating spacing must satisfy both an upper and a lower bound. One
the one hand, the Rayleigh-type criterion given in Eq. (3.94) requires 0 to be small; on the other,
the tendency of diffusion to wash out closely-spaced gratings forces 0 to be large. The resulting
composite inequality becomes
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(3.96)
These constraints will prove challenging to fulfill, and compromises will inevitably produce suboptimum results.
The scaled grating period (} = A1wo gives the ratio of the interference fringe separation
to the half-width of a Gaussian input beam at the lie point. Thus, since the full-width of the
Gaussian is 2wo at this point, the parameter 210 can be interpreted as the number of interference
fringes in the input beam under the Gaussian envelope. When this number is large, as should
be the case here, the output is relatively insensitive to any phase difference 'l' between the pump
and probe beams. Indeed, in the plane wave theory the results are independent of 'l'. For
convenience we here set 'l'=0 in Eqs. (3.83) and (3.84). Equation (3.93) can then be s'olved for
p(CI,T), when we specify lD' wo, L and the functional forms of a.(w,p) and tJ.n(w,p). The scattered

or transmitted field

~:Z<CI,T)=g'{CI,l,T)

can then be obtained from (3.90) as:
(3.97)

We are interested in tracking the spectral and temporal dynamics of the individual
scattered orders that make up the transmitted field. As discussed in Sec. 3.2.3 [cf. Eq. (3.28)],
the amplitude of the mth scattered order propagating as exp(im7rClIO) is given by the mth Fourier
coefficient of the transmittance function, which in our case is simply the transmitted field profile
~:Z<CI,T).

Thus Raman-Nath scattering spectrum can be found by taking the spatial transform of

the transmitted field
(3.98)
where (J is the scattering order. Although the scattered field

~:Z<CI,T)

will not be resolvable into
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scattering orders the spatial transform 1W#,r) 1 will be. In practice this transformation is
achieved by propagating the output into the far field [Goodman, 1968; Gaskill, 1978].
Furthermore, the scattered field 1W#,r) 1 will be invariant under propagation past the output
face. Eq. (3.98) then, gives the Raman-Nath scattering spectrum for semiconductors where
diffusion is the dominant transverse coupling mechanism.

3.3.2.9 Definition of the Diffraction Efficiency
A key parameter that characterizes the scattering spectrum and that is often the primary
observed output quantity in DFWM experiments is the diffraction efficiency .". The diffraction
efficiency measures the effectiveness of the combined absorption/phase-grating in scattering the
signal beam. In general, 11 is determined from the ratio of the time-integrated energy in the
negative-third-order scattering peak to the energy in the signal beam:
11 = [dr [ dP 1WT(.B,r) 12

(3.99)

Idr Idul g;(u,r) 12

Note that both spatial and temporal integrations are performed to determine the respective
energies; the p-integration of the transmitted intensity should be restricted to the range of the
third-order scattering peak, while the u-integration for the input signal beam should be taken over
the entire transverse plane.

3.3.3 SumllUlry and Review

0/ Key Assumptions

The semiconductor DFWM/LIG model embodied in Eqs. (3.90)-(3.91), (3.93) and
(3.97)-(3.99) is both comprehensive and focussed; it makes practically no restrictions on input

---------

-----------------
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I

Assumptions

I

I

Comments
Arises from

Wo <C kwo2

Spot-size small wlr to diffmction length; pamxial approximation

E = E(x,z,t)

Assume field homogenous in y-direction; neglect y-dependence

1'R r! 1'R(N)

Carrier lifetime independent of carrier density N

D ;1! D(N)

Ambipolar diffusion coefficient independent of carrier density

nr/.-Ic <C 1'R

Adiabatic approximation; sample transit time small wlr to 1'R

L sin2(8/2) <C
~/8'11'no

Raman-Nath approximation; small input beam incident angle,
thin sample; many scattering orders can be phase-matched

L <C kwo2

Sample short wlr to diffmction length; can neglect diffraction

LD

Longitudinal diffusion strong enough to smoothen carrier density

';?,

L

ReENL <C EO;

allows simple relation n =

no + An

An <C no

N;1! N(z)

Carrier density homogenous in z-direction due to diffusion

2wo/A,. 1

Many interference fringes under Gaussian; can let if

~

0

Table 3-2 Summary of key approximations and assumptions made in development of
Raman-Nath theory of DFWM in semiconductors.

intensity, yet makes highly specific demands on carrier transport properties and experimental
geometry. Before proceeding in the sections that follow to formulate computational techniques
and generate numerical results, we summarize the key assumptions and approximations made in
developing the theory in Table 3-2. We will refer to the constraints listed as we choose
appropdate input parameters and evaluate the validity of our results.

3.4 Computer Implementation of the Raman-Nath DFWM Model
Before proceeding to evaluate the semiconductor DFWM model for specific materials,
the relevant equations must be cast in a form suitable and convenient for practical numerical
solution. The problem is highly-coupled and nonlinear in natur.e, with sensitive dependence on
key input parameters and potentially rich transverse character. As alluded to earlier, two basic
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cases are of particular interest: 1) steady-state (cw) and 2) dynamic (Le. pulsed) excitation. Each
will require its own uniquely adapted strategy for machine implementation. The steady-state case
will prove to be particularly suited to the study of transverse effects in increasing absorption
bistability and to comparison with previous semiconductor DFWM models. Pulsed, fully timedependent simulations will make possible more direct comparison with experimental results,
revealing the dynamics of underlying material nonlinearities in the process.
The mathematical methods and computational algorithms we use for the steady-state and
dynamic cases are described in Secs. 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, respectively. Outlines of the FORTRAN
programs used to produce actual numerical results are presented as well.

The programs

themselves are reproduced, along with documentation, in Appendices C and D.

3.4.1

~te~y-State

(;ase

For cw excitation, the input field amplitudes can be considered time-independent,
implying g'Q(O',r) - g'Q(O') in Eq. (3.83). Since the input fields are the only source of timedependence in both the carrier-density grating Eq. (3.93) and the transmitted field expression
(3.97), these results will be correspondingly simplified as well. The most important consequence
of the steady-state condition from a calculational standpoint is that the left-hand side of the
carrier-density equation becomes zero, allowing an analytical solution for p(O') were it not for the
p-dependence of the absorption, i.e. if only linear absorption were present. Of course, we are
not interested in the simple linear absorption case, but the steady-state assumption does allow us
to find a self-consistent general solution for the carrier-density profile through the use of an
iterative Green's function approach, which we now describe.
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3.4.1.1 Green's Function Technique for Determining the Carrier Density Profile
As derived in Appendix B, an exact formal solution of Eq. (3.93) in steady-state is given
by
p(u) =

J_:du'G(u,u,)S(u,) ,

(3.100)

where G is defined through
h _

1 -lu-o'IIlD
21D

G(u,u J--e

(3.101)

and S is a nonlinear source term given by
(3.102)
The form'al solution Eq. (3.100) is a nonlinear integral equation for P since Wo(u) is specified at
the start of the calculation. This equation can be solved numerically by an iterative method in
which we choose an initial guess for Po(u), calculate the source term So(u), and use Eq. (3.100)
to obtain an improved answer. This process is iterated until convergence has been reached.
Specifically, the initial density profile is chosen to be uniformly zero [implying Ot(w,p) = Otal,
leading to an initial iterative guess for the carrier density of
(3.103)

From PI we can calculate SI' and then P2 etc. The general step in the procedure is
(3.104)

where
(3.105)
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At each stage of the calculation the plasma theory results of Chap. 2 are used to calculate Ci.{w,Pq )
from Pq , and the nonlinear source term

Sq

is then calculated using Eq. (3.105).

To implement the above procedure on a computer, the scaled density distribution Pq{(J)
is represented by a column vector Pq of data points corresponding to the Nx equally spaced points
over the transverse plane. Similarly, the source term Sq at each step of the iteration also can be
written as a column vector Sq of the same size. The Green's function is then represented as a
constant square matrix G with NxxNx elements. Equation (3.100) can be written in discretized
form as
(3.106)
Then if the transverse grid spacing is 1l.(J, and we assume that the source term remains constant
over this spacing, the elements of the Green's function matrix can be evaluated as
G1-)
.. = 1 - e

-Au/'UD

••

,

(3.107)

l='
J'

and
G1-)
.. =G)-1
. . =SI'nh [ 21
1l.(J

1e

-li-jIAuIlD , l.,.;j
• ...",.
•

(3.108)

D

The matrix G need only be computed once, at the beginning of the calculation, and depends only
on the relationship of the diffusion length to the transverse stepsize. The carrier density profile
determined by (3.106) is thus the result of a series of simple matrix multiplication operations.
In our numerical simulations, 30-50 iterations were typically sufficient to assure convergence and
produce a self-consistent solution for p«(J) , with Nx = 512 points used in the transverse
discretization.
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3.4.1.2 Steady-State Raman-Nath Scattering Code
The program SSRNS.FOR, reproduced in Appendix C, is used to produce numerical
results for steady-state Raman-Nath scattering. The code is written in FTN2oo, a FORTRAN77
derivative with vector extensions designed for use on CDC Cyber 205 supercomputers. The
utilization of both explicit vector functions and implicit compiler-generated vectorization of large
loop constructs has a significant effect on the program's operating speed, which would be
somewhat prohibitive without vectorization. Approximately 100-200 seconds of CPU time are
required for each run.
·1
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Fig. 3-6 Schematic outline ofprogram SSRNS.FOR, used to calculate
diffraction efficiency of Raman-Nath scattering for steady-state
conditions. The JuIlUsting is given in Appendix C.

A functional outline of SSRNS.FOR is given in Fig. 3-6. Required input to the program
includes the plasma theory results for the nonlinear optical properties of the material under study,
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as well as experimental and material parameters like sample length, input beam intensity, incident
angle, spot size, diffusion coefficient, carrier lifetime, etc..

The latter parameters allow

initialization of the diffusive coupling matrix G as well as the input field profile Wa(o). Since we
will eventually perform a discrete Fourier transform of the output field profile over finite
integration limits to obtain the far-field behavior, we anticipate that 'noise' will arise in the
calculated spectrum due to abrupt cut-off of the input field at the integration limits. Accordingly,
an edge-smoothing 'window' (with well-behaved fall-off close to the integration limits) is applied
to the input field profile, reducing this noise to an acceptable level.
The majority of the calculations are carried out within a loop that steps the frequency w
of the incident light through the region of interest both below and above the semiconductor
bandgap. 'Within this loop, the routine RHOCALC consumes the bulk of the CPU time used by
the program; it performs the self-consistent iterative Green's function calculation of the transverse
carrier-density profile described above.

Once pea) is known for a particular frequency, the

plasma theory results are used to translate the carrier-density grating into the corresponding
absorption and refractive-index gratings. These in turn allow calculation of the transmitted field
behavior using Eq. (3.97). With g'I<a) defined, the spatial transform is next computed using the
FFT algorithm. Specifically, routine C06ECF from the Numerical Algorithms Group (NAG)
Library is used to carry out the discrete Fourier transform.
The scaled far-field distribution is next converted back to intensity using Eq. (3.66), and
the scattering orders outside the desired range are discarded. Routine TRATIO integrates under
the third-order intensity peak, and normalizes the scattered power to the input power in the signal
beam to determine the diffraction efficiency. This main calculation process is then repeated for
the remaining frequencies of interest so as to produce the predicted spectral behavior of the
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diffraction efficiency.
The numerical calculations for the steady-state case were performed on the CDC Cyber
205 supercomputer at the John von Neumann computer center at Princeton University. Examples
of the predicted results are given for GaAs in Sec. 3.5, and for CdS in Sec. 3.7.

3.4.2 Dynamic Case

A significant majority of semiconductor DFWM experiments today are performed with
short pulses, both to avoid unwanted energy build-up in samples and to allow resolution of
nonlinear material dynamics. We are therefore anxious to extend our computer simulations to
provide fully dynamic modeling of Raman-Nath scattering behavior in semiconductors. Dropping
the steady-state assumption, we return to the general time-dependent Eqs. (3.93) and (3.97)(3.98). The time-dependence will be treated by assuming that g;,(T) and g;(T) vary temporally
according to
(3.109)
where a = In 2, TO is the scaled pulse peak buildup time and Tp is the scaled temporal full-width
at half-maximum (FWHM). As with the definition of T (3.64), TO and Tp are scaled by the carrier
lifetime TR.
Without the analytic simplification given by the steady-state assumption, evaluation of the
rate equation for the carrier density (3.93) becomes quite involved. Such a transverse rate
equation has been solved for the case of a system with increasing absorption bistability, using a
three-point approximation for the transverse Laplacian in the diffusion term [Koch and Wright,
1987]. These studies considered a single input beam, however, thus ignoring refractive index

.. '1
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variations, grating formation and corresponding interference phenomena.

To focus on these

effects while keeping the analysis tractable, we will assume in our dynamic DFWM simulations
that the geometry of the input beams and the timescale of the excitation pulses is such that the
influence of diffusion on the transverse carrier-<iensity profile can be neglected.

3.4.2.1 Pulselength and the Effects of Diffusion
The geometrical restriction imposed by the above assumptions involves the relationship
between the diffusion length lD and the grating period 0; as was mentioned earlier in section
3.3.2.7., the effects of transverse diffusion on the modulation depth should be negligible as long
as lD

< < O. For short pulses (i.e.

Tp

< 1) the assumption of negligible diffusion is given

further strength, since the grating excitation and resulting scattering can potentially be completed
before carrier diffusion has a chance to affect them in a significant way. This concept can be
expressed through the definition of an effective diffusion length given in scaled units by
(3.110)
where we have simply replaced the carrier lifetime by the temporal pulsewidth in the standard
diffusion length definition. As is clear from (3.110), the effective migration distance of carriers
over the duration of the incident excitation goes down as the square-root of the pulsewidth-tocarrier lifetime ratio. Thus both the magnitude and the contrast of the induced carrier-<iensity
grating should be largely unaffected by diffusion if the incident pulses are short enough with
respect to

TR'

On the other hand, though we neglect the effects of transverse diffusion, longitudinal
diffusion must still be strong enough for the 'diffusion dominated' assumption to hold, i.e. we
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still want LD ~ L to be satisfied. If this is not the case, we expect the carrier density p to
display longitudinal dependence, resulting in the appearance of 'kinks' and sawtooth structures
in the corresponding transmitted intensity [Koch et al., 1984; Gibbs et al., 1985]. Koch and
collaborators express the requirement for observation of longitudinal discontinuities as
(3.111)
which implies
(3.112)

Restating Eq. (3.112) as a condition for non-observance of kinks -- i.e. for carrier-density
uniformity over the sample length - and combining with the negligible-grating-washout condition
(3.88), upper and lower bounds on the scaled pulse length are obtained:
(3.113)

where ex is the absorption at the maximum excited carrier density.
Under these conditions, we are justified in dropping the transverse diffusion term from
Eq. (3.93), leaving the short-pulse-regime version
(3.114)
This is the equation that must be solved in connection with Eqs. (3.97)-(3.99) to yield the fully
time-dependent Raman-Nath scattering spectrum and the corresponding time-integrated diffraction
efficiency.
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3.4.2.2 Dynamic Raman-Nath Scattering Code
Evaluation of the dynamic Raman-Nath DFWM model is carried out using the code
tdrns.f, given in Appendix D. The code is written in CFT77, the FORTRAN compiler used on
CRAY Y-MP systems under UNICOS.

No explicit vector functions are used; compiler

optimization of the code is transparent and automatic.

For each run producing a single

diffraction-efficiency spectrum, approximately 500-600 CPU seconds were needed.
As in the steady-state program SSRNS.FOR, the numerical solution of the dynamic
equations involves representing the relevant u-dependent quantities (e.g. the field

~

and the

carrier density p) through column vectors with array elements corresponding to Nx equally spaced
points over the transverse plane. The main difference between the dynamic and steady-state
programs lies in the routine that determines the carrier-density profile. Instead of the iterative
Green's function scheme used in SSRNS.FOR, Eq. (3.114) for p(u,r) is numerically integrated
at each transverse point using an adaptive-stepsize Runge-Kutta algorithm (NAG library routine
D02BBF) evaluated at N,p timepoints. The plasma theory results of Chap. 2 are again used to
provide the nonlinear absorption values needed for the source term in (3.114).
The code structure is diagrammed in Fig. 3-7. After initializing experimental and
material parameters, reading in the plasma theory results for the particular material chosen, and
setting up the window-edge smoothing function, the program enters the main frequency-cycling
loop covering the spectral region of interest. Within the loop, energy-dependent quantities
including the scaled input fields are first defined. The time-evolution of the transverse carrier
density profile is next calculated and stored in the array RHO(Nx,N,p)' The routine RNSS then
determines the resulting transmitted scattering spectrum at each timepoint (in much the same
fashion as for the steady-state case) and sums the scattered energy in the third-order peak,
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Fig. 3-7 Outline of dynamic Raman-Nath scattering simulation
program tdrns.f. The full listing is given in Appendix D.

allowing calculation of the time-integrated diffraction efficiency.
Early work on tdrns.f was performed on the same CDC Cyber 205 at the John Von
Neumann Computing Center used for the steady-state model; when JvNC was shut down, work
was transferred to the CRAY Y-MP at the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center, where the timedependent results were obtained. Predicted diffraction efficiency spectra and accompanying
nonlinear dynamics for low-temperature CdS are presented and compared with corresponding
experimental measurements in Sec. 3.6.

3.5 Steady-State Simulations oCRaman-Nath Scattering in Room-Temperature GaAs
Having developed both a comprehensive theory of Raman-Nath scattering in
semiconductors and the computational tools needed to evaluate it, we are now ready to model
DFWM and LIG processes in a particular material. Gallium arsenide is a natural first choice,
given its ubiquitous application in both optoelectronic and all-optical devices of interest to us.
Whatever we learn from our analysis about its nonlinear optical behavior should be helpful in
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guiding the device simulation approach we choose to adopt in Chap. 4 on semiconductor logicgate etalons.
The primary objective of this section will be to predict the spectral behavior of the
diffraction efficiency for bulk GaAs in the vicinity of the band-edge, based on the carrier-densitydependent nonlinear absorption and refractive index variation given by the plasma theory and
discussed in Chap. 2. In addition, our diffraction-efficiency spectra will be compared with those
predicted by the neh1ueh-type model of Sec. 3.2.4 using the same input nonlinearities and
excitation conditions. By analyzing the respective behavior of the two approaches, it should be
possible to determine whether the insights gained justify the analytical effort and computational
intensity of our more rigorous theoretical framework.

3.5.1 Choosing Input Parameters
Before actually running the steady-state RNS program for bulk GaAs, input quantities
must be chosen that reflect practical experimental configurations while simultaneously satisfying
the stringent requirements of the assumptions made in developing our model. The plasma theory
values for the material parameters a(w,p) and

~(w,p)

will be taken directly from Fig. 2-3 of

Chap. 2. The experimental input parameters chosen are summarized in Table 3-3. In the table,
the value of the ambipolar diffusion constant D is determined using the definition (3.61) and the
Einstein relation (3.62), assuming carrier mobilities of 9400 cm2/V· s for electrons and 400
cm2/V· s for holes, as given in the review article by Blakemore [1982].
Are these parameters consistent with the conditions assumed in the Raman-Nath theory
of Sec. 3.3.2? To answer this question, we consider two key quantities: the scaled grating
spacing and the scaled diffusion length. We obtain {}

= .179,

and lD

= 5.57xHr2.

In the
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Input Parameter

Definition

Assumed Value

L

Elalon length

l/Lm

Wo

Spot size

80/Lm

8

Internal angle

10

TR

Carrier lifetime

10 ns

D

Ambipolar diffusion constant

19.84 cm2 /s

T

Front-surface transmission coefficient

0.69

Table 3-3 Input parameters assumed in steady-state simulations of Raman-Nath
scattering and diffraction efficiency in 300K GaAs.

frequency regime close to the unrenormalized bandgap of 1.425 eV, it is easily verified that both
conditions (3.74) and (3.87) are satisfied, assuring that the observed results for the given
parameter values will correspond to Raman-Nath scattering. Examining the criterion (3.96) for
the resolution of the scattering spectrum, we anticipate that the various orders will be well
separated (Le. 0 < < '11"). However, higher scattered orders should be quite weak compared with
primary ones, since lD is comparable to 0, implying poor grating contrast due to transverse
diffusion. Finally, the diffusion length LD evaluates for the chosen parameters to ::::: 4.45 JLm,
which is large enough in comparison to L

= 1 JLm to assure that p will have essentially no

longitudinal dependence.

3.5.2 Output of the Numerical Model

As an example of the results, Fig. 3-8 shows the transverse carrier density profile for an
incident light frequency detuned 4 exciton Rydbergs below the bandgap (Le., 4 ER ; see
Table 2-1), with Ip
by Nsc =

= 500 W/cm2, and Is = 50 W/cm2 •

1Q17cm-3.

The carrier density in Fig. 3-8 is scaled

For the assumed parameters, the input intensities correspond to scaled
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Fig.3-8 Carrier-density profile/or detuning -4 ER,:!p=500 W/cm 2,
Is=50 W/cm 2, wo=80 pm, LD =4.55 pm. The di.JJusion is strong
enough to begin to "wash out" the grating.

g;, = 2.2 and 1~ 12 = 0.22 for the pump and signal beams respectively.

intensities of 1 12

The

periodic grating structure of the carrier density as modified by the Gaussian beam profile is
clearly evident in Fig. 3-8. The tendency of carrier diffusion to 'wash out' the grating is also
readily apparent.
In Fig. 3-9, the Raman-Nath spatial scattering spectrum corresponding to the carrierdensity grating shown above is plotted on a log scale, for the same intensity and frequency as in
Fig. 3-8. Note that the scattering orders ± 1, ±3 are at least three orders of magnitude larger
than the background 'noise' resulting from the finite spatial grid used to perform the discrete
Fourier transform. Along with the proper choice of grating spacing, the edge-smoothing routine
XWINDOW in SSRNS.FOR damps out the noise sufficiently to 'allow excellent resolution of the
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third-order peaks by the numerical simulations. This will be critical to the accurate evaluation
of the diffraction efficiency, as will become apparent in later sections.
By repeating these calculations for a range of frequencies extending from 6 ER below to
6 ER above the bandgap (Le., ~=-6 to ~= +6, with ~=[liw-E/1IER) the spectral properties of

the carrier density, the scattering spectrum and the underlying material nonlinearities are
obtained. While the pump and signal beam intensities are held constant as the frequency is
varied, the peak induced carrier densities p(u=O) are found to increase strongly, roughly
following the behavior of the background absorption in the sample, as shown in Fig. 3-10a.
Fig. 3-lOb,c show the frequency-dependence of the nonlinear changes in (b) the absorption and
(c) the refractive index, corresponding to the peak induced change in carrier density as displayed
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Fig. 3-10 Peak scaled carrier density (a), change in
absorption (b), and in index of refraction (c) vs.
detuning for Ip =500 W/cm 2, I,J =50 W/cm 2•

..",1
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in Fig. 3-lOa.
In the typical experiment of the sort being modelled here, the material nonlinearities in
the sample are not a known input, but instead are to be extracted in some fashion from the
scattering spectrum. As mentioned in Sec. 3.2.4, two characteristics of the spectrum are of
particular interest, namely the nonlinear transmission and the diffraction efficiency.
The nonlinear transmission T reflects the absorption change induced by the pump beam
as measured by the signal beam, and is calculated as the ratio of the first-order scattered intensity
to the input signal intensity, with corrections for the two surface reflections [cf. Eq. (3.45)]:
(3.115)

where T is the transmission coefficient of the sample surface. By comparing

T

with the linear

transmission T 2 exp(-aoL), a value for ~a can be determined.
The diffraction efficiency 71 measures the effectiveness of the carrier-induced grating in
scattering the signal beam, and is determined from the ratio of the intensity of the third-order
peak (or, in the geometry of Fig. 3-5, the negative-third-order peak) to the intensity of the signal
beam:
(3.116)

Note that Eq. (3.116) holds strictly only in steady-state; in general one must use the timedependent Eq. (3.99).
The frequency-dependence of T and 71 as determined by our calculations for the chosen
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input parameters is plotted in Fig. 3-11. The diffraction efficiency peaks near a detuning of -1
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ER , corresponding to an energy of 1.4208 eVe Comparing the behavior of 11 with the graphs of
~a

and

/:},n

from Fig. 3-10, we see that the carrier-induced absorption change is also at a

maximum at this detuning, while the refractive-index variation approaches zero in the same
frequency regime. This seems to indicate that the predicted DFWM behavior for bulk GaAs
under these conditions is predominantly the result of an absorptive grating, rather than a
dispersive one.

3.5.3 Comparison with the 'Standard' Model

To establish a baseline for assessing the significance and impact of the comprehensive
Raman-Nath DFWM model results, we now reproduce the basic Bessel function-model relation
for the diffraction efficiency 11 derived in Sec. 3.2.4. In the small signal regime (Le.

~a<

< ao)

11 is approximately given by the equation:
(3.117)

where the prefactor K accounts for the difference between the peak carrier density for DFWM
and the carrier density participating in the nonlinear transmission process [Chemla et al., 1984].
In a sense, K accounts for the fact that diffusion will have no effect on the relevant carrier density
for nonlinear absorption, only on that involved in coherent grating-formation. In our notation,

K=

4~1~1-2

[

(3.118)

1+{i2

which is approximately 0.043 for the assumed parameters. The approach embodied in Eqs.

--

-------- --
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(3.117)-(3.118) is referred to as the 'standard model' in what follows.
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The predictions of our theoretical model for DFWM have been compared with those of
Eq. (3.117) at several different intensities, in an attempt to assess the reliability of the simple
Bessel-function equation at excitation densities outside of the so-called 'small signal' regime.
Two methods are used: one extracting Aa and An as a function of the laser-bandgap detuning
(A) from the T and 71 data given by our numerical calculations, and the other using Eq. (3.117)
to predict 71 based on the plasma-theory results for Aa and An given for example in Fig. 3-10.
Within the regime of validity of the standard model, the results for 71 from the two approaches
should coincide.
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In the first comparison, Eq. (3.115) is used to obtain values for ~a(w) from the nonlinear
transmission curve in Fig. 3-lOa. Then, using these values for

~a(w)

and the l1(w) values from

Fig. 3-lOb, Eq. (3.117) is used to solve for M(w). These results are plotted along with the
plasma theory predictions in Fig. 3-12 and Fig. 3-13. Agreement between the two approaches particularly with regard to the structure of the curves in the vicinity of the bandgap -- is quite
reasonable. The standard model does seem, however, to underestimate the effects of the
absorptive grating component, while correspondingly overestimating the magnitude of the
refractive-index component.
A second comparison was made by substituting plasma-theory values for the
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carrier-induced absorptive and refractive-index changes from Fig. 3-10 into Eq. (3.117), giving
the diffraction efficiency behavior shown by the dashed curve in Fig. 3-14. Comparison with the
solid curve from Fig. 3-10b, obtained by integrating under the negative-third-order peak of the
Raman-Nath scattering spectrum, shows reasonable agreement between the two models at the
assumed pump intensity of 500 W/cm2 •
If higher pump/signal intensities are considered, however, the two models begin to reveal
appreciable differences. As the pump beam intensity is increased from 500 W/cm2 to 5 kW/cm2
for example, the diffraction efficiency curve predicted by the Raman-Nath spectrum exhibits new
structure below the bandgap, with the peak of the curve shifting from 1 ER below the bandgap
to 1 ER above it. Over the same intensity range, the Bessel-function model predicts that the peak
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of the diffraction efficiency moves to lower detunings. The two models are compared for Ip =
5 kW/cm2 , Is = 500 W/cm2 in Fig. 3-15.

3.5.4 Anolysis

The discrepancies apparent here at high intensities between the standard analysis and the
more rigorous Raman-Nath scattering theory are not entirely surprising. The derivation of Eq.
(3.117) assumes throughout that the carrier-induced change in the absorption ilet is much smaller
than eto. the linear absorption. As is apparent from Fig. 3-12, this assumption has already begun
to break down for Ip

= 500 W/cm2, where for a detuning of -1 ER, ilet approaches 2500 cm- l ,

while eto at this detuning is roughly 9000 cm- t • When Ip is increased to 5 kW Icm2 , the maximum
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value of Aa predicted is more than 5000 cm-!, assuring that the derivation which produced Eq.
(3.117) will no longer be valid. Applying a high-intensity correction factor to Eq. (3.117) in
which ao

+ Aa is substituted for ao in the exp(-aoL) and Leffterms does not significantly affect

the discrepancies seen in Fig. 3-15. Apparently, the dependence of t7 on the full nonlinear
absorption ao

+

Aa is of fundamental importance. Where Aa is no longer negl igible with

respect to the linear absorption, simple approaches that depend on this assumption must be
abandoned.

3.6 Dynamic Simulations of Raman-Nath Scattering in CdS
With significant confidence in the semiconductor Raman-Nath scattering model based on
the steady-state results just discussed, we turn now to simulation and analysis of actual transient
grating (Le. pulsed) experiments. In so doing, we seek additional confirmation of the model's
applicability and usefulness outside of the small-signal regime.

If the theory is able to

demonstrate satisfactory agreement with the experimental results being studied, valuable
analysis of nonlinear material dynamics underlying the wavemixing interactions should also be
possible.
In seeking "satisfactory agreement" we do not anticipate that predicted and observed
diffraction efficiencies at a particular frequency and intensity will agree to within a fraction of
a percent; a variety of mechanisms - both experimental and material-dependent -- will likely
reduce the magnitude of the observed spectra with respect to that of the predicted ones [Chemla

et al., 1984]. We should however require that the theory accurately reproduce both the
frequency-dependent structure of the diffraction efficiency and the intensity-dependent trends
associated with its spectral features.
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The experimental measurements of grating formation, self-diffraction and associated
phenomena in low-temperature CdS to which the Raman-Nath DFWM theory will be applied
were performed by Brian McGinnis and co-workers under the direction of Prof. Nasser
Peyghambarian of the University of Arizona Optical Sciences Center [McGinnis, 1989]. Their
techniques and results are summarized briefly in the following section; input parameters chosen
to reflect the experimental set-up and observations are given in Sec. 3.6.2. The corresponding
predictions of the Raman-Nath DFWM theory are presented and compared with the experimental
data in Sec. 3.6.3. Analysis of the apparent trends in both the experimental and theoretical
curves is the subject of Sec. 3.6.4.

3.6.1 Experimental Method and Results

As part of a series of experiments into spatial effects in increasing absorption bistability,
DFWM measurements were performed using a self diffraction setup in CdS at low temperature
[McGinnis et al., 1990a; 1990b]. These experiments .are similar to those performed by Kalt et

al. [1985] except that shorter laser pulses and a different polarization geometry were used. The
standard DFWM configuration shown in Fig. 3-5 was employed. The energy scattered into one
of the first diffracted orders was measured and related to the energy in one of the incident beams.
This measure of the diffraction efficiency was performed while the laser was tuned across the
band edge of CdS with the polarization of the input field parallel to the optical axis (Le. E

II c).

The inset of Fig. 3-16c shows the linear absorption spectrum (actually the absorbance
a(w)L) of a very thin CdS sample (L

< 0.2 I'm) held in a helium refrigeration cryostat. The

sample temperature is estimated to be ::::: 30K. For the given polarization geometry, the A exciton
is not allowed and it appears only as a small peak at :::::486 nm. However, the Band C excitons
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~re

allowed and appear as a narrow peak at ::=483 nm and a broader peak at ::=471 nm,

respectively. The structure between the Band C excitons is assigned to the n=2 B-exciton (Le.
B~

at the B-band edge.
For the DFWM experiments, a 5 I'm sample with high optical quality was used to

minimize undesired scattering. The thicker sample was used for the DFWM experiment because
it yielded a reasonably strong FWM signal. Unfortunately, neither of the two available samples
yielded both a well resolved linear absorption spectrum and a reasonably strong FWM signal.
A nitrogen-laser-pumped dye laser provided pulses of 300 ps FWHM duration. These
pulses were spatially filtered then split into equal intensity beams and recombined at the front face
of the sample at an angle of approximately 1.5 0 • Beam delays were carefully matched to provide
good coherent overlap (coherence length of < 1 mm) and high visibility fringes at the sample.
Both beams were copolarized with E

II c and were focussed to a 75 I'm FWHM diameter. Each

beam had an energy that was varied from 4 to 400 nJ. This corresponds to a maximum peak
intensity for a single beam of 30 MW/cm2 or, alternatively, 120 MW/cm2 at the peak of an
interference fringe from both beams. Pulse energies of the incident and scattered beams were
measured simultaneously using calibrated energy meters equipped with Si PIN detectors. The
dye laser wavelength was stepped at 0.1 nm intervals from 479 nm to 489 nm. The scattering
efficiency at a particular wavelength was computed on a pulse-by-pulse basis and averaged over
ten pulses. Standard deviations due to laser energy fluctuations and noise were within a few
percent of the average scattering efficiencies.
Scans across the band edge were performed at three different incident energies to follow
the evolution of the diffraction efficiency spectrum for different excitation strengths. The beam
energies stated are in reference to the energy in one of the incident beams. For the lowest
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excitation, shown in Fig. 3-16a with 4 oJ, the diffraction efficiency spectrum shows two dominant
features. The first is a sharp peak located on the low energy side of the B} exciton and the
second is a broader, lower peak on the low energy side of the B2 exciton feature. The two
smaller peaks below the dominant peak may be associated with Fabry-Perot transmission peaks
from the thin sample and the mostly forbidden A-exciton transition. At higher excitations, with
40 oJ in Fig. 3-16b, the dominant scattering peak shifts to the red and broadens while the second
scattering peak decreases in magnitude. In Fig. 3-16c, the highest excitation of 400 oJ produces
a further red shift in the dominant scattering peak and no scattering is observed at higher photon
energies. These results are compared with the predictions of the Raman-Nath theory in section
3.6.3.

3.6.2 Choosing Model Input Quantities Based on Experimental Results

To model the nonlinear optical properties of low-temperature CdS for use in the RamanNath simulations, the plasma theory results given in Sec. 2.3.3 are used as a starting point.
Before reliable diffraction efficiency spectra can be calculated, however, the plasma theory
material parameters must be 'fine-tuned' so as to reproduce the observed linear absorption
spectrum cx(w,N=O) as closely as possible. In addition, the non-trivial structure of cxo(w) both
below and above the bandedge necessitates the repeated application of the single-transition plasma
theory to account for the multiple observed transitions.
The experimental linear absorbance spectrum for 30K CdS shown in the inset to
Fig. 3-16c displays four excitonic features (A,B 1,B2, and C as discussed in the previous section).
Since the A transition is forbidden under the polarization used in the experiment, we model only
the B and C transitions using the plasma theory. To obtain the density-dependent theoretical
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absorption spectrum, Eq. (2.29) is solved twice, once for each of the two valence bands
responsible for the B and C structures; the two resulting spectra are then offset in energy and
added together. The same material properties are used to generate the two component spectra,
with only the excitonic broadening parameter

r and the energy offset being adjusted to fit the

experimental result. Using T=30 K, Ego=2.594 eV,

r = 0.05

(B exciton) and

r = 0.25 (C

exciton), the linear spectrum shown in the inset to Fig. 3-17c is obtained (again, the plotted
quantity is absorbance a(w)L). Absorption spectra for higher carrier densities, as well as the
corresponding refractive-index changes obtained through the Kramers-Kronig transformation, are
shifted and summed in a similar fashion. These results for a(w,N) and t:Jz(w,N) are then used
in the DFWM model to allow computation of the transverse carrier-density profile and the
resulting Raman-Nath scattering spectrum.
In applying the DFWM model to the experiments discussed in Sec. 3.6.1, the input
parameters are taken directly from the experiment as follows:
0.5 degrees,

tp

= 300 ps FWHM.

Wo

= 37.5 ILm, L = 5 ILm, () =

For these values, with excitation wavelengths near

EgO

=

2.594 eV, the Raman-Nath and paraxial conditions given in Eqs. (3.74) and (3.87) are easily
satisfied. The (unscaled) grating period A evaluates to 18.58ILm, implying that the Fourier-space
resolution criterion (3.95) will be fulfilled as well.
Verifying that the various diffusion-related criterion for grating resolution and
longitudinal uniformity are satisfied for the chosen parameters is somewhat more problematic,
since neither the carrier lifetime nor the diffusion length of the particular CdS sample under study
are known directly from experimental observations. Diffusion length measurements performed
on low-temperature CdS have generated a significant amount of controversy in recent years, with
values of LD from 0.17 ILm to 5.0 ILm found in the literature [Saito and Gobel, 1986; Weber et
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al., 1988]. Even taking the upper extreme value 'of 5.0 I'm (observed at MW/cm2 intensity
levels) given by Weber et al., we expect relatively little degradation of the transverse carrierdensity grating, validating the negligible-diffusion assumption employed in deriving Eq. (3.114).
Depending on the ratio of pulselength to carrier lifetime Tp=t/TR' the effective diffusion length
defined in (3.110) may be even smaller, further enhancing transverse grating resolution.
While an experimental value for

TR

in the CdS sample is not directly available, modeling

of the spatial switching characteristics of the sample points to a lifetime of approximately 2 ns
[McGinnis et al., 1990b]. This is significantly higher than the value of 150 ps given by several
authors for low-temperature CdS [Saito and Gobel, 1986; Weber et al., 1988]; however, the
carrier lifetime is known to be quite sample-dependent. Choosing

TR

= 1 ns as an arbitrary

compromise, we calculate Tp to be 0.3, implying a factor-of-2 reduction in the effective diffusion
length L D•elf compared to LD for the 300 ps FWHM pulses modeled.
Unfortunately, for the 5 I'm CdS sample studied experimentally, longitudinal diffusion
may not be strong enough to satisfy fully the constraint LD.elf~L, particularly for small

Tp'

This

raises concerns about the possibility of longitudinal carrier-density variations, discussed in Sec.
3.4.2.1. However, recalling the scaled pulse-length relation (3.113)
(3.119)

and taking LD =5I'm, we find that as long as a(Nmax) exceeds =5000 cm- I , 'kinks' and other
longitudinal discontinuities should not playa significant role in our simulations.
Having determined suitable input parameters to the Raman-Nath DFWM model based on
the experimental conditions of Sec. 3.6.1, we summarize these quantities in Table 3-4. With
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Input Parameter

Definition

Assumed Value

L

Etalon length

51-'m

Wo

Spot size

37.51-'m

8

Internal angle

0.5 0

to

Temporal FWHM of incident pulses

300 ps

TR

Carrier lifetime

1 ns

T

Front-surface transmission coefficient

0.75

Table 3-4 Input parameters assumed in dynamic simulations of Raman-Nath scattering
and diffraction efficiency in 30K CdS.

these values set and the various constraints on the theory satisfied, we are ready to produce
theoretical diffraction efficiency spectra that. can be confidently compared with the corresponding
experimental data.

3.6.3 Theoretical Results and Comparison with Experiment
We have performed diffraction efficiency simulations using our model for carrier lifetimes
ranging from 150 ps to 10 ns, and are able to find good qualitative agreement between theory and
the experimental results of Fig. 3-16 throughout this range of TR over three decades of peak pulse
energy. We find, however, that the pulse energies used in the theory must be renormalized
downward in comparison to those of the experiment to reproduce the same relative magnitude
and shift of spectral features.
In Fig. 3-17, the predicted spectral behavior of the diffraction efficiency in lowtemperature CdS is shown for three different values of the input pulse energy corresponding to
the experimental curves given in Fig. 3-16. The value of TR taken is 1 ns. As mentioned in Sec.
3.6.1, two predominant spectral features are apparent in the various curves: one on the low-
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energy side of the Brexciton. the other just below the B2-exciton (see the absorption spectra
insets to Fig. 3-16c and Fig. 3-17c). The larger of these two features shifts towards the red,
increases in magnitude and becomes broader as the peak pulse energy is increased. The smaller,
broader feature seems to disappear quickly at higher energies with respect to the neighboring
peak, though in absolute magnitude it falls off sub-linearly with increasing pulse energy.
Qual itative agreement between the theoretical predictions given in Fig. 3-17 and the
experimental results of Fig. 3-16 is solid and substantial. The theory reproduces the dominant
spectral features of the experiment with the observed relative magnitudes, while the predicted
diffraction efficiency peaks display the same broadening and red-shifting trends as the observed
ones. The experimental behavior of the secondary peak at =481 nm is reproduced particularly
well, with the peak height falling off by about a factor of four with each ten-fold increase in
energy in both the theoretical and observed curves.
The chief discrepancy between theory and experiment is in the absolute value of the
diffraction efficiency, with the measured 11 running between 8 and 32 times lower than the
predicted values. Though these inconsistencies presumably stem from a variety of causes, one
issue is of particular concern: the fact that we perform our fit of the plasma theory a(w,N) and
~(w,N)

predictions to the experimental linear spectrum for one sample, while trying to match

the predicted output scattering spectra with the experimental results from an entirely different
sample.
Another possible explanation for the discrepancies lies in the tendency of the first order
peak of the scattering spectrum to develop a wide pedestal, potentially adding a significant
background to the third order peak at small 8-values, where discrimination between the first and
third orders becomes difficult [see Eqs. (3.94)-(3.95)]. A 'noise-reduction' algorithm was applied
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to the solid curves in Fig. 3-17 which essentially eliminated contributions to the diffraction
efficiency from spatial spectra in which the third order was poorly resolved. The dash-dotted
curves in Fig. 3-17a-c show the results of this algorithm, which allows fine structure of the
diffraction efficiency between 484 and 485 nm to be resolved at the highest pulse energy
(Fig. 3-17c). Possible explanations for the appearance of these features will be discussed in the
next section.
A final consideration arises when comparing the experimental and theoretical linear
absorption spectra in the insets to Fig. 3-16c and Fig. 3-17c. The observed spectrum seems to
display a certain level of background absorption below the bandedge which the plasma theory
does not seek to model. This may contribute to the higher 1]-values predicted by the theory, and
may also influence the overall tendency of the theoretical curves to be somewhat narrower than
those seen in the experiment, particularly below the Bl exciton.

3.6.4 Analysis

For low input intensities, where the induced absorption change ~a cC ao (Le. the smallsignal regime), the diffraction efficiency 1] is known to vary roughly according to [(27r.:1n/A~

+

(~a/2)2]e-aOL, as we saw in Secs. 3.2.4 and 3.5.3. For higher intensities and larger ~a, as

Fig. 3-15 makes clear, the dependence of 1] on .:1n and ~a is much less straightforward. In any
case the magnitude of 1] reflects the interplay between refractive and absorptive index gratings,
as well as the overall sample transmission.

Having a theoretical model for DFWM with

demonstrated experimental agreement now allows us to investigate the ways in which the
observed spectral behavior is influenced by the underlying ·material properties.

Since the

absorption and refractive-index changes ~a and .:1n are known inputs to our theory, we can work
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backward from the model output for the diffraction efficiency to reproduce the material dynamics.
Fig. 3-18 shows the theoretical spectral dependence of Aa and An at the peak of the
induced grating for pulse energies corresponding to those used in generating Fig. 3-17a-c. The
individual data points are all instantaneous values calculated for a time shortly after the temporal
peak of the Gaussian 'pulse, before the induced carrier-density grating has had much chance to
decay. In Fig. 3-18a, the phenomenon of increasing absorption is clearly visible on the lowenergy side of the BJ exciton, while in Fig. 3-18b, An shows pronounced broadening in the same
spectral region with increasing energy. Above the BJ exciton, Aa and An grow in magnitude as
the pulse energy goes from 4 to 40 oJ; they falloff again, however, as the pulse energy is
increased to 400 oJ.
The prediction of increasing absorption below the main exciton feature in CdS correlates
well with the results of experimental studies by several researchers, who attribute the effect to
excitonic broadening [Rossmann et al., 1983] and bandgap renormalization [Bohnert et aI.,
1983], respectively. The plasma theory accounts for both of these effects, as described in Chap.
2.

Increasing absorption can lead to the observation of intrinsic (i.e. cavityless) optical

bistability, which will be discussed in Sec. 3.7.1.
The considerable size of the nonlinear index change An in the vicinity of the exciton
resonance leads us to comment briefly on a concern that was raised earlier in Sec. 3.3.1. There
the relationship of a(fJJ,N) and n(fJJ,N) to the complex susceptibility was derived, which involved
making the assumption that An < < no. While this certainly holds true in bulk GaAs, where
An/no

::=

10-2 even for large carrier densities, it may represent a poor approximation for highly-

excited low-temperature CdS, where induced refractive-index changes can approach

±1.5,

compared to a background index no of 2.98. As is apparent from Fig. 3-18, this is especially
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problematic in the vicinity of the B} exciton resonance between 484-485 run. Fortunately (and
not surprisingly), this region of strong !In is also a region of relatively high absorption; as a
result, the diffraction efficiency is essentially forced to zero in the very region where!ln == no
might be expected to affect adversely the validity of the theory for

7].

Thus the violation of the

small index-change assumption should have relatively little impact on the results presented.
If we now focus our attention on the wavelength where the main diffraction efficiency
peak appears -- roughly at A = 485 nm -- the influence of Aa and !In on 7] is readily apparent.
As !In becomes more pronounced at higher wavelengths with increasing energy, the main peak
gradually shifts in that direction, pointing to a predominantly refractive character. A seemingly
absorptive secondary maximum near 484 nm begins to appear, however, as the phenomenon of
increasing absorption described above leads to the appearance of positive Aa values between 484
and 485 nm for the two highest pulse energies (see Fig. 3-17b,c and Fig. 3-18a). An additional
feature just below 485 nm becomes apparent at the highest pulse energy, apparently in response
to the somewhat discontinuous behavior of !In visible in the dotted curve in Fig. 3-18b. These
two secondary features are only weakly resolved in the corresponding experimental spectra, and
appear in a wavelength regime where resolution of the third-order peak is somewhat suspect, as
is apparent from the dash-dotted curves in Fig. 3-17b-c.
To provide a solid basis for the assignment of absorptive or refractive character to the
various features exhibited by the diffraction efficiency, the simulations producing Fig. 3-17 and
Fig. 3-18 were performed with !In set arbitrarily to zero at all carrier densities. In the resulting
curves (shown as dotted lines in Fig. 3-17a-c), the low-energy features at =485-486 run
disappear completely at all three pulse energies, while the peak near 484 run and at 481 run
remain visible with essentially the same magnitudes they had when!ln was accounted for. Thus
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the main diffraction efficiency maximum near 485 nm can reliably be labeled refractive in nature,
while the secondary maximum at 481 nm seems to have an overwhelmingly absorptive character.
The subsidiary features appearing at high pulse energies in the 484-485 nm region seem to arise
from a mixture of absorptive and refractive behavior.
As mentioned in the previous section, the broad peak centered near A = 481 nm falls off
steadily in magnitude as the pulse energy is increased from 4 to 400 nJ [0.08 nJ to 8.0 nJ in the
computer simulations]. Over this same energy range at A=481 nm,

~a

and tm first increase

then drop back again, making their influence on the behavior of the broad peak unclear at best.
One possible explanation lies in the

inh~rent

tradeoff between

~a

and sample transmission.

When a(w,N) increases in response to higher carrier densities brought on by increasingly
energetic pulses, the absorptive component of the carrier-induced grating becomes
correspondingly more efficient, leading to higher." values. Simultaneously, the overall sample
transmission is sharply reduced by the increased absorption, causing a corresponding reduction
in the diffraction efficiency. The same two opposing effects come into play whether a increases
or decreases, giving rise to the gradual disappearance of the A=481 nm peak.
Were the small-signal diffraction efficiency relation (3.44) of Sec. 3.2.4 applied to the
~a

and tm values given in Fig. 3-18 at A=481 nm, the predicted ." value would increase with

increasing pulse energy from .08 to 0.8 nJ, then falloff again between 0.8 and 8.0 nJ, instead
of demonstrating gradual fall-off as in seen in Fig. 3-17 and Fig. 3-18. This illustrates the
importance of a more sophisticated and realistic theoretical approach for the high-intensity regime
ofDFWM in semiconductors where carrier-density dependent nonlinear effects interact with each
other in subtle and often quite complicated ways.
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3.7 Steady-State Simulations of RNS in CdS: Bifurcation of Scattering Orders
One of our original objectives in developing a theory of DFWM in semiconductors was
to model accurately the role of transverse effects in nonlinear wavemixing interactions. The
comprehensive approach presented in Sec. 3.3.2 accounts for the influence of non-plane-wave
excitation by assuming a Gaussian transverse envelope for the input fields [see Eqs. (3.82)(3.84)]. In this section, we shift from our emphasis on spectral properties of the diffraction
efficiency and apply our model to spatial phenomena in the Raman-Nath scattering spectrum of
semiconductors. In particular, we consider the effects of increasing absorption bistability on both
the induced carrier-density grating and the corresponding output spectrum in CdS.
Increasing absorption optical bistability (IAOB) was first definitively observed in thin
platelets of low-temperature CdS [Rossman et al., 1983; Bohnert et aI., 1983]. The CdS results
were subsequently explained theoretically in terms of carrier-induced bandgap shrinkage [Schmidt
et al., 1984; Koch et aI., 1985]. A particularly striking aspect of IAOB is its completely intrinsic

nature; in contrast to combined absorptive/dispersive OB using nonlinear Fabry-Perot etalons (to
be discussed in Chap. 4) IAOB does not require any sort of external feedback mechanism, though
cavities or applied fields can be used to enhance the effect [Miller et al., 1984]. Consequently,
localized partial switching can occur, resulting in 'kinks', sawtooth structures, and other
longitudinal discontinuities, as was mentioned in Sec. 3.4.2.1. The possibility of transverse
discontinuities in LIG interactions [i.e. 'period halving'] has also been raised for IAOB systems
[Weber et al., 1988a]; we now seek to discover and understand such effects.
To assess the impact of increasing absorption bistability on DFWM/LIG interactions in
CdS, we evaluate the framework of Sec. 3.3.2 for the steady-state case.

The intensity-

dependence of the predicted carrier-density profile and of the resulting output spectrum is studied
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under Raman-Nath conditions for an input frequency just below the CdS bandgap. In order to
emphasize spatial effects rather than the detailed material dynamics, a simple generic model for
increasing absorption is used instead of the comprehensive plasma theory of Chap. 2. In Sec.
3.7.1 this model is introduced and used to explain IAOB in a schematic fashion. Appropriate
input parameters are chosen and corresponding numerical results are presented in Sec. 3.7.2.
These results are analyzed and compared with related experimental observations in Sec. 3.7.3.

3.7.1 Schematic Model for Increasing Absorption and Bistability in CdS
To represent the increasing-absorption behavior of CdS just below the bandedge, we use
a simple ramp model for the carrier-density dependence of a at a particular frequency w
[Lindberg et al., 1986b]. Bandgap renormalization is accounted for by assuming that the ramp
undergoes a frequency shift that is linearly proportional to the carrier density. The densitydependent absorption spectrum is given by:

a(w,N) =

(3.120)

w1(N) S w S w2(N) ,
w2(N) Sw

where the transitional regions (i.e. the frequency shifts of the bandedge) are defined through
(3.121)

For the material parameters listed in Table 3-5, the model has been shown to give a rough yet
useful approximation of the absorption-edge behavior in low-temperature CdS [Lindberg, et al.,
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I

Parameter

I

Definition

I

Assumed Value

liw

Excitation frequency

2.548 eV

Ii~w

Band shift

0.01 eV

~N

Carrier density scaling constant

0.5 x 10 18 cm-3

liWI

Unexcited band onset energy

2.55 eV

aLL

Linear absorbance value

0.1

aIf..

Excited (switched) absorbance value

1.2

I

Table 3-5 Parameters used in ramp modelfor increasing absorption in low-temperature
CdS. [After Lindberg et al., 1986b}.

1986a].

To obtain the corresponding refractive-index changes, the Kramers-Kronig

transformation is used. Since we will only be interested in the carrier-density-dependent output
properties at the single frequency w, the absorption model can be reexpressed in terms of N:

(3.122)
a(N)=

where a sine-function has been introduced to smooth the sharp discontinuities at the transition
points [Haug and Koch, 1990]. Using the parameters given in Table 3-5, NI and Nz evaluate to
1.0 x 1017 cm-3 and 6.0 x 1017 cm-3 , respectively. The resulting aL and M values are plotted
in Fig. 3-19.
How does increasing absorption lead to intrinsic optical bistability in CdS? To answer
this question, we consider the behavior of the carrier density N as the input intensity I is
increased from zero, as illustrated in Fig. 3-20. The solid curve in this figure is obtained from
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the simplified steady-state rate equation for N in a spatially homogeneous material:
(3.123)

where TR is the carrier lifetime. For low intensities, the absorption experienced by the input
beam is relatively small, though still sufficient to allow generation of electron-hole pairs through
two-photon absorption [Bohnert et al., 1983]. If the increased e-h pair concentration is large
enough, the bandedge will shift in a fashion similar to that described by Eq. (3.121). When the
bandedge shifts below the input excitation frequency w, the single-photon absorption coefficient
at that frequency jumps sharply. In accordance with Eq. (3.123), the carrier density excited by
a given input intensity undergoes a similarly abrupt increase; the medium undergoes a phase
transition of sorts, effectively 'switching up' to an excited state, as diagrammed in Fig. 3-20 by
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the right-hand vertical line.

When the intensity is now lowered from above, N does not

immediately switch back down; there is a hysteretic or 'memory' effect to the transition. Since
not only the absorption but also the refractive index varies with carrier density, .1n will
experience similarly dramatic intensity-dependent transitions. Though the behavior described by
Eq. (3.123) and illustrated in Fig. 3-20 represents a drastic oversimplification of what should
happen under DFWM/LIG conditions, we anticipate nonetheless that both strong and subtle
manifestations of IAOB effects will be present in the output spectrum predicted by our model.
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Fig. 3-20 Bistability o/the carrier density N as afunction o/the input
intensity 1, determined from Eq. (3. 130}. The vertical lines represent
the switch-up and switch-down points, as indicated by the arrows.

3.7.2 Input Pammeters and Numerical Results
As with the DFWM/LIG simulations discussed in sections 3.5 and 3.6, great care must
be taken in choosing model parameters that are both relevant to the effects under study and
realistically achievable given experimental constraints and theoretical assumptions.

The

geometrical and scaling quantities chosen for modeling transverse IAOB effects in CdS using the
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IParameter IDefinition

IAssumed Value I

L

Etalon length

1 JLm

wo

Spot size

60 JLm

(J

Internal angle

2°

TR

Carrier lifetime

2 ns

D

Ambipolar diffusion constant

0.225 cm2 /s

X

Input excitation wavelength

487 om

Table 3-6 Input parameters assumed in steady-state simulations of lAOB effects on the
Raman-Nath scattering spectrum of low-temperature CdS.

comprehensive Raman-Nath approach are shown in Table 3-6. The calculated grating period A
for these values is :::::4.7 I'm; the diffusion length LD evaluates to :::::0.2 I'm. Thus both the
Raman-Nath condition (3.74) and the grating resolution criterion (3.88) will be fulfilled, though
we have taken an extremely low diffusion value in order to enhance the observability of the
anticipated transverse effects.
Using these parameters in conjunction with the increasing absorption model of the
previous section, we simulate the induced carrier-density grating and the resulting self-diffraction
spectrum with the help of the program obrns.f. This program is basically a single-frequency
version of SSRNS.FOR (Appendix C) used earlier to generate steady-state diffraction efficiency
spectra for GaAs and outlined in Sec. 3.4.1. As with SSRNS.FOR, an iterative Green's function
approach is used in the routine RHOCALC to solve for the transverse carrier-density profile in
the presence of diffusion. For the CdS case, however, RHO CALC requires a larger number of
iterations to converge to a solution than for GaAs, particularly in the vicinity of localized 'switchup' and 'switch-down' points (to be discussed shortly) where as many as 200 iterations can be
necessary.
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Numerical results for the transverse carrier-density behavior at various input intensities
are shown in Fig. 3-21, where curves a-d correspond to scaled intensities of 0.661,0.684,0.80,
and 1.03 respectively. To understand the trends and transitions that are apparent in the carrierdensity profiles, it will be helpful to refer to the IAOB diagram of Fig. 3-20. Consider first the
lowest-magnitude profile of Fig. 3-21a, which has the typical modulated Gaussian envelope we
have seen in previous sections of this chapter. In a sense, each of the carrier-density peaks in
the profile should display an individual, localized form of the switch-up/switch-down behavior
seen in the IAOB process. For peak scaled input intensities!T= 1~12= 12';1 2 of 0.66, all the
peaks remain just short of the region of strong increasing absorption, i.e. just to the left of the
switch-up point in Fig. 3-20. As !Tis increased to 0.68, the central carrier-density peak reaches
the transition threshold and switches up to a significantly higher value (Fig. 3-21b). Defining
the critical point for switch-up in terms of the scaled input intensity as

~,

we find its value in

terms of the chosen parameters to be :.:::: 0.67. The Gaussian transverse fall-off of the input beam
magnitude assures that adjacent peaks are kept below threshold. As!T is increased further,
however, the local intensity of the induced interference pattern begins to exceed ~ for secondary
density maxima as well. They make the jump to the upper density branch in pair-wise fashion,
as is clear from Fig. 3-21c and d, where !T=0.80 and 1.03, respectively. Thus IAOB in LIG
interactions manifests itself through dramatic and discontinuous modifications to the transverse
induced-grating profile for sufficiently large input intensities.
Since the structure of the transmitted or self-diffracted fields depends strongly on the
carrier-density profile p(u) via the density-dependent absorption and refractive index gratings, we
expect transverse discontinuities in p to give rise to anomalous effects in the spatial scattering
spectrum. That this is indeed the case is apparent in Fig. 3-22, in which the Raman-Nath
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scattering spectra corresponding to the carrier-density profiles of Fig. 3-21 are plotted in curves
a-d.
For the lowest input intensity .9"=0.66 where transverse discontinuities have not yet
formed, the scattered spectrum shows only the usual primary peaks at {j = ± 1, along with the
scattered maxima at {3= ±3 (Fig. 3-22a). Once the central carrier-density lobe has moved to the
upswitched state, however, a broad background component appears in the spatially transformed
output spectrum (Fig. 3-22b). Whereas for .9"< ~ scattered energy is predicted only in the odd
orders {3= ± 1, ±3, ±5 ... , increasing .9" above the switch-up threshold value eventually leads to
the appearance of even orders as well (Fig. 3-22c). As each new pair of upswitched lobes is
added to the carrier-density profile, the transmitted spectrum undergoes a subharmonic
bifurcation, resulting in the redistribution of scattered energy among intermediate diffraction
orders.

In Fig. 3-22d, scattering orders are apparent at (3=0,±1I2,±1,±3/2, ... ; further

bifurcations are difficult to resolve because of limitations imposed by the finite-width input beams
and transform-associated 'noise'.

3.7.3 AlUllysis and Comparison with Experiment
Having predicted the appearance of bifurcating scattering orders in the Raman-Nath
spectrum of CdS, we now seek to 1) understand why they arise, 2) characterize their detailed
behavior as well as their sensitivity to relevant input parameters, and 3) determine whether they
can be observed experimentally.

3.7.3.1 Understanding the Bifurcation Process
The origin of the subharmonic bifurcations is perhaps most intuitively explained by
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appealing to Fourier arguments. The spatial frequency spectrum present in the transmitted field
will consist of the components originally input as well as others introduced in the DFWM/selfdiffraction process.

Consider the input field, described by Eq. (3.83):

it contains spatial

frequency components at (3= ± 1, as evidenced by the dominant peaks in Fig. 3-22. The carrierdensity grating, on the other hand, is typically proportional to the square of the input field [Le.
oc

cos(211'u/O)] plus constant terms; as a result, its Fourier transform displays spectral maxima

at {3= ±2 (from the scaled cosine) and {3=O (from the constant terms). In scattering from the
grating, the incident field undergoes periodic spatial modulation, forcing the combining of the
two sets of frequency components. Thus the transmitted field, when Fourier transformed, yields
the customary scattering peaks at (3 = ± 1, ± 3 as in Fig. 3-22a.
Using the above arguments, we can now see how the stepwise upswitching of carrierdensity peaks leads to new scattering orders. When the central density lobe switches up, a strong
delta-function contribution is added to the usual spatial frequency spectrum of the carrier density;
Fourier-transformed, the delta function goes to a constant, which appears as a broad background
in the resulting scattering spectrum of Fig. 3-22b. As additional peaks jump to the upper carrierdensity branch of the IAOB curve, further components are added. Their combination with the
original input spatial frequencies gives rise to the subharmonic bifurcations.
Though this rationale may seem somewhat naive, it can be made more rigorous if the
stepwise upswitching of density lobes is modeled by mUltiplying the standard carrier profile by
a rectangle function of appropriate magnitude and spatial extent.

Since Rect(x) Fourier

transforms to Sinc(x), we should not be surprised to see Sinc-like behavior convolved with the
usual scattering peaks in Fig. 3-22c-d. Additional understanding of the subharmonic bifurcation
phenomenon can be gained through consideration of the standard multiple-slit diffraction
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geometry; this is the approach taken by McGinnis [1989].

3.7.3.2 Detailed Intensity-Dependent Behavior of the Bifurcations
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Fig. 3-23 Magnitude of field scattered into the zeroth-order as a
function of.9': Points a-d correspond to the respective curves in Figs.
3-21 and 3-22.

In order to gain more specific insights into the intensity-dependent trends and transitions

exhibited by the Raman-Nath scattering spectrum in the presence of IAOB, we have performed
our simulations for = 250 different input intensities over the range 9"=0.2 to 1.2, tracking the
magnitude of the zeroth-order scattering peak. The results are shown in Fig. 3-23, where the
plotted points were obtained by increasing 9"from 0.2 to 1.2 and then back again, using the p(u)
profile from the previous calculation as the initial guess PI (u) for the iterative Green's function
solution of Eq. (3.100).
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The zeroth-order scattered spectral peak

IEI<O) I shows highly structured behavior over

the chosen range of input intensities, with the location, separation, and magnitude of the various
critical points displaying tremendous sensitivity to input geometrical and material parameters.
As srapproaches

Yu from below, the scattered field remains at a low background value.

moves past the central peak's switch-up threshold at approximately Yu=0.67,

As

sr

IEI<O) I undergoes

a series of abrupt transitions that correspond to the subharmonic bifurcations. The lettered points
on the curve in Fig. 3-23 indicate the four respective sr-values at which curves a-d of Fig. 3-21
and Fig. 3-22 were calculated. Interestingly, the local IE:z(O) I minima following points b-d
become deeper with increasing intensity because an increasing fraction of the transverse profile
sees a highly-absorbing state; conversely, the local IEI<O) I maxima adjacent to points b-d grow
steadily larger with increasing

sr since &l increases with carrier density over the same range.

Higher-order bifurcations require a greater input-intensity differential to achieve, a consequence
of the increased effects of Gaussian fall-off farther from the central maximum.

Further

bifurcations do occur, but are not resolved in Fig .. 3-23 because of the input parameters chosen.
As 9' is now decreased from above, IEI<O) I displays bistability, moving along a distinct lower
branch. Eventually, a secondary series of transitions occurs as the various carrier-density lobes
switch downward in reverse pairwise fashion, bringing about a reversal of the subharmonic
bifurcations. Below

sr=0.42, the carrier-density profile has completely returned to the lower

branch.
Varying key input parameters like diffusion, spot size, and beam separation angle
produces rapid and significant changes in the behavior tracked by Fig. 3-23. By either reducing
the grating spacing A (Le. taking larger 0) or increasing the spot size wo, a greater number of
transitions will be resolvable and the input intensity differential between them will be smaller,
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because of the denser spacing of interference fringes under the Gaussian envelope. Resolvability
of the bifurcations will decrease and the location of transition points will shift to higher intensities
if a larger diffusion length is assumed. This suggests, since the modeled value of D is rather
low, that experimental observation of multiple bifurcations may be hampered by diffusion
problems unless short pulses are used.

3.7.3.2 Experimental Results
Brian McGinnis and coworkers at the Optical Sciences Center have attempted to verify
the predictions of this section regarding the appearance of intermediate scattering orders in the
Raman-Nath scattering spectrum of low-temperature CdS below the bandedge. The experimental
setup employed is similar to the configuration used for diffraction efficiency measurements,
described in Sec. 3.6.1. The IAOBILIG measurements were made utilizing the same 5 JLm, 30K
sample whose DFWM and linear absorption behavior are given in Fig. 3-16. A 45 JLm spotradius was used, with the grating period angle-tuned to ::= 25 JLm.
At the leading temporal edge of the 2-ns input pulses, bifurcation ("period halving") of
the transmitted intensity spectrum was observed for the above-mentioned conditions by McGinnis
I

et al. [1990]. In addition, zeroth-order scattered intensity was observed to increase abruptly at
both the leading and trailing edges of the pulses, corresponding to the bistable behavior predicted
in Fig. 3-23. The peak pulse intensity employed was ~ 10 MW/cm2 , though as mentioned the
bifurcation transition occurred before the peak intensity was reached.

By comparison, the

predicted switch-up intensity of our model using Yu=O.66 and the scaling parameters of
Table 3-6 evaluates to ::= 100 kW/cm2 • This discrepancy is. not surprising, considering the
differences in diffusion length and etalon length between the computer simulations and the actual
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experiment.

3.8 Summary
We have developed a theory of semiconductor DFWM in the Raman-Nath regime that
is valid beyond the small-signal regime, and thus has potential application to many DFWM
experiments performed on highly-excited semiconductors. The theory accounts for the effects
of carrier diffusion and finite-width beams. For the specific case of room-temperature bulk GaAs
under moderate to high excitation, our numerical simulations predict that the observed scattering
is due primarily to an absorptive density grating. Our results for steady-state intensities in the
kilowatt/cm2 range indicate that the standard Bessel function relation for the diffraction efficiency
of a thin semiconductor medium breaks down in this regime, overemphasizing the role of
dispersive effects while underestimating the influence of absorption saturation ..
In the time-dependent case, the theory reproduces the qualitative features of experimental
diffraction efficiency spectra for low-temperature CdS over a wide range of input pulse energies.
An analysis of the underlying material nonlinearities indicates that the observed redshift of the
main diffraction efficiency feature is the result of excitonic-bleaching-related refractive-index
changes and bandgap renormalization.
The comprehensive semiconductor DFWM theory has also been successfully applied to
the analysis of spatial effects in low-temperature CdS, where increasing absorption leads to
intrinsic optical bistability below the primary exciton feature. Novel bifurcating scattering orders
have been predicted for the case of finite-width beams under certain excitation conditions.
Related experimental studies confirm the theoretical predictions.
Though the majority of the goals we set out to achieve with the semiconductor DFWM
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theory have been realized in the above results, one important objective remains unmet: that of
being able to confidently extract highly accurate values of nonlinear coefficients from the output
of high-input-intensity diffraction efficiency measurements. Though our model falls short of
reliably solving the intricate and involved 'inverse problem' associated with extracting, say,
.1a(w) and .1n(w) directly from T/(w) at arbitrarily high intensities, it has helped us understand

why this problem is so difficult.
In particular, the detailed theory-experiment comparison described in Sec. 3.6 clearly
identifies a wholly intrinsic weakness of DFWM as a technique for assessing the magnitude and
dynamics of semiconductor nonlinearities.

When the spectral behavior of the diffraction

efficiency is measured for a given input intensity, much of the observed structure of 1](w) results
from frequency-dependent variations in the underlying carrier density, rather than on the actual
spectral character of the nonlinearities themselves. As is clear from Fig. 3-lOa, the excited
carrier density will in general display the same frequency-dependent behavior as the linear
absorption. Since in DFWM both excitation and measurement are performed at the same
frequency, it becomes difficult (in semiconductors, at any rate) to isolate the dynamics of the
intensity-dependent optical nonlinearities from the carrier-density dynamics that mediate the
nonlinearities. This is all the more problematic in time-dependent studies, where the absorption
and thus the efficiency of carrier generation can change drastically during the course of the
excitation.
The extensive and insight-laden theory-experiment comparison presented in Sec. 3.6 is
made possible only because the plasma theory provides a comprehensive model for .1a(w,N) and
t::.n(w,N), which has been independently verified using pump-probe experiments. Our results lead

us to conclude that reliable characterization of the magnitude and dynamics of semiconductor
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optical nonlinearities at arbitrary excitation levels is not yet feasible on the basis of DFWM
diffraction efficiency measurements alone. At present, we believe that pump-probe experiments
utilizing spectrally narrow pump excitation and broadband probe beams are the superior technique
for this purpose.

------ _.._ - - - - - - - - -
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Chapter Four
Nonlinear Semiconductor Etalons for Photonic Switching and Optical Logic
. . . Optical bistability and NOR-gate operations are the most often discussed, and both have serious
problems. ... an infinitely cascadable mode 0/ operation/or high-speed, all-optical decision-making has
not been found.
Gibbs and Khitrova, Nonlinear Photonics: Prospects and Problems

4.1 Introduction

The search for optical processing elements based on the switching dynamics of nonlinear
materials has centered from the outset on the behavior of such materials within resonant cavities.
Seidel [1969] was perhaps the first to contemplate such a device. His patent for a proposed
"bistable optical circuit" described a saturable absorber positioned between curved mirrors; he
envisioned its potential use "in an optical memory and optical data processing system" [Ibid,
1969]. Later that year, Szoke et aI. [1969] published the first analytic model of purely absorptive
bistability; as in Seidel's patent, they considered a Fabry-Perot cavity containing a saturably
absorbing medium. Though their study anticipated several important device-related issues, they
were unsuccessful in their early attempts to observe bistable operation experimentally.
Unaware of Seidel's and SzOke's work, Gibbs and co-workers made the first actual
observation of passive (i.e., non-laser) optical bistability (OB) in a Fabry-Perot resonator
containing sodium vapor [Gibbs et aI., 1976]; they were able to see optical limiting and
thresholding as well. When bistable switching behavior was demonstrated in semiconductors
several years later [Gibbs et aI., 1979; Miller et al., 1979] several researchers concluded that the
'optical transistor' (or "transphasor") had become an experimental reality [Abraham et al., 1983].
"Optical bistable devices" -- i.e., thin, polished semiconductor ~talons -- came to be viewed as
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the natural prototypical elements from which "all-optical [computing] systems" might be built
[Gibbs et al., 1980; see also Miller, 1982].
During the first few years following the original semiconductor OB demonstrations, the
terms 'semiconductor

~talon'

and 'bistable device' became essentially interchangeable.

Before

long, however, bistability was shown to be unnecessary for optical logic [Jewell et al., 1984;
Migus et al., 1985].
operation of nonlinear

Jewell and co-workers pioneered pump-probe (i.e. two-wavelength)
~talons,

demonstrating pulsed logic functions (e.g., NOR, AND, etc.)

without bistability in an experiment which will be reviewed in Sec. 4.1.2 [Jewell et al., 1985].
In one of the most impressive

~talon

switching results yet achieved, Jewell and colleagues later

demonstrated NOR-gate operation using an array of GaAs 'microresonators' with sub-picojoule
switching energies [Jewell et al., 1987; 1988]. As a result, bistability was no longer considered
essential for optimum photonic switching performance.
Separate efforts have led to the development of several nonlinear optical switching
schemes which do involve bistability but which do not rely on resonant cavities, including boundexciton-associated switching in CdS [Dagenais and Sharfin, 1985] and Bell Labs' highly-touted
self-electro-optic effect device (SEED) [see, e.g., Miller, 1990]. Notwithstanding the success of
'resonatorless' schemes, device concepts based on semiconductor Fabry-Perot

~talons

continue

to be the subject of intense experimental and theoretical research [e.g., Tai et al., 1987;

Sahl~n,

et al., 1988; Kuszelewicz et al., 1988; Lowry et al., 1990].
As might be expected, most nonlinear switching experiments in semiconductor

~talons

have been analyzed using Kerr-type models with an intensity-dependent refractive index, along
the lines of Eq. (2.6).

The limitations and drawbacks of such approaches have been

incontrovertibly established in previous chapters.

With the thorough understanding of
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semiconductor nonlinearities given us by the Biinyai-Koch plasma theory, we can perform
simulations of potential device performance that will be far more realistic than otherwise possible.
The objective of this chapter is to apply such simulations to a variety of proposed semiconductor
~talon-device

concepts, evaluating and optimizing device parameters, operating modes and

performance tradeoffs in a self-consistent fashion. All of this should serve to direct photonic
switching research along the most productive paths, leading to better devices and a clearer
understanding of their inherent limitations.
In the remainder of this section, we sketch briefly the basic behavior of Fabry-Perot
~talons,

review two key experimental studies of ~talon switching behavior, and summarize the

most important criteria that practical devices should fulfill.

Sec. 4.2 provides a detailed

derivation of the full nonlinear Fabry-Perot modeling equations to be used in our simulations;
computer implementation of the model is outlined as well. Single-wavelength (Le. bistable)
~talon

simulations are presented in Sec. 4.3, including an analysis of differential gain behavior

for short pulses. Dynamic enhancement of differential gain through angle-tuning is studied in
Sec. 4.4. In Sec. 4.5, an 'up converter' scheme is proposed as a possible solution to the twowavelength cascading problem. Sec. 4.6 investigates a second possible two-wavelength cascading
approach involving the use of applied currents to allow the operation of NOR-gates with optical
gain. Sec. 4.7 offers concluding remarks and analysis of the device concepts studied.

4.1.1 Fabry-Perot Etalons - Basic Description
The generic Fabry-Perot ~talon consists of two partially-reflecting plane parallel mirrors
arranged so as to form a cavity of length L. The cavity is then filled with a material of refractive
index n (see Fig. 4-1). In the case of a semiconductor ~talon the end surfaces of a thin slice of
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n

~------

L

------~

Fig. 4-1 Schematic excitation geometry of a Fabry-Perot etalon. L is
the cavity length,' n is the rtifractive index,' Ii and 1, are the incident and
transmitted intensities, respectively.

material can function as the mirrors. The desired surface flatness and parallelism can be achieved
by polishing a cleaved semiconductor sample [Miller et aI., 1979], or through the use of
sophisticated growth/processing techniques such as molecular beam epitaxy and reactive-ion
etching [Jewell et aI., 1982, 1983; Jewell, 1984; Warren, 1988]. To provide high-reflectivity
mirrors, thin-film dielectric coatings (e.g., ZnS/MgF2 ; see Slfulen et al., 1987) are often applied
to the end surfaces.

Alternately, mirrors can be 'grown on' during the sample fabrication

process, producing an 'integrated-mirror' structure [see, e.g., Gourley and Drummond, 1986].
The basic transmission and reflection characteristics of

~talons

are governed by the

principles of multiple-beam interference [Born and Wolf, 1980; Hecht and Zajac, 1979]; here we
focus on the transmission properties. Consider a single, beam of light incident on the front
surface of the cavity, which we will temporarily assume to be lossless. A portion of the beam
passes through the first mirror and undergoes mUltiple reflections inside the cavity, gradually
escaping through the front and back surfaces. The superposition of forward and backwardtraveling light within the

~talon

leads to some degree of constructive or destructive interference.
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Depending on the relationship between the wavelength A and the optical path length nL, or
alternately on the relative phase of the forward and reverse beams, the resulting interference will
determine the fraction of incident light that passes through the resonator.
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Fig. 4-2 Fabry-Perot transmission peaks, as given by Eq. (4.1),
assuming lossless mirrors and cavity.
Front and rear mirror
reflectivities of 0.9 are assumed.

The degree of transmission for a lossless ~talon can be expressed mathematically using
the Airy formula [Born and Wolf, 1980]:
It
1
Ii - 1 +F sin2(.8 /2)

(4.1)

where F is a constant that increases with mirror reflectivity, and {j is the phase shift accumulated
during one round trip within the ~talon. For normal incidence, neglecting phase shifts due to the
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mirrors, {J = 4711lL/>' [Hecht and Zajac, 1979]. When {J is an even multiple of 7r the sin2 term
in Eq. (4.1) goes to zero, implying that 100 percent of the incident light will be transmitted. The
peak transmission will of course be less than unity if mirror and/or cavity absorption is taken into
account. Away from the discrete Fabry-Perot resonances, transmission can fall off rapidly.
Sharp, well-resolved resonances are characteristic of an

~talon

with high finesse; i.e., having

strongly reflective, highly-plane parallel mirrors and low absorption. A series of Fabry-Perot
transmission peaks is shown in Fig. 4-2 for 90-percent reflective mirrors with absorption
neglected.
For optical switching or logic purposes, light-induced transitions between markedlydiffering states of transmission (or reflection) are needed. Referring to Fig. 4-2, we see that for
incident light detuned initially from a cavity resonance, a slight decrease in {J can effect an abrupt
change from low to high transmission. In practice, such a change in {J can be brought about by
simply reducing the index of refraction n, effectively shifting the Fabry-Perot peak toward the
frequency of the input optical signal. Each of the ~talon device concepts discussed in this chapter
utilizes this dispersive tuning effect as one of its primary switching mechanisms. To understand
these switching dynamics in semiconductor

~talons,

we need to account for the interplay of

nonlinear dispersion and absorption in Eq. (4.1). This is done in Sec. 4.2, where we derive the
full nonlinear version of the Fabry-Perot transmission formula.

4.1.2 EtaJon Operating Modes and Perfonnance Criteria - Two Experimental Examples
To provide a less abstract picture of nonlinear semiconductor ~talon behavior, we next
consider the results of two important experiments aimed at evaluating potential photonic
switching/optical logic devices: the cascadable latching circuit study of Jin et al. [1988] and the
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3-pJ, 82-MHz logic-gate demonstration of Jewell et al. [1985]. We choose to discuss these
particular experiments for the following reasons: (1) they are strongly representative of the
different ~talon operational modes we wish to model and optimize, namely bistability (Le., singlewavelength operation) and pump-probe (Le., two-wavelength operation,) respectively; (2) they
clearly illustrate the most significant device-performance issues that we must address in our
simulations; and (3) they provide useful benchmarks by which we can evaluate the implications
of our theoretical results.

4.1.2.1 Cascadable Single-Wavelength Optical Latching Circuits
Practical optical switching elements should be cascadable, Le., their output signals should
be strong enough to switch at least one subsequent device. If the output is sufficient to operate
additional devices, the concept of fanout becomes relevant; a fanout of at least two is highly
desirable for digital optical computing applications [prise et al., 1988]. One way to fulfill such
a requirement would be for the devices to exhibit differential gain. Essentially, this requires that
the induced change in output signal energy between the unswitched and switched states exceed
the input energy necessary to bring about the switching transition.
In the cascadability study of Jin et al. [1988], two bistable GaAs

~talons

were operated

in series to form an optical latching circuit. 'Latching' operation is diagrammed in Fig. 4-3.
Initially, the 'bias' beam holds a particular bistable ~talonjust below its switch-up threshold (Le.,
at point PI in Fig. 4-3). If an additional (switching) beam with sufficient power PI is then
incident on the

~talon,

dispersive tuning of the cavity coupled with mirror feedback sends the

device into the highly-transmitting state (point Pu in Fig. 4-3). (In experiments, PI can be
generated through a small increment in the bias power, eliminating the need for a separate
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switching beam). If the bias power remains on after the switching pulse has passed through the
~talon,

the device remains 'latched' in the high-transmission upper state, due to the hysteresis

often observed in bistability.

Latched operation of bistable switches may have several

advantages, including simplified input pulse synchronization [Smith et al., 1987], suppression of
input noise [lin et al., 1988], and ease of achieving differential gain [Warren, 1988].

Pu

------------------------

PI

-----

I.....

Q)

;:
o

0...

----------

I

I
I

Pb
Input Power

pb+p.

Fig. 4-3 'Latching' operalion of a bistable device. Pb is the bias
power, Ps is the switching power, Pu and P, are the upper- and lowerstale powers, respectively. [After Jin et al., 1988}.

The differential gain Gd for latching-mode operation is defined in terms of the switching
and transmitted power levels as [lin et al., 1988]
(4.2)

Eq. (4.2) holds for quasi-cw operation, where the pulselength is much longer than the material
response time TR' For pulses considerably shorter than TR' the appropriate pulse energies should
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be substituted for the corresponding powers in Eq. (4.2). Gd then represents the differential

energy gain.
In their experiment, ]in and coworkers applied 1.5 p.s, =20-30 mW bias pulses from a
modulated dye-laser source to two bistable

~talons

El and

E:z,

holding them just below their

respective switching thresholds. The input power to the first stage was then incremented by
rotating a half-wave plate, so as to allow measurement of both the switched (Pu1 ) and unswitched
(Pu ) transmitted power from ~talon 1. The transmitted bias beam from El (i.e., Pu1 or Pu in

the 'on' or 'off' cases, respectively) was then focussed onto the front surface of
combined with the bias beam incident on the second
When the first

~talon

~talon,

E:z.

When

Pu1 proved sufficient to switch it.

remained 'off', Pu was too small to cause switch-up in E:z. The 'on'- and

'off'-state transmitted powers for

~talon

2 (Pu2 and P12, respectively) were also measured. For

E:z, the differential gain was then calculated as
(4.3)

The largest gain observed for the second stage was 4. In this case, PurPu was measured to be
0.25 mW, while the resultant change in output power for the second

~talon,

Pu2-PI2 , was found

to be 1.0 mW. Switching contrast, defined for each stage as PiPI , ranged from 5-8 for input
bias levels between 20 and 40 mW.
To summarize the bistable latching demonstration, we now highlight the key results and
their device-related significance:
• Differential gain of 4 and contrast of 5-8 were observed.

These represent highly

desirable device qualities [Prise et al., 1987], potentially allowing for infinite
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cascadability at the switching rates used.
• The switched output of the first device was able to switch a subsequent t!talon. Practical
cascadability was thus directly demonstrated, implying that focussing problems, Gaussian
beams, etc. are not insurmountable obstacles.
• The fastest switching time demonstrated was == 1 p.s. Practical, competitive devices will
need to operate much faster, preferably at GHz rates [Gibbs, 1985], implying subnanosecond switching speeds.
• The switching energies used in the experiments were of the order of oJ. Again, these
energies need to be reduced significantly for the devices to be competitive with existing
technologies [Smith, 1984].
Clearly, we would like to reproduce the cascadability observed by Jin et al. for the case of
picosecond-pulse excitation. The crucial question, then, is: can we find picosecond gain -- and
thus sub-nanosecond cascading - in bistable t!talons?

4.1.2.2 Subnanosecond. 3-Picojoule Logic-Gate Etalon
To avoid the critical biasing requirements, thermal instability, and other potential
drawbacks of single-wavelength, bistable devices, Jewell et aI. [1984] have proposed operating
a Fabry-Perot t!talon with a pump-probe addressing scheme. In this two-wavelength mode of
operation, shifting of

~talon

transmission peaks is accomplished by a pump pulse (or pulses)

located energetically above the semiconductor bandedge. Here absorption is strong and carrier
generation correspondingly efficient, allowing comparatively low-energy input beams to bring
about the desired refractive-index changes. Once the pump pulses have modified the location and
strength of a particular cavity resonance, a 'probe' pulse with wavelength below the band (where

. "'
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absorption is minimal) can then sense the modified transmission characteristics of the tStalon. If
the probe wavelength is chosen appropriately with respect to the initial or final Fabry-Perot peak
position, the probe beam can be 'gated' through the presence or absence of the pump beam. In
this manner, all of the usual logic functions associated with electronic gates (NOR, AND, etc.)
may be observed optically.
This becomes clearer if we recall the truth tables for the various logic functions [Johnson
et al., 1979], which are given in condensed form in Table 4-1. We assume gates with two

inputs. Each input can have one of two logical values: LO or HI (Le., 1 or 0). Consider the
example of the NOR-gate, which has the advantage of forming a complete logical set (Le. all
desired logical functions can be produced using combinations of NOR-gates) [Huang, 1983].
From the table, we see that if both inputs are LO, the output is HI. Contrastingly, if anyone
input (or both) is HI, the output goes LO. For the optical version of the NOR-gate, then, the
probe beam wavelength should initially be tuned to a Fabry-Perot resonance, implying a HI
transmission state. Assume a fan-in of two (i.e. output pulses from two previous gates are
incident as pump pulses on the gate being studied). If one or both of the input pulses is (are)
above a certain level (logical HI), the Fabry-Perot resonance will shift away from the probe
wavelength and the transmitted probe output will be LO. If both input pump pulses are LO, the
probe output remains HI. The NOR-gate truth table is thus reproduced exactly.
In their 1985 experiment, Jewell and collaborators studied logic-gate operation of a highfinesse GaAs/AIGaAs multiple-quantum-well tStalon at room temperature [Jewell et al., 1985].
They focused 7-ps pump pulses on the front surface of their sample; the probe beam, operating
cw, was incident on the rear surface. The pump wavelength remained fixed at 825 om, just
above the exciton resonance at 840 run, while the probe wavelength was varied near 875 run, far

.. ' !
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I

I

7Wo LO II/puts

One LO, One HI II/put

7Wo HI II/puts

NOR

HI

LO

LO

NAND

HI

HI

LO

XOR

LO

HI

LO

OR

LO

HI

HI

AND

LO

LO

HI

Gate Type

Table 4-1 Logical output state/or different combinations o/two input states iI/ various
logic gate types.

below the exciton, in a region of low absorption. The cavity dumper of a mode-locked dye laser
was adjusted so as to produce a train of alternating 8-pJ and 16-pJ pump pulses, representing,
respectively, one or two logical HI data inputs of 8-pJ each. In a later stage of the experiment,
tighter focusing allowed still smaller energies to be used. The logical output state of the device
(Le. HI or LO) was observed by monitoring the transmission of the cw probe beam with an
oscilloscope. Tuning the probe wavelength over a 10 A range allowed the generation of NOR,
NAND, XOR, OR, and AND behavior.
Of the various logic configurations, Jewell et al. found that the NOR-gate performed best
with respect to input-level tolerance, thermal stability and contrast. Contrast of 6: 1 was achieved
with 3-pJ input pump pulses for NOR-gate operation. These results were obtained with cw probe
powers of = 10 mW; the average power in the pump-pUlse train was =0.4 mW. Though the cw
nature of the probe beam makes the differential gain difficult to determine, it has been estimated
at about 5-10 [Gibbs and Khitrova, 1990]. Oscilloscope traces showed the switching to occur in
= 0.5 ns, though this was limited by the detector response time. Actual switch-<>n times were
estimated to be several ps. Switch-<>ff times for the various logic-gates in the experiment ranged
from 3-5 ns; this allowed clocked operation of the I!talons at a rate of 82 MHz.
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As with the bistable cascading experiment of the previous section, we now review the key
experimental results for two-wavelength logic-gate ~talons:
• The gate fabricated by Jewell et aI. demonstrated the standard logic operations using 3-pJ
switching pulses, yielding a contrast of at least 5 and significant differential gain.
• Detector-limited switch-on times of ::: 0.5 ns were observed; picosecond response times
should be possible.
• Switch-off times were about 3-5 ns, limited by diffusion rates from within the probe
beam spot-size; 82 Mhz repetition rates were achieved.
• Because of their differing pump/probe operating wavelengths, the output signals from the
logic-gate

~talons

described here cannot be used as input signals to subsequent two-

wavelength gates.
Unfortunately, the single drawback mentioned for two-wavelength gates, that of input/output
wavelength incompatibility, largely negates the many advantages described above.

Lacking

cascadability, such devices will be severely limited in their usefulness. The implied question
becomes: do operational modes exist that can overcome the wavelength mismatch and make twowavelength cascading possible?

4.1.3 Summary of Device Issues and Objectives
In discussing laboratory evaluations of two promising

~talon-device

concepts, we have

introduced several important operational requirements that a practical optical switch should fulfill.
We now review these criteria and summarize the recent progress of

~talon-based

attempts to

satisfy them [Gibbs, 1985; Jewell et al., 1985; Jin et al., 1988; Peyghambarian and Gibbs, 1988;
Gibbs and Khitrova, 1990].

For comparison, we also include corresponding results for
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competitive

non-~talon

or hybrid optical-switching concepts, including SEEDs [Miller et al.,

1984; Miller, 1990; Boyd, 1990], fiber-based logic gates [Islam et aI., 1990] and Vertical-CavitySurface-Emitting-Laser (VCSEL)-based devices [Chan et al., 1990; Olbright et al., 1991].
An ideal, general purpose, optical logic element/photonic switch should demonstrate
infinite cascadability, fan in/fanout of at least two, good contrast (Le.,

~

5), picosecond switching

times, and picojoule (or smaller) switching energies [Smith, 1984; Gibbs, 1985; Prise et al.,
1988]. Additional requirements could certainly be listed (e.g., concerning size, thermal qualities,
ease of fabrication, etc.) but those given will suffice for our purposes here. Not surprisingly, our
'ideal' device has proved difficult to fabricate; nonetheless, several laboratory prototypes,
including both of the ~talon-based device concepts discussed in this dissertation, have been shown
to display at least three of the five qualities specified above. Before proceeding to model and
optimize bistable and logic-gate

~talons,

it makes sense to review the current state-of-the-art in

nonlinear optical switching technologies. Experimental results from the literature are presented
in Table 4-2.
Though no undisputed 'winners' emerge from the data given in the table,

~talon-based

concepts obviously have several strong competitors. Progress in reducing SEED switching times
and energies is arguably quite impressive, all the more so because the 'dual-rail logic' utilized
in symmetric-SEEDs results in highly robust devices which are relatively insensitive to minor
fluctuations in input power, wavelength, or device fabrication parameters [Lentine et al., 1988].
Despite these engineering-oriented advantages, demonstrated SEED switching times remain ::::: 30
times larger than those observed for two-wavelength NOR-gates [Boyd et al., 1990], while scaled
switching energies for the fast SEED designs are merely comparable with those of NOR-gates
[Lentine et al., 1989]. SEEDs, however, are infinitely cascadable. The most recently-developed
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Switchon
time

Switchoff
time

Switching
energy!
power

Switching
energy!
area

Bistable
Etalon

1 ",5

IOns

10 pJ!
3mW

2-A NORgate

-1 ps

3-5 ns

Original
SEED

400 ns

Latest
SEED

Contrast

Fanout
(Gain)

Cascadable

13011
",m-2

5-8

4

yes

1-3 pJ

13-3911
",m-2

;;:6

;;:5

no

?

1nJ

1811 ",m·2

?

?

yes

33 ps63 ns

33 ps

4±1 pJ

6-5311
",m·2

2-8

?

yes

Fiber NORgate

-10 ps

?

30 pJ

?

?

4.5

yes

VCSEL!
PET

?

?

40

?

>2000 ?

40

yes

Device
Concept

"'W

Table 4-2 Summary of operational parameters for various nonlinear device technologies for optical
switching/logic.

technologies (fiber NOR-gates using soliton dragging, and integrated VCSELIHPT-devices) show
great promise, though their potential is difficult to evaluate at this early stage. For researchers
interested in semiconductor

~talons,

then, two clear challenges exist: make bistable devices

operate faster, or make NOR-gates cascadable. We take up these challenges in Sees. 4.3-4.6.

4.2 Model of Nonlinear Semiconductor Etalon Behavior
This section develops the calculational framework we use to perform realistic simulations
of semiconductor ~talon input/output dynamics. Consistent with our overall theoretical approach,
the model presented here emphasizes the interaction of microscopic and macroscopic contributions
to semiconductor ~talon behavior, treating their combined effects in a unified way. As a result,
the simulations allow realistic and meaningful analysis of the inevitable tradeoffs that arise
between device design and performance criteria.
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In some ways our approach will be analogous to the one taken in Chap. 3 on four-wave
mixing, in which macroscopic propagation equations were developed in terms of a.(w,N) and
lln(w,N), then coupled to a rate equation for the carrier concentration. In fact, the propagation

and carrier-density formulae required for modeling nonlinear semiconductor ~talons can be taken
with only slight modification from Eqs. (3.59) and (3.60) of Chap. 3. As was the case in the
Raman-Nath scattering simulations, the plasma theory will provide the necessary connection
between the microscopic and macroscopic equations describing ~talon behavior.
Though the theoretical approaches employed in the two cases show broad similarities, the
field interactions in Fabry-Perot ~talons will be strikingly different from those observed in fourwave mixing. Whereas incident beams interfere to form an induced-carrier-density grating in the
Raman-Nath scattering geometry, oppositely polarized or spatially separated beams are assumed
for Fabry-Perot

~talon

excitation, so that no mutual interference grating is formed. Instead of

spatially modulating the sample optical properties via the laser-induced grating, the

~talon

input

beams will alter a. and Iln in a direct and spatially uniform manner over the illuminated region
of the material. Interference effects will be important, but they will arise in the form of selfinterference brought on by the resonator geometry, rather than as a two-beam phenomenon.
Transmission and reflection properties of nonlinear Fabry-Perot cavities have been
discussed previously by several researchers [e.g., Marburger and Felber, 1978; Bischotberger
and Shen, 1979; Miller, 1981; Wherrett, 1984]. Each of these studies, however, assumes a Kerrmedium with linear or negligible absorption. In our approach, we follow the derivation of Haug
and Koch [1990], generalizing it to treat two-wavelength excitation and asymmetric mirror
reflectivities.
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4.2.1 Nonlinear Fabry-Perot Transmission Fonnula

Rp

----------n----------

~------

L

RB

------~

Fig. 4-4 Fabry-Perot etalonwithforward & backward-traveling fields
g;. and 88, mirror reflectivities RF and R]J- 20 and r, are the incident
and transmittedfields, respectively.

We consider the standard Fabry-Perot resonator geometry depicted in Fig. 4-4. For the
cavity we assume a semiconductor sample of length L, fabricated with mirrored front and rear
surfaces having intensity reflection coefficients RF and R B, respectively. The mirrors are taken
to be lossless, implying that the corresponding surface transmission coefficients will be TF = l-RF
and TB = l-RB• g'o and

g; represent the incident and transmitted fields.

As was explained in Sec.

4.1.1, the incident field undergoes multiple reflections within the cavity, giving rise to
interference between the forward- and backward traveling beams

g'F

and

g'B'

It is therefore

convenient to express the total field g'within the ~talon as the superposition of g'F and

g'B'

i.e.,
(4.4)

In (4.4),

~F' ~B

are the field amplitudes and 4>F'

4>B

are the phases for the forward and backward

components, all of which are considered to be real quantities. The relative phase of the two
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components determines the nature of their interference within the resonator, which in turn
governs the strength of g; for a given
In traversing the

~talon,

Wo.

incident fields undergo four different interactions with the

semiconductor sample: transmission through an interface, reflection from an internal interface,
evolution of optical phase, and absorption. Accordingly, boundary conditions can be formulated
for the fields at the surfaces of the Fabry-Perot:

(4.5)

g;

~(z=L) = - = g"F(z=O)e

ifj/2 - a,,,,L/2

JTB

where the round-trip phase shift {J and the effective medium absorption

Cltot

have yet to be

determined. By combining the various conditions in (4.5) so as to eliminate the internal field
terms, we can determine the transmitted field ratio:

g; _

Me

ifj/2 -at«LJ2

Wo - I-JR~B

(4.6)
/fj-at«L •

Taking the absolute magnitude-squared of both sides, rearranging terms, and making use of the
trigonometric identity
(4.7)

we obtain the intensity transmission formula
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g;r

(1 - RF ) (1 - Rs)

~ = (ef1.",,112 -,jRpRr -f1.",,112)2 + 4,jRpRs sin2(P/2)

(4.8)

,

where we have expressed the result solely in terms of the reflection coefficients for simplicity.
To proceed, the phase evolution (3 and the single-pass absorption CXtot must be evaluated.
Recalling our original decomposition of the internal field into components with real amplitudes
and phases [Eq. (4.4)], we seek to relate (3 and

CXtot

to <PFIB and

~FIB'

respectively. Let us first

consider the net round-trip phase shift. (3 is defined from the boundary conditions as the phase
difference between a given beam and its immediate predecessor, i.e., a beam that has made one
less cavity round-trip. Intuitively, we expect a propagation-dependent change in the phase equal
to 27r/"A times the optical path traversed, i.e., 2 k· L:
(4.9)

where ~<P is the usual reflection-related shift of 0 or 7r due to the mirrors [Born and Wolf, 1980].
In consideration of Eq. (4.4), however, light which completes a round-trip within the cavity can
also be viewed as having made one pass as a forward-traveling wave, plus a second pass as a
backward-traveling wave. The phase of a given beam about to exit the ~talon at z=L will then
exceed that of a beam having made one less roundtrip by the difference

<P~Z=L)-<PB(Z=L)

in the

forward and backward phases. Accordingly, we can express (3 in the form:
(4.10)

in which all the carrier-density-independent phase shifts of the linear medium and the mirrors
have been lumped together into the 26 term.
To relate the field amplitudes and phases directly to the carrier-density-dependent
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nonlinearities in the semiconductor medium, we make use of the transverse propagation equation
derived in Chap. 3 [cf. Eq. (3.59)]:
(4.11)

The transverse Laplacian can be dropped for the plane-wave case of interest here. Inserting Eq.
(4.4) for the internal field into (4.11), and collecting terms with like imaginary-exponential
dependence leads to dynamic equations for the various amplitudes and phases:

[~az

+ no!.. + Ot(W,N)]

c

at

2

[~az c !..]at tP

~

=0

=± fJJAn(w,N)

+ no

(4.12)

FIB

FIB

(4.13)

c

In (4.13), the minus sign is for tPF'
Etalon-based device designs of the sort we wish to model typically make use of thin (Le.,
L:::: 1 p.m) sel1liconductor samples, so as to keep absorbance (OtL) moderate. For resonators in
~

this length regime, the round-trip time for light is much shorter than the material response time
'fR'

Accordingly, in this so-called "bad-cavity limit" [Bischotberger and Shen, 1979], the field

dynamics may be adiabatically eliminated, implying
a~
-::::0,

at

atP
-::::0.

at

(4.14)

With these assumptions, Eqs. (4.12)-(4.13) can be solved to obtain:

(4.15)
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for the field amplitudes and

!
z;

~FIB(Z) = ± ; dz'.:Yl[N(z')J

(4.16)

for the respective phases.
By analogy with Beer's Law, it is clear from Eq. (4.15) that the effective absorption a,o,
experienced by the field in traveling from

1!

z=O to z=L is given by

L

a,o,=

(4.17)

dza[N(z)] .

Using Eq. (4.16) and our definition of {3 (4.10), we find

(4.18)

In Chap. 3, we discussed the tendency of carrier diffusion to wash out spatial density variations,
particularly longitudinal ones, for the case of diffusion dominated semiconductors and thin
samples.

Assuming that these conditions will hold for the semiconductor

~talon

devices of

interest to us, we can neglect the z-dependence of the carrier density N. This allows the trivial
evaluation of the integrals in (4.17)-(4.18), leading to
{312

= -[0 +wiln(w,N)Llc]

(4.19)

.

We note that for most situations of interest, any phase shift due to the

~talon

mirrors will likely

be negligible compared to the linear phase term w¥lc. From Eq. (4.19), {3 then becomes
{312=-w(n o+.:Yl)Llc,

(4.20)

which agrees with the optical path-difference definition (4.9) given earlier. Finally, inserting

..... ,
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(4.19)-(4.20) into (4.8) and converting fields to intensities gives

(4.21)

For the case of symmetric mirror reflectivities (RF=RB=R), (4.21) reduces to the analogous
relations given by Koch [1988], Warren et al. [1987, 1988] and Haug and Koch [1990]. If in
addition absorption and nonlinear index changes are neglected, we recover the standard FabryPerot result (4.1).
As Eq. (4.21) illustrates, producing optimum ~talon-device performance will not simply
be a matter of finding ideal resonator geometries or of maximizing finesse. Instead, we need to
account for the dual absorptive-dispersive nature of nonlinear semiconductor cavities. The exact
interplay between ex and tMt is determined by the excitation frequencies wand by the carrier
concentration N. Thus our Fabry-Perot transmission equation will be coupled with a related
equation describing the intensity-dependent evolution of the carrier-density within the

~talon.

4.2.2 Nonlinear Material Response Dynamics
To track the carrier-density dynamics within a thin sample of semiconducting material,
we use a modified version of the rate equation for N that was presented in Chap. 3 [see Eq.
(3.60)]. Two key changes are made to (3.60) so as to make it more useful for

~talon-device

modeling: first, the transverse Laplacian term is dropped, restricting the simulations to the case
of plane-wave behavior; second, two source terms are used instead of one, generalizing the rate
equation for studies of two-pulse, two-wavelength excitation. The resulting relation is then
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(4.22)
where

TR

is the carrier lifetime in the

~talon

material, and 11 and 12 are the internal resonator

intensities of the respective input beams at frequencies

w1

and

w2'

To determine the intensity within the cavity at a given frequency, we perform a spatial
average of the internal forward and backward-traveling fields over the length of the resonator,

Le.:
(4.23)

From Beer's Law, the z-dependencies of

1:fF12

and

1:fB12

are given by
(4.24)

Recalling the resonator boundary conditions (4.5) and the transmitted field ratio (4.6), we can
evaluatel:f~O) 12 and 1:fB(O) 12 and substitute the results into (4.24), yielding

(4.25)

If Eqs. (4.25) are inserted into the intensity-averaged equation (4.23), the integral gives

(4.26)

where we have used (4.19) and indicated the frequency and carrier-density dependencies
explicitly. The mirror reflectivities can also vary with frequency, depending on the design of the
thin-film coatings used [Jewell et al., 1985]; we shall make efficient use of this behavior in our
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simulations of two-wavelength operation. We note that for the case of low absorption (Le.,
aL< < 1, as might be the case for large carrier-densities in certain frequency regimes), Eq.

(4.26) reduces to
(4.27)
We sometimes use this approximation in numerical studies of bistability, where Eq. (4.26) may
be ill-behaved in the ~ limit.
Equations (4.21)-(4.22) and (4.26) constitute our model of nonlinear semiconductor ~talon
input/output characteristics. For the single-wavelength bistability simulations of Sec. 4.3, we
drop the 12 term in (4.22) and solve the three coupled equations to produce the desired numerical
results. When studying angle-tuning of bistable ~talons (Sec. 4.3) or switching behavior of twowavelength logic-gate

~talons

(Secs. 4.5-4.6), we must evaluate the Fabry-Perot transmission

formula and the internal resonator intensity definition twice--once for each of the input beams at
their respective frequencies or angles. The combined results are then input to the full two-beam
carrier-density rate equation.
Because we are primarily interested in high-speed applications of optical switching
technology, the simulations to be discussed in this chapter are obtained almost exclusively through
time-dependent solutions of the nonlinear semiconductor

~talon

model.

Though we have

adiabatically eliminated internal field variations on the timescale of the cavity roundtrip time, the
model remains dynamic in an adiabatic way through the carrier-density rate equation and the
time-varying input intensities lo(t). For GaAs devices with L= 1 I'm, noL/c is approximately 12
fs; the cavity response time 2noL/cT [Gibbs, 1985] is about 0.25 ps. As long as we do not
consider pulses this short, transient effects due to the build-up of the initial standing-wave field
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should not be relevant.

Even in the picosecond-pulse regime, the nonlinear 6talon should

essentially follow the combined dynamics of the exciting pulses and the carrier density.
Given the values of the 6talon and input beam parameters as well as the plasma theory
predictions of a(w,N) and &l(w,N) from Chap. 2, Eqs. (4.21)-(4.22) and (4.26) can be solved
to give the time-dependent transmission response of prototype devices. By computing the area
under the respective input and output pulses, crucial operational characteristics like gain, contrast,
and fanout can be determined.

4.2.3 Computer Implementation
A formidable collection of computer programs has been developed to evaluate the
nonlinear 6talon model for specific devices and operating modes. Each of them begins by reading
in plasma theory a and An arrays AALPHA and ADELTAN as well as ~talon characteristics and
input pulse parameters from external data files. The programs are all designed around a common
set of subroutines for calculating the carrier-density and transmission dynamics. The various
codes are distinguished from each other through device-configuration-dependent modifications to
these routines, as well as through the choice of variable parameters and desired output quantities.
As with SSRNS.FOR and tdrns.f discussed in Chap. 3, the various

~talon

programs are written

in FORTRAN. Some of the more important codes are summarized in Table 4-3.
The steady-state programs ssobc.f and etop.f simply iterate the carrier density,
transferring the appropriate plasma theory a and An values to the Fabry-Perot transmission
routine FPT to determine input and output intensities. Since 6talon OB occurs only over narrow,
widely-separated ranges of the cavity length L, steady-state determination of L is the starting point
for all of our bistability simulations. Etop.f is designed to 'automate' the optimization process
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I

Program Name

I

Purpose

etop.f

Locate steady-state OB thresholds and optimum etalon lengths

ssobc.f

Genemte steady-state bistability curves

tdobc.f

Produce time-dependent bistability curves for different etalon
sizes and pulse lengths

obet.f

Determine pulsed input/output behavior, material dynamics,
and gain for a single set of etalon and pulse parameters

dgvssb.f

Study the behavior of differential energy gain as peak bias and
switching beam intensities are varied

dgvt.f

Calculate gain for angle-tuning geometry as a function of
switching beam internal angle

nguc.f

Evaluate NOR-gate/upconverter input/output chamcteristics

snc.f

Optimize fanout and contrast in NOR-gate/upconverter

ang.r

Model NOR-gate with applied current; tmck absorption/gain
dynamics

I

Table 4-3 Various computer programs utilized in producing the numerical simulations
presented in this chapter. Listings/or the etop./ and obet./ are given in the appendices.

discussed by Warren et aI. [l987b], choosing maximum contrast as the optimizing criteria. A
listing of etop. f is given in Appendix E.
The remainder of the codes mentioned in Table 4-3 are dynamic, relying on a 5th-order
Nordsieck-Gear predictor-corrector algorithm [Nordsieck, 1962] to determine the time-evolution
of the carrier-density in response to temporally Gaussian input pulses. As a characteristic
example of the dynamic programs, obet.f is listed in Appendix F. A functional outline of obet.f
is given in Fig. 4-5.
The key component in the pulsed-operation codes is the routine FORCE, which
determines the right-hand side of the carrier-density equation (4.22) for use by the predictor
routine MOVEPRED and the corrector routine MOVECORR. In the process, FORCE evaluates
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Fig. 4-5 Outline of program obet./, used to calculate input/output
behavior, material dynamics, and gainfor bistable etalon devices. The
full listing is given in Appendix F.

the transmitted pulse intensities using the plasma-theory-generated ex and An look-up tables as
well as the routine FPT. FORCE also calculates the internal resonator intensities using Eq.
(4.26). Unfortunately, as

~,

(4.26) becomes subject to large round-off error since numerator

and denominator both tend toward zero. In this regime, exL< < 1 and Eq. (4.27) becomes an
excellent approximation. To take advantage of this limiting behavior, FORCE checks for the
value of ex at each timestep and branches to the low-absorption relation if ex < 10 em-I.
The stability and reliability of the Nordsieck-Gear algorithm is primarily a function of
the timestep size used. For JLS bistability calculations, as many as 60,000 timepoints are needed
to cover a 4-#,s interval, while for ps simulations 5,000-10,000 may suffice. The two-wavelength
~talon

codes using ps pulses perform well with as few as 2,000-4,000 timepoints. We now

briefly discuss several potential sources of these variations in numeric performance.
When instabilities arise, they tend naturally to fall near the abrupt switch-up transitions.
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Here the carrier-density rises rapidly, bringing about a correspondingly swift decrease in the
absorption. As ex approaches zero, the source term(s) on the right-hand side of (4.22) should
gradually vanish, eventually halting the increase in N short of the absorption-gain crossover. This
does not always happen, however, since the ex-values used in FORCE to calculate dN/dt are based
on the preceding N-value predicted by MOVEPRED, which does not anticipate the transparency
point. Additionally, linear interpolation is used to determine ex and t:.n at N-values intermediate
to those in the plasma-theory input arrays.
As a result, the carrier density may be allowed to overshoot the absorption-gain crossover
for a particular timestep. In this case, the ex-value returned by the linear interpolation routine
LININT will be negative. Such single-beam gain is unphysical without some sort of pumping
mechanism present, so FORCE must check for ex < 0 and set the absorption to a small,
arbitrary, positive value if gain is found. No matter how this arbitrary value is chosen, a certain
discontinuity is introduced into the carrier-density solution. Because feedback at the switching
transition is strong, oscillations of the carrier density around the transparency point can result,
leading to corresponding fluctuations in the predicted transmitted intensity.

Reducing the

timestep-size and increasing the number of carrier-density points ND used by the plasma theory
helps eliminate these problems. Of course, in the case of two-wavelength ~talons, two-beam gain
is a perfectly acceptable result, and the ex < 0 flag need not be programmed. Thus no significant
stability problems are observed in the NOR-gate simulations.
Once the temporal behavior of the incident/transmitted pulses has been evaluated, the
pulse energies for the switched and unswitched cases can be calculated, and the resulting gain,
contrast, or fanout determined. In obet.f, given in Appendix F, the main routine ETS coordinates
this entire process - creating the input pulses, calling routines to find the transmitted pulse
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behavior, and comparing their respective energies -- then returns gain and contrast values to the
main program (see Fig. 4-5). In programs such as dgvssb.f and dgvt.f, where parameters like
switching intensity or beam separation angle are varied, ETS is enclosed within various loops to
generate the desired dependence of gain on the parameter of interest. In the two-wavelength
programs nguc.f and ang.f, routines NGS (for NOR-gates) and UCS (for up converter

~talons)

perform the same functions as ETS does in the bistability codes.
The programs used to generate the results of this chapter tend to be significantly less
involved than SSRNS.FOR and tdrns.f of Chap. 3.

Because transverse behavior is not

considered, large two-dimensional arrays are unnecessary. Since only a few discrete wavelengths
are studied rather than a continuous spectral regime, an additional level of complexity is avoided.
Consequently, the basic programs run in under an hour on our UNIX workstation, rather than
in several minutes on a CRAY-YMP.

4.3 Modeling Single-Wavelength Operation: The Search for Picosecond Gain
We now apply the model of Sec. 4.2 to the case of single-wavelength GaAs bistable
devices, in hopes of finding a way to achieve differential gain for short (Le. picosecond) pulses.
As an initial test of the model's reliability and usefulness, we seek to reproduce the general
results of previous GaAs bistability studies, including the microsecond-cascadability results of Jin
et al. [1988] discussed in Sec. 4.1.2.1. The programs obet.f and dgvssb.f are then used to study

the behavior of differential gain as the timescale of the input pulses is reduced. We find that the
amount of gain that can be realized depends crucially on the relationship of the pulselength to the
material response time. In order to understand the origin of this relationship, the nonlinear
mechanisms underlying

~talon

transmission dynamics are compared for microsecond and
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picosecond excitation regimes.

4.3.1 Fundamental BistabiliJy Results
M. Warren and collaborators have modeled both cw and pulsed bistable ~talon behavior
using the basic approach described in Sec. 4.2 [Warren, 1988]. Utilizing a steady-state solution
to the single-wavelength version of Eq. (4.22), they showed that cavity lengths (i.e., resonator
detunings) can be optimized for maximum

~talon

transmission or for minimum switching

intensity, but not for both qualities simultaneously [Warren et al., 1987b). On the basis of their
results, they chose a benchmark

~talon

length Lopt of 2.042 JLm and a corresponding switching

threshold of 17.1 kWIcm2 for use in many of their simulations.
We now seek to reproduce, qualitatively at least, their fundamental dynamic OB results.
Because of several subtle differences between their assumptions and the modeling equations given
in Sec. 4.2, we do not expect to find precise quantitative agreement in our respective dynamic
bistability analyses. The differences are basically these:
• They utilize the low-absorption internal resonator equation (4.27) throughout their
calculations, even for aL::::: 1. As a result, their predicted threshold switching intensities
and transmitted intensities tend to be lower than ours.
• They assume triangular input pulses, while we assume Gaussian temporal dependence
throughout.
• While they use plasma theory values for a and An at a detuning of -4 ER , just as we do,
they fix liw for their input pulses at 1.4032 eV, which corresponds to a detuning of :::::-5
assuming Ego= 1.425 eV and ER =4.2 meV [see Table.2-1). To be self-consistent, we
use Ii",= 1.4082 eV, giving us lower values of Lopt for identical bistable characteristics .

..

_---

._._-------
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• Whereas they choose their Lopt by trading off low switching energy and high
transmission, etop.f is designed to seek an

~talon

length giving maximum contrast.

These are relatively minor discrepancies, but they are nonetheless reflected in a careful
comparison of what follows with the results given by Warren [1988]. Most noticeably, on the
basis of optimized switching contrast, we arrive at an Lopt of 2.15 p.m, instead of Warren's value
of 2.042 p.m. Though the difference is only a little more than 100 run, the resulting switching
threshold intensity and gain values are changed, if only slightly.

From an experimental

standpoint, the variations in the two approaches are of little consequence, except as an effective
illustration of the strong sensitivity of ~talon devices to slight variations in optical path length.
In Fig. 4-6, we plot dynamic input/output behavior of GaAs
excitation timescales, as generated by the program tdobc.f.

~talons

for several different

In graphs a-c of the figure,

transmitted intensity is plotted versus incident intensity for pulselengths tp (FWHM) of 100 ns,
500 ns, and 1 p.s respectively. Corresponding steady-state results are given in graph d. Curves
1-4 in each graph represent

~talons

of length L = 2.154 p.m, 2.150 p.m, 2.146 p.m, and 2.142

p.m, respectively. Additional input parameters were: RF =RB =0.9; TR= 10 ns, and liw= 1.4082
eV.
The numerical results for 1 JLS FWHM pulses (graph c of Fig. 4-6) suffered from
significant instabilities above the respective switch-on points, for the reasons discussed in Sec.
4.2.3. Curves 2 and 3 of graph c displayed strong oscillatory behavior above about 10 = 20

kW/cm2, making a reliable prediction of the transmitted intensity impossible in this regime.
Some improvement was noted by increasing the number of timepoints from 60,000 to 200,000.
The dashed lines shown in the figure represent extrapolations based on the slope of the curves
prior to the onset of the instabilities .
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Fig. 4-6 GaAs etalon input/output behavior for various resonator
lengths and excitation timescales. '!he baselinefor curves 2-4 has been
offset with respect to that of curve 1 by 10, 20, and 30 kW/ar1-,
respectively.

The hysteresis curves given in Fig. 4-6 exhibit strong qualitative agreement with the
bistability loops observed by Jin et aI. [1988]. The best theory-experiment agreement is observed
for curve 2 of graph c, i.e., for a pulselength of 1 JLS, in almost direct correspondence with the
experimental FWHM of 1.5 JLS. Moreover, the switch-up threshold intensity of 16.1 kW/cm2
predicted by curve 2 of graph c implies an incident power of == 30 kW for a spot diameter of 15
JLm; this same power threshold is noted by Jin et aI.. The predicted trend toward higher peak

transmission at the cost of increased switching power as

~talon

length is varied has also been

confirmed by experimental measurements [Warren, 1988].
Comparing the predicted switch-up intensities in graphs a-c of Fig. 4-6, a further
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significant trend becomes apparent. As the timescale of the pulses is reduced from 1 J.tS to 0.5
p.s, then to 0.1 p.s, the incident intensity needed for switching of the 2.150 p.m

increases from 16.1 kW/cm2 to ::::21 and ::::29 kW/cm2, respectively.

~talon

(curve 2)

It seems entirely

reasonable to expect that shorter pulses would require greater intensity to bring about the same
switching transition. Significantly, however, this behavior implies that the time-integrated energy
impinging on the

~talon

becomes more important than the instantaneous incident intensity as the

excitation timescale becomes shorter.

4.3.2 Dependence of Gain on Pulselength

To evaluate the feasibility of using bistable ~talons for cascadable sub-nanosecond optical
switching and logic, we have modeled the behavior of differential gain as a function of excitation
timescale and input-pulse intensity. As in the two-~talon cascading experiment described in Sec.
4.1.2.1, we assume 'latching' operation of the bistable devices. In the simulations, two planewave excitation pulses, each having Gaussian temporal dependence with FWHM tp ' are assumed
incident on the sample. The larger of the two pulses functions as a bias, or 'holding' beam; its
peak intensity is chosen so as to position the ~talon transmission characteristic immediately below
the switch-up point, in a low-transmission state. The smaller switching pulse, with peak intensity
Iswj,provides the incident energy increment necessary to initiate the switching transition, which
proceeds because of dispersive resonance shifting and cavity feedback. The differential gain for
this operating mode is defined in terms of the increase in transmitted bias-pulse energy brought
about by the incident switching pUlse. (As mentioned previously, integrated pulse energies,
rather than instantaneous intensities, are the critical quantities for highly dynamic switching
behavior). We label the switching energy Qs' the transmitted bias-pulse energy with the switch-
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pulse present Ql' and the transmitted energy in the absence of the switching beam Qo. The
differential energy gain Gd can be expressed as
(4.28)
in analogy to Eq. (4.2).

4.3.2.1 Numerical Results

I

I

Parameter

Definition

I

Assumed Value

L

Etalon length

2.150 I'm

RF

Front-surface reflectivity

0.90

RB

Back-surface reflectivity

0.90

liw

Frequency/energy of incident light

1.4082 eV

1'R

Carrier lifetime (bulk 300K GaAs)

10 ns

I

Table 4-4 Model input parameters used in studies of differential energy gain as a
junction of switching intensity and pulselength.

The program dgvssb.f was used to calculate Gd values as a function of 100 and Ibia for
various pulselengths

tp

using the model of Sec. 4.2; the input parameters utilized are given in

Table 4-4. The a(w,N) a."'ld An(w,N) values needed by the model were obtained from the plasma
theory results for 300K bulk GaAs, summarized in Sec. 2.3.2 of Chap. 2. For each excitation
timescale modeled, multiple runs of dgvssb.f were used to locate the general region of I bia which
gave the maximum Gd • As is well known, differential gain can in theory approach infinity for
bias intensities arbitrarily close to threshold [Gibbs, 1985]. The practical implication of such
'critical biasing' is that even the smallest noise signal would cause undesired switching. To
insure at least a small degree of noise rejection in the switching transition, dgvssb.f was designed
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to adjust the reference value of Ibia so as to give optimum gain for Iswi values no smaller than 1%
of I bia • Values of I bia above and below the optimized value were also studied.
15
Ibia

= 16.26

= 1 6.18
= 1 6.10
Ibia = 1 6.02

c

Ibia
Ibia

'012

0
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>.
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Fig. 4-7 Etalon differential gain behavior for various bias pulse
intensities Ibia as afunction of switching pulse intensity. Microsecond
(FWHM) pulses are assumed.

Examples of the results for p.s and ps pulses are shown in Fig. 4-7 and Fig. 4-8,
respectively. For the p.s case, the qualitative behavior of the various curves as a function of
switching intensity is easily explained.

Consider first the solid curve in Fig. 4-7, which

corresponds to the optimized value of I bia discussed above. For weak switching pulses, beginning
at 0.1 W/cm2 , the ~talon does not jump to the highly transmitting state; no gain is predicted in
this case.

As Iswi is gradually increased, the input intensity/energy reaches the switching

threshold value, causing the ~talon transmission to increase sharp~y. A maximum differential gain
of 5.79 is achieved for

Iswi

= 0.28 kW/cm2 •

As excess switching energy is applied beyond the
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threshold value, Gd falls off, reflecting the energy 'wasted' in overshooting the switching
transition. As the value of I bia is adjusted above the optimized value of 16.1 kWIcm2 (dotted and
dot-dashed curves), the gain increases, since we are closer and closer to the absolute switching
threshold. Simultaneously, the switch-up point moves into what we have defined as the 'critical
biasing' regime, with the optimum value of Iswi less than 1% of Ibia • If Ibia is reduced below the
central value of 16.1 kWIcm2 (medium and short-dashed curves), the maximum achievable gain
falls off, since an increasingly intense switching pulse is required to bring about the transition to
the highly-transmitting state.
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Fig. 4-8 Etalon differential gain behavior for picosecond pulses. Note
the drastic difference in scales between the ps results and the JlS results
of the previous figure.

For ps-pulse excitation, shown in Fig. 4-8, Gd again undergoes an initial increase
followed by a gradual fall-off, but over a much narrower range than for ILs-pulses. As we would
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expect from the general trend found in Fig. 4-6, the input bias and switching intensities for
picosecond DB are many orders of magnitude larger than those needed for Its-timescale
bistability. Most significantly, however, the differential gain for picosecond pulses never exceeds
one. Bias intensities from = 100 kW/cm2 to = 1 GW/cm2 were studied in hopes of improving
significantly on the behavior seen in Fig. 4-8. The maximum Gd value calculated was =0.88,
for I bia = 400 MW/cm2 •
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Fig. 4-9 Differential gain behavior as afunction ofexcitation timescale
and incident switching pulse intensity. The carrier lifetime TR is
assumed to be 10 ns.

The pulselength-dependent trend in differential gain behavior is illustrated in Fig. 4-9.
Here dgvssb.f was used to generate Gd vs. I&Wi curves for input pulselengths tp of 1 its (solid
curve), 100 ns (dash-dot), 10 ns (small dash), and 1 ns (long dash).

The respective bias
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intensities assumed were 16.1, 19.3, 53, and 392 kW/cm2 • As shown by the solid curve in
Fig. 4-9, a gain of nearly six is predicted for pulses with tp = 1 p.s (100

TR)'

This agrees well

with the results of Jin et al. [1988], who observed a gain of four using similar experimental
parameters. However, the remaining curves show that as the pulses are narrowed towards the
carrier lifetime

TR'

the maximum differential energy gain achievable decreases steadily, even

when the bias intensities are re-optimized specifically for each timescale. Once tp goes below

TR

(10 ns), Gd no longer exceeds unity for any value of Iswi • Thus the gain characteristics of bistable
semiconductor

~talons

seem to depend in a fundamental way on the ratio of the excitation

timescale tp to the carrier lifetime

TR

of the material.

To lend experimental support to these predictions (or preferably disprove them), Park and
collaborators used picosecond pulses to study the transmission behavior of the same

~talon

used

in the p.s cascading experiments described earlier [Jin et al., 1988]. A maximum differential gain
of 0.2 was found [park, 1988; Jin, 1989]. Though this negative result does not constitute
experimental verification of the postulated dependence of gain on t/TR, Park [1988] concluded
that "the main trend of decreasing Gd with decreasing tplTR [was] however substantiated."
Since most semiconducting materials of interest for device applications have TR values in
the 2-10 nanosecond regime, the behavior predicted in Fig. 4-8 and Fig. 4-9 represents an
imposing obstacle to high-speed cascadability of single-wavelength devices.

The result is

significant enough to merit further analysis and understanding. Why does differential energy gain
disappear in bistable

~talons

for pulselengths approaching the carrier lifetime? We offer two

related answers in the following subsections.

-------
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4.3.2.2 Critical Slowing-Down
One possible explanation would be that the decrease of differential gain for shorter pulses
is but a manifestation of the critical slowing-down (CSD) phenomenon common to first-order
phase transitions like bistability [Haken, 1977; Bonifacio and Meystre, 1979; Koch, 1984]. CSD
effects in dynamic bistable switching have been noted previously by several groups; Gibbs [1985]
summarizes many of the results. As the size of the incremental switching intensity (Le., 100 in
our notation) is lowered, Garmire et al. [1979] observe a dramatic increase in switch-up times;
they also predict that switching energies tend to infinity as 100 is made smaller. The sluggish
switching response can be surmounted to some extent by 'overdriving' the system with stronger
switching intensities [prise et al., 1987]. A slower switching response for short, small pulses
implies that the transition to high

~talon

transmission may occur only after the majority of input

energy has already been reflected or absorbed. Thus the disappearance of differential gain for
sub-microsecond pulses may be partially the result of reduced input pulse efficiency caused by
critical slowing-down.

4.3.2.3 Importance of the Pulselength/Carrier Lifetime Ratio
A more mathematical interpretation of the results can be obtained from a direct
examination of the simplified carrier-density rate equation used in the nonlinear semiconductor
~talon

model

aN =_ N + a(N)I(t)

at

TR

fI",

(4.29)

In appendix A, a formal solution of (4.29) is derived using the integration-factor method. The
result can be expressed in the form
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t

N(t) = _1_
liw

f dt' e -(t-t')'TR a(t')I(t')
b

(4.30)

In the integral, the exp[-(t-t')ITR] term acts as a weighting factor, helping determine the
contributions of the absorption-intensity product to the cumulative carrier density for various
times over the range zero to t. Because t is the upper limit of the integral, -(t-t')ITR will always
be negative, implying that the exponential factor will be small, only reaching unity near the upper
integration limit. Consider the respective behavior of (4.30) in the microsecond and picosecond
pulse regimes, taking TR= 10 ns. The factor exp[-(t-t')/TR] is plotted for various values of tp in
Fig. 4-10.
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exp[-(t-t~/TJJ for

For Its-pulses, ~/TR is approximately 100. The exp[-(t-t')/TR] factor will be ::::: 10-20_10- 10
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until t' is within a few TR of the t-value for which we wish to evaluate N(t). Thus contributions
to N(t) from the intensity at times prior to t will be quite small. When t' moves to within several
TR of t [at about t'lt = 0.99 in Fig. 4-10], the factor will rapidly approach unity. Thus the

integrand in (4.30) will be negligible except near t'=t.
a(t)I(t)/liw, i.e., to the steady-state value.

N(t) will essentially be equal to

As a result, N(t) will tend to follow the time-

dependence of the cJ product. Bistability in a(N) will thus allow strongly-contrasting values for

N above and below the switching threshold.
For ps-pulses, t/TR

=:

lxlO-4.

Over the entire range of the integral in (4.30), the

exp[-(t-t')ITR] term will be essentially unity. No time-discrimination of the a(tll(t') term will

occur; N(t) will simply be a function of the cumulative area under the input pulse, rather than of
its specific dynamics. The effects of time-dependent variations in the absorption will thus be
largely washed out. This will make it nearly impossible for any significant contrast to arise in
the transmission characteristics, even though bistability still occurs. Without sizeable contrast,
differential gain can never exceed unity.

4.3.2.4 Graphical Comparison of Us and ps Bistability
Though the previous section offered several plausible interpretations of the disappearance
of significant differential gain in bistable

~talons

for sub-nanosecond pulses, the cavity and

material dynamics underlying this prediction remain unexplained. What is so fundamentally
different about the J.LS and ps timescales? What role does the carrier lifetime play in determining
the cutoff pulselength for useful differential gain? In this section we examine and graphically
compare the temporal response of GaAs ~talons for tp = 1 J.l.s and 1 ps.
The program obet.f (Appendix F) is used for detailed time-dependent analysis of ~talon
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excitation for a single set of input parameters.

To determine suitable input parameters for

studying gain in the J.tS and ps regimes, we return to Fig. 4-7 and Fig. 4-8, looking for the best
gain behavior in the two cases. For J.ts-pulses with L = 2.15 J.tm, a bias beam intensity of 16.1
kW Icm2 and a switching beam intensity of 0.28 kWIcm2 produce a peak gain of 5.79 in Fig. 4-7.
For picosecond excitation, Ibia = 370 MW/cm2 and Ism = 20 MW/cm2 give a peak gain of
=0.81 in Fig. 4-8. Selecting these as our pulse and

~talon

parameters, along with those of

Table 4-4, we now compare output pulseshapes, Fabry-Perot transmission, carrier density, a and

An as functions of time for the microsecond and picosecond cases. Results for
given in Fig. 4-11 and Fig. 4-13, while
in Fig.

4~12

~talon

and material dynamics for

~

tp

= 1 J.ts are

= 1 ps are shown

and Fig. 4-14.

The most direct comparison of the differential gain for the two regimes is obtained from
the output pulseshapes in graph (a) of Fig. 4-11 and Fig. 4-12. Contrasting the solid and shortdashed curves in each case, Gd is simply given by the difference in the areas defined by them
divided by the area underneath the switching pulse (dot-dashed curve).

Though noticeable

contrast between It,D and It,l is apparent in both figures, for the ps-case the high-contrast area
comes after the majority of the bias pulse has past, limiting the achievable transmitted energy.
Also, the switching pulse represents a much larger fraction of the bias pulse for picosecond
bistability than in the J.tS case. Thus visual subtraction of the short-dashed pulse in Fig. 4-12
from the solid pulse I t ,l verifies that the remaining energy region is smaller than the area
underneath Ism, confirming that the gain is indeed less than unity. Interestingly, these figures
show strong qualitative resemblance to those of Bischotberger and Shen [1979] for analogous
proportionality of pulselength to medium response time.
Examining next the Fabry-Perot transmission for the two timescales, the importance of
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efficiently utilizing the input bias pulse energy is again apparent. In the JLs-case, the high-
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transmission temporal window opens just after the peak I bia value is reached, allowing a large
amount of the bias pulse to pass through the

~talon.

Though for

~

= 1 ps the Fabry-Perot

transmission achieved after switch-up is actually twice as high as for tp = IlLS (note the different
vertical scales in Fig. 4-11b and Fig. 4-12b), the temporal transmission window opens much too
late to be of any use. This may indeed be a direct manifestation of critical slowing down, as
discussed in Sec. 4.3.2.2.
Underlying all the gain-determining nonlinear dynamics in the

~talon

is of course the

carrier density, depicted in graph c of Fig. 4-11 and Fig. 4-12. In section 4.3.2.3, two types of
N(t) behavior were predicted based on the ratio of the pulselength to the carrier lifetime. The
evolution of N(t) in the two regimes was there classified as either a quasi-instantaneous intensityabsorption-following (for t/TR > 1) or as a cumulative energy build-up (for t/TR < < 1). These
two characterizations are strongly supported by graphs (c) in the respective ILS and ps figures.
For timescales significantly larger than carrier lifetime, strong dynamic competition between the
recombination and source terms in Eq. (4.29) can lead to significant contrast between switched
and unswitched transmission behavior. For pulselengths much smaller than TR the recombination
term has comparatively little influence. In fact, as graphs (b)-(c) of Fig. 4-12 reveal, the device
eventually switches 'on' whether a switching pulse is present or not.
As the nonlinear Fabry-Perot transmission equation (4.21) makes clear, the respective
temporal variations manifest in graphs b and c of Fig. 4-11 and

~ig.

4-12 are intimately

connected via the combined dynamics of nonlinear absorption and refraction. Recalling from the
coupled nature of Eqs. (4.22) and (4.26) that a(t) and An(t) can help determine N(t) as well as
vice-versa, we consider the time-dependence of the absorptive and refractive-index changes for
ILS

and ps bistable switching in Fig. 4-13 and Fig. 4-14. In graph (b) of the two figures, An is
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seen to follow the carrier-density variations quite closely. In fact, inverting the An graphs would
give a scaled but qualitatively accurate picture of the corresponding carrier-density behavior. For
the absorption dynamics of Fig. 4-13a and Fig. 4-14a, however, this is not at all the case.
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Instead, the absorption response a(t) displays far more structure than N(t) in both the p.s and ps
regime. Comparison between respective sets of absorption curves confirms the earlier prediction
that for picosecond pulses, temporal variations in a will be effectively washed out by the energy-
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integrating character of the carrier-density evolution. Though the same potential exists for
highly-contrasting absorption levels in the ps-pulse regime as in the Its-pulse case (note
particularly t ~. 2.6 ps in Fig. 4-14a), this effect of this contrast on the carrier-density dynamics
is minimized in the picosecond case because of the time-averaged nature of N(t).

4.3.3 Summary

Our numerical modeling of single-wavelength bistable

~talons

predicts a differential

energy gain of 3-8 for Its-pulse excitation, in reasonable agreement with experimental
measurements [Jin et al., 1988]. The gain disappears, however, as the excitation timescale is
shortened towards the carrier lifetime TR of the material used, which is typically 2-10 ns for bulk
300K GaAs. This occurs because of the diminished role of carrier recombination for shorter
pulses, resulting in smaller dynamic switching contrast.

If the carrier lifetime could be

substantially lowered -- e.g., through the fabrication of quantum-confined material structures,
enhanced surface recombination, or other engineering enhancements -- bistable devices might
exhibit sub-nanosecond gain, and thus cascadability. Unfortunately, the needed power is then
expected to increase by the same ratio that the lifetime is reduced [Gibbs and Khitrova, 1990].
These performance tradeoffs appear to make bistable ~talons an unattractive alternative for highspeed, cascadable optical decision-making.

4.4 Gain Enhancement Through Angle Tuning
In this section we study the effect of non-normal incidence of the switching beam on the
dynamic gain behavior of semiconductor ~talons [Jin et aI., 1989]. The so-called 'angle tuning'
scheme analyzed here does not circumvent the conclusion of the previous section that the gain
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Fig. 4-15 Schematic diagram ojproposed geometry jor angle-tuning.
The switching beam Iswi strikes the etalon at an angle 8 ',' this results in
a beam separation angle within the etalon oj 8.

vanishes with decreasing pulsewidth, but it is a way to increase the gain at any given ratio of
pulse length to carrier lifetime. In this approach, the incident angle () of the switching beam is
varied with respect to that of the pump or 'holding' beam, as illustrated in Fig. 4-15. This
essentially reproduces some of the resonant characteristics of two-wavelength operation, in which
the effect of the switching beam on the
casca~ability.

~talon

detuning is maximized, without sacrificing

The effect of 'angle-tuning' on the steady-state switching characteristics of ~talons

has been explored by several researchers [Golaire et al., 1986; Cush and Bennion, 1987; Tooley,
1987]. Each of these studies utilized a Kerr-type model of the material nonlinearities. Here we
use the more realistic plasma theory and perform a fully time-dependent analysis.
We begin by discussing the modifications necessary to the standard Fabry-Perot formula
to account for the effect of varying incident angle on the absorptive and dispersive characteristics
of the

~talon.

We then demonstrate the behavior of the gain as a function of angle, and show

how operation at an optimal angle allows a reduction in the required switching intensity, making
increased gain possible. We conclude by assessing the possible implications of these results in
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light of the conclusions of the preceding section.

4.4.1 Modeling Angle-Dependent Fabry-Perot Behavior
Taking as our starting point the normal-incidence Fabry-Perot transmission equation
(4.21), we assume that the sole effect of the angular dependence will be to alter the effective
~talon

length L. (Since the angles considered here will in any case be small, we can neglect the

variation of RF and RB with 8). L enters into the absorption and dispersion terms in the
denominator of (4.21) as a result of two different assumptions. It is therefore critical to decide
how L must be modified in each case:

(a) Net phase shift between sequential passes through the cavity

The L in the phase-shift (dispersion) term arises out of the calculation of the optical
path-length difference 2nL between a given wave and its predecessor which has completed an
additional round trip through the cavity. For non-normal incidence, this path difference is easily
calculated to be 2nLcos(8), where 8 is the internal angle between the propagation direction and
the normal axis through the

~talon

[Yariv, 1985]. Thus we must multiply L by cos(8) in the

dispersion term.

(b) Net absorptive loss in traversing the etalon

The boundary conditions given in Sec. 4.2 for the cavity relate the field at the output face
of the

~talon

to that incident on the input face, using the standard Beer's law intensity losses

encountered in travelling a distance L from z=O to z=L in one pass. For non-normal incidence,
the wave will travel a greater distance before being reflected at the output face and in subsequent
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passes through the cavity. The effective length over which absorption occurs will increase to
Llcos(O). Thus we must divide L by cos(O) in the absorption term. The revised version of the

third boundary condition in (4.5) then becomes
g'I.7o =L)

=g'I.7o =O)ilJ12 - aJ.l2co89

,

(4.31)

where the phase shift p must be modified as explained in (a) above.
With these modifications included, the formula for the transmitted intensity becomes:
.(4.32)

4.4.2 DifferentUd Energy Gain as a Function of Internal Angle Between Beams

To study the behavior of the differential gain as the internal angle is varied, we assume
the geometry of Fig. 4-15. The pump beam is incident normally on the sample, while the
switching beam strikes the ~talon at an angle 0', entering the material at angle 0 with respect to
the pump beam, where 0 and 0' are related by Snell's law. For the field-matter interaction within
the cavity, we solve Eq. (4.32) separately for each beam, taking 0=0 0 for the pump beam. As
described in Sec. 4.2, the Fabry-Perot transmission equations are coupled with a rate equation
for the carrier density [See Eq. (4.29)]:
aN

N

at

TR

a.(w,N)I,ot
fzw

-=--+-~-

(4.33)

I'ot in this case has to be taken as the sum of the pump and switching intensities inside the

resonator. For the internal pump beam intensity, we use the usual Eq. (4.26); for the internal
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switching intensity, a modified form must be used:

(4.34)

The respective transmitted pump and switching beam energies are determined from the 0=0 0 and

O;COO solutions to (4.32).
When solved in the dynamic case, Eqs. (4.32}-(4.34) give the form of the transmitted
pump and switching intensities as a function of time. Though both beams contribute to the total
intensity within the cavity, the transmitted switching pulse emerges from the sample at an angle

0' and will presumably not participate usefully in optical logic operations at the next circuit
element. Thus only the transmitted pump beam is used in determining differential gain behavior.
The programs dgat.f and dgt4p9.f (essentially modified versions of obet.f given in
Appendix F) are used to evaluate the modified semiconductor

~talon

model so as to assess the

impact of non-normal switching beam incidence. The relevant input parameters used by the
simulations are identical to those given in Table 4-4 of the previous section.

The material

nonlinearities used in the model are again those of 300K bulk GaAs, as predicted by the plasma
theory (see Chap. 2).

4.4.2.1 Effect of Non-Normal Incidence on Transmitted Intensity
As in the previous section, we are interested in the differential energy gain Gd , defmed
in Eq. (4.28) as Gd =(QI-Qo}IQ,. In Fig. 4-16, we plot the predicted variation of Gd with 0 for
1 I's-pulses. The bias and switch pulse intensities used were Ibia

= 16.1 kWIcm2 and Iswi = 0.28

kW/cm2 • On the basis of the gain behavior shown in Fig. 4-7, these values of Ibia and Iswi were
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chosen so as to optimize the gain for the normally-incident case. A clear maximum in the curve
occurs at 0=4.9°, where Ga has increased from the 0=0° value of ::=5.8 to nearly 8.
The origin of the gain enhancement in this case can be found in Eq. (4.32). For the
switching pulse, the cos(O) factor in the dispersion term can be viewed as an effective downshift

in the frequency",. Assuming a laser frequency Ii", of 1.4082 eV, a 4.9° internal angle between
beams will result in an effective reduction of the frequency to 1.4082cos(4.9°)= 1.4031 eV. In
the switching process we increase the carrier density from lOIS cm-3 to a peak value of
approximately 1. 13xlO IS cm-3, shifting the Fabry-Perot peak from around 1.395 eV to about
1.406 eV, as depicted in Fig. 4-17. The carrier density rises to its peak level than falls back
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again over the course of the input pulse.

In Fig. 4-11b-c, we note that the Fabry-Perot

transmission is highest when N is between about 9-11x1017 cm-3 • Returning to Fig. 4-17, we see
that at Iiw=1.4082 eV, we see that the

~taIon

transmission is high (::::0.4) at the peak carrier

density value, but falls off quickly below it. For liw= 1.4031 eV, on the other hand, the
transmission stays between about 0.28 and 0.36 over the entire range of Nfrom 9-11x1017 cm-3 •
Thus the angle-tuning of the switching pulse allows it to act on the ~talon in a frequency region
where average transmission over the duration of the input pulse is significantly greater than for
the normal-incidence case. As a result, more of the switch-pulse will be transmitted through the
~taIon,

increasing the magnitude of 1t ,oo in Eq. (4.34), and, more importantly, the effective

internal intensity 1tot as well. The larger source term in (4.33) will lead to a more rapid increase
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in carrier density; this in turn implies greater transmission contrast. Consequently, Q 1 (the
transmitted bias energy for the switched-up state) is increased and the gain behavior is
correspondingly improved.

4.4.2.2 Effect of Non-Normal Incidence on Switching Intensity
'.
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In addition to enhancing the transmitted energy Ql, getting a greater percentage of the

switching pulse inside the cavity means that less Iswi is required to initiate the bistable switching
transition. This reduces the Qs needed and provides an additional source of increased gain, as
shown in Fig. 4-18. Here the solid curve shows the behavior of the gain as a function of Iswi for
normal incidence.

In this case approximately 280 WIcm2 is needed to switch the device
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optimally. The dashed curve displays the corresponding behavior for 8=4.9°; only 140 W/cm2
is required, and the gain is enhanced by nearly a factor of 2 over the 8=0° case.

4.4.3 AlUllysis

If we compare Fig. 4-16 and Fig. 4-18, it is evident that the gain enhancements observed
in going from the normally-incident to the non-normally incident geometry are the consequence
of two competing mechanisms. In Fig. 4-16, differential gain increases as we go from 8=0° to
8=4.9° for a fixed switching intensity, implying that Q1 (the transmitted energy) has increased
as Qs (the switching energy) remains constant. In Fig. 4-18, Qs decreases by a factor of 2, while
the gain is enhanced by slightly less than 2, so that in this case Q1 has decreased. What we are
seeing, then, is the dynamic version of the trade-off between minimum switching intensity and
maximum transmission in GaAs

~ta1ons

discussed by Warren and coworkers for the steady-state

case [Warren et aI., 1987b]. Although the two effects tend to work at each others' expense, both
serve to enhance the differential gain and can be combined in an optimal fashion so as to improve
device performance.
We conclude that angle-tuning of the switching beam can significantly affect the dynamic
differential gain behavior of semiconductor

~talons

in the regime where the pulselengths are

greater than the carrier lifetime in the material. Adjusting the angle between the two beams leads
to an increase in the amount of the pump beam which can be effectively transmitted or
alternately, to a decrease in the signal intensity required for switching to occur. Though planewave behavior is assumed in all these simulations, lin and collaborators show that these results
should hold for the finite-width beams used in experiments as well, as long as the beams are not
too tightly focussed [Jin et al., 1989]. Though similar enhancement effects are expected for
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shorter pulses, significant gain should still remain infeasible for pulselengths approaching the
carrier lifetime of the material used.

4.5 'Upconverter' Etalon for Two-Wavelength Cascadabllity
Having discussed single-wavelength devices based on bistable ~talons, we now turn to the
problem of two-wavelength

~talon

operation. As outlined earlier in Sec. 4.1, two-wavelength

logic-gate devices are characterized by high-speed, low energy operation.

They have

demonstrated good contrast and differential gain, even under picosecond excitation. Because the
necessary alteration of material properties in such devices is accomplished by the pump pulse,
a 'gated' output beam can pass through a logic-gate ~talon after only minimal interaction with the
semiconductor medium; critical slowing down and other self-feedback effects are thus avoided
[Prise et al., 1987].
Despite these impressive properties, two-wavelength NOR-gates of the type studied by
Jewell and co-workers [1985; 1987; 1988] have yet to be incorporated into even the most
rudimentary decision-making system. Slower, less efficient bistable

~talons,

by contrast, have

been used to implement clocking, pattern recognition and even "optical digital computing circuits"
[Walker et aI., 1990; Jin et aI., 1985; 1988]. The lack of any system-oriented application of
two-wavelength

~talons

can be attributed to a single drawback inherent in their mode of

operation: the gated output signals are shifted to a lower frequency with respect to that of the
input pulses, rendering the output of a single gate useless as an input to subsequent gates.
In this section, we study one possible solution to the cascadability problem for
two-wavelength logic gates. We propose the use of an 'up converter'
a specially-prepared NOR-gate

~talon,

~talon

in conjunction with

to allow cascadable operation and fanout without
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sacrificing picosecond switching speeds or picojoule energies. The paired-~talon device can
potentially transmit the logic decision made by the first gate to successive processing stages at
the original input frequency, eliminating the input/output incompatibility problem. By modeling
combined NOR-gate/up converter performance, we seek to determine whether competitive
switching energy, contrast, and fanout behavior can be realized with this approach.
As a starting point, we introduce the proposed upconverter concept and outline its key
operating mechanisms. After describing the scope of the simulations attempted and the input
parameters utilized, numerical results for the time-dependent switching behavior of the ~talon-pair
are presented. To assess the competitiveness of the up converter concept, we attempt to optimize
~talon

design and input pulse properties. In the process, an approximate lower limit is set on the

switching energy needed to achieve practical contrast and fanout. We conclude by comparing
up converter performance with that of the other device concepts discussed in this dissertation.

4.5.1 Upconverler Concept
The proposed operating arrangement of the paired-~ta1on device is illustrated in Fig. 4-19,
where the various shaded regions indicate mirrored surfaces of varying reflectivity. Both ~talons
are assumed to be fabricated from samples of bulk GaAs approximately 1 porn thick. The first
~talon

is designed to function as a two-wavelength NOR-gate, while the second

~talon

performs

an effective up conversion, allowing the logic decision made by the gate to leave the up converter
at the original pump or data frequency.
As shown in Fig. 4-20, cascadable two-wavelength operation is made possible by shifting
the bandgap of the NOR-gate material to a slightly higher energy with respect to that of the
up converter

~ta1on.

In this way the probe (or 'clock') frequency of one device corresponds to
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the pump (or 'data') frequency of the other, and vice versa. Experimentally, this shift could be
accomplished by simply adding a small concentration of aluminum to the GaAs from which the
NOR-gate is fabricated. For AlxGal_xAs, the bandgap is known to vary in a simple linear fashion
with x, the aluminum concentration [Adachi, 1985]. The shift could also be engineered using
multiple-quantum-well (MQW) materials, where the well thickness and barrier height could be
varied to allow the desired operating wavelength [Park et al., 1988].
In operation, a clocked probe pulse at a frequency

WI

below the material bandgap is

assumed incident on the NOR-gate along with zero, one or two pump pulses at a frequency

W2

within the band (See Fig. 4-20). Thus, in the NOR-gate, wI is the 'clock' frequency while w2
is the 'data' frequency. The 6talon length is chosen so that the Fabry-Perot transmission peak
is initially at wI' allowing the probe beam to be strongly transmitted when no pump beams are
present. Any pump beam incident on the

~talon

will increase the carrier density and shift the

Fabry-Perot peak away from wI, sharply reducing the probe transmission.
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Due to the offset between the absorption spectra of the two
the roles of the beams incident at WI and

W2

~talons

mentioned earlier,

are reversed in the up converter. The probe beam

from the NOR-gate acts as a pump beam at the up converter, where

WI

is within the band and

carrier-creation is highly efficient (See Fig. 4-20). Thus if no pump beams strike the NOR-gate,
its transmitted clock pulse increases the carrier-density in the up converter, shifts the Fabry-Perot
peak and lowers the absorption at the up converter clock frequency
probe pulse at

w2

w2'

An additional clocked

is then highly transmitted through the up converter. This pulse is now at the

pump frequency of the next series of NOR-gates, and of sufficient magnitude to allow several of
them to be switched. If instead one or two pump beams are incident on the NOR-gate, the
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resulting output pulse will not have sufficient energy to affect the upconverter transmission at W2'
and the up converter output signal will be strongly attenuated. The combined device thus obeys
the usual NOR-gate truth table given in Table 4-1. The net result of pulse propagation through
the two

~talons

is a fast logic operation performed in effect at a single wavelength.

4.5.2 Computer Simulations
To model the coupled behavior of the NOR-gate/upconverter ~talon pair, we use the full
dynamic nonlinear Fabry-Perot transmission model of Sec. 4.2. In our computer simulations,
the ~talon transmission equation (4.21) is solved for the data and clock beams at their respective
frequencies in both the NOR-gate and the up converter. For each

~talon,

then, we must define

the resonator length L and the front and rear-surface reflection coefficients at frequencies

WI

and

w2 which we label RF,I' RB,I' RF,2' and RB,2' respectively. For both the data and the clock beams

in a particular etalon, the appropriate version of Eq. (4.21) is coupled with the spatially averaged
two-wavelength rate equation (4.22) for the carrier density in that
internal resonator intensities at

WI

~talon.

For determining the

and w2, Eq. (4.26) is used. Since both the NOR-gate and

upconverter cavity designs will make use of frequency-dependent mirror reflectivities, this must
be accounted for in Eq. (4.26) as well.
For predicting the nonlinear optical properties a(w,N) and .1n(w,N) of room-temperature
GaAs, we again utilize the predictions of the microscopic plasma theory of Banyai and Koch
[1986]. In this case, however we wish to assess the potential impact of using multiple-quantumwell (MQw) materials for the NOR-gate and up converter, instead of the bulk materials modeled
elsewhere in this dissertation. Though the plasma theory does not explicitly account for quantumconfinement effects, we can crudely approximate the enhanced excitonic features typically
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observed in MQW samples by assuming slightly reduced broadening parameters in the
calculations. From Chap. 2, we recall that density-dependent broadening is treated in the plasma
theory using the parameter r

= ro + rlN, where N is the carrier density.

In the simulations

performed here, the material parameters are taken as in Sec. 2.3.2 on bulk GaAs, with the
exception of ro and

r l , which are assumed to be 0.6 and 0.0, respectively. This produces a

somewhat enhanced excitonic feature when compared with the bulk GaAs case, for which r 0 =
1.25 and

rl

= 2 x 10- 18 cm3 produce the best agreement with experiment.

To model the offset absorption spectrum aniw,N) in the NOR-gate, we simply set
aniw,N)

= auc(w-O,N), where auc(w,N) is the GaAs absorption spectrum given by the plasma

theory for the up converter, and 0 is the frequency offset.

The spectra in Fig. 4-20 are

determined in this manner. A similar relation is used to obtain lMlniw,N) from lMluc(w,N).
Given the values of the

~talon

properties, the two-wavelength

and beam parameters as well as the microscopic material

~talon

modeling equations can then be solved to give the time

dependence of the output behavior of the paired-~ta1on device.

4.5.3 Numerical Results

To assess the potential feasibility of the up converter scheme, the modeling equations
discussed above have been evaluated for the
addition, the simulations use TR

= 10 ns, "Wl

~ta1on

parameter values shown in Table 4-5. In

= 1.4208 eV,

"W2

= 1.4376 eV, and flO = 16.8

meV. The NOR-gate data, NOR-gate clock, and upconverter clock pulses are each assumed to
have a Gaussian time dependence with full-width at half-maximum (FHWM) of 2 ps.
The ~talon surface reflectivities given in Table 4-5 are chosen to simultaneously optimize
both mirror finesse (at the probe frequencies) and input energy efficiency (at the pump
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I

Parameter

I

NOR-gate

I

Upconverter

L (I'm)

1.00615

0.98188

RFI

0.90

0.10

RB 1

0.90

0.99

RF2

0.10

0.90

RB,2

0.99

0.90

I

Table 4-5 Input parameters used in NOR-gatelupconverter simulations.

frequencies). In particular, low front-surface reflectivity maximizes the percentage of pump beam
energy entering the cavity, while the nearly 100% back-surface reflectivity allows for two full
passes through the

~talon,

increasing the effective absorption-length product. This general

strategy for two-wavelength NOR-gates was first suggested by Jewell et al. [1985], though
reflection-mode

~talon

optimization has also been treated by Wherrett [1984]. The respective

mirror reflectivities for the NOR-gate and upconverter

~talons

are indicated schematically in

Fig. 4-19 through different shading/cross-hatching schemes. The light cross-hatching represents
high transmission mirrors (RF,2 and RF,l in the NOR-gate and up converter, respectively). The
darker cross-hatching indicates high-finesse mirrors of reflectivity 0.90. The solid shading
corresponds to the nearly totally-reflecting surfaces.
With these device and pulse parameters fixed, the peak intensity of the three different
input pulses can be varied with an eye towards minimizing the energy needed to observe useful
NOR-gate/up converter behavior. A representative example of the predicted input-output behavior
of the combined device is shown in Fig. 4-21, where the intensity of the various pulses is plotted
versus time. Here the peak input pulse intensities chosen give a maximum pulse energy of 35
pJ for the NOR-gate and upconverter clock pulses, with a NOR-gate data pulse energy of 3.3 pJ.
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The simulations are performed for the case of one data pulse (results shown dashed in Fig. 4-21)
and for no data pulses (shown solid in Fig. 4-21) to allow comparison of the switched (input HI)
and non-switched (input LO) cases.
Fig. 4-21a shows the assumed input pulses to the NOR-gate.

The dashed curve

represents a single data pulse incident at frequency w2; the solid curve is the clock pulse at WI'
Fig. 4-21b shows the difference in predicted clock beam transmission depending on whether or
not a data pulse actually strikes the NOR-gate. The resulting energy contrast is approximately
1.8:1.

To determine the effect of the NOR-gate output on the upconverter, the transmitted beams
from Fig. 4-21b are inserted as input pulses into the equations simulating the behavior of the
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up converter

~talon.

Fig. 4-21c shows the NOR-gate clock/upconverter data pulses (labeled

WI)

as well as the upconverter clock pulse (at right, labeled w:z) arriving 7.5 ps later. In Fig. 4-21d,
the output of the up converter is shown. By comparing Fig. 4-21c and d, the effect of the pulses
at Wl becomes clear. For the case of one (or more) data input(s) to the NOR-gate, the intensity
incident on the upconverter at Wl is low, and the up-converter clock pulse is poorly transmitted
(see the dashed curves in Fig. 4-21c and d). On the other hand, when no NOR-gate data input
is present, the incident upconverter intensity at wl is high and many excess carriers are excited.
As a result, the absorption at Wz is sharply reduced and the Fabry-Perot peak is shifted
toward Wz. When the upconverter clock pulse arrives, its front edge acts to create still more
carriers and reduce the absorption even further, until the transmission at Wz is significantly
increased, allowing the rest of the pulse to be more readily transmitted. This pulse contains
enough energy to be divided in two and thus serve as the initial data pulse for two
NOR-gate/upconverter pairs at the next decision-making stage. Because of the contrast in the
signal output from the first

~talon,

and the highly resonant behavior of the up converter

transmission peak, the two-~ta1on output contrast at Wz is more than 5: 1.

4.5.4 Optimization

Having established in principle the feasibility of the logic-gate/upconverter concept, we
next seek to place a lower limit on the energy needed for useful device operation. To accomplish
this, "useful operation" can be defined through setting minimum acceptable values of two key
performance criteria -- contrast and fanout. Taking the minimum acceptable contrast to be five
and the minimum acceptable fanout to be two, we vary the three different input beam peak
intensities and look for configurations that meet these conditions.

To compress the
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three-dimensional parameter space thus obtained to a form more readily plotted, the acceptable
solutions are grouped according to the maximum energy needed per

~talon,

and the individual

configurations yielding the best balance of contrast and fanout are chosen. These data points,
representing a particular choice of beam intensities/energies, are then plotted versus the maximum
of the three energies chosen.
The results are shown in Fig. 4-22. The upconverter energy contrast (Fig. 4-22a) falls
off steadily with decreasing input energy over the entire range plotted from 60 to 30 pJ. Fanout
(Fig. 4-22b) decreases more gradually over the same range, then drops sharply for input energies
below 35 pJ. For NOR-gate and upconverter clock beam energies both set at 35 pJ, with pump
beam energy set at 3.3 pJ, upconverter contrast of 5.5 and total device fanout of 2.17 are
predicted. No acceptable configurations are predicted for clock energies below 35 pJ, using the
parameters given in Table 4-5. Thus the minimum energy requirement for realistic operation of
the combined NOR-gate/up converter device is estimated to be 35-40 pJ per

~talon,

implying a

total energy for a single cascadable logic decision of 70-80 pJ. This represents an approximately
threefold increase over the minimum required input energy we estimate for pulsed operation of
the non-cascadable two-wavelength NOR-gate of Jewell et al. [Richardson et al., 1991; Jewell
et al., 1985]. Thus we estimate the 'price' of full cascadability as a factor-of-three increase in

the required input energy.
These results reflect a concerted (though far from exhaustive) effort to optimize device
parameters like

~talon

length and mirror reflectivity, to which NOR-gate and upconverter

performance are quite sensitive. It is natural to ask whether additional optimization of material
parameters could serve to reduce the lower bound on switching energy any further. We have
performed additional modeling studies of the NOR-gate/upconverter pair in which the broadening
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parameter roof the plasma theory is varied to allow a more-pronounced exciton feature in the
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predicted GaAs absorption spectrum. We find that while NOR-gate contrast can be improved
using this approach because of enhanced pump absorption and probe refractive-index change, the
up converter fanout is correspondingly reduced. With appropriate readjustment of ~talon mirror
reflectivities, however, the lower limit of useful operation for the
reduced to as low as 30 pJ/~talon for

ro =

~talon

pair can be easily

0.4. These results seem to indicate that the use of

MQW materials instead of the bulk materials modeled in this dissertation may positively effect
NOR-gate/upconverter performance.

4.5.5 Summary and Analysis

We have established the theoretical feasibility of picosecond cascadable optical logic with
nonlinear

~talons

using a paired NOR-gate/upconverter arrangement. The

two-~talon

device

modeled here achieves contrast of at least 5: 1 and a fanout of at least two, using pulse energies
of the order of 35-40 pJ and switching pulse energies of ::::: 3 pJ. Contrast greater than 20 and
fanout approaching 3 are predicted for clock pulse energies in the 60-70 pJ range. The output
of the logical NOR-operation is available to the next series of gates within 15 ps. Though the
device concept displays strong sensitivity to variations in key parameters like

~talon

length, it

nonetheless represents an improvement over previous devices from the standpoint of switching
speed and cascadability. The 'price' for this cascadability is basically a threefold increase in the
switching energy over that of the two-wavelength, non-cascadable NOR-gate.

4.6 Etalons with Gain: A Second Approach to Two-Wavelength Cascadability
Though the up converter scheme is certainly attractive in principle, it would be highly
desirable to find a lower-energy solution to the subnanosecond two-wavelength cascadability
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problem. It has been suggested that genuine two-wavelength operation might be possible" ... by
using opposite sides of two isolated absorption peaks so that the absorption peak of every other
device would be different; then the output of one device would be the ideal input for the
subsequent device ... " [Gibbs and Khitrova, 1990]. While the low-temperature exciton peaks
in bulk GaAs and AIGaAs (with low Al concentration) have been proposed as

pos~ible

isolated

resonances, attractive candidates at room temperature have yet to be found.
In this section, we examine a related approach which makes use of successive passive
(Le. all-optical) and active (i.e. hybrid) NOR-gates of bulk GaAs in an alternating fashion. The
passive

NOR-~talon

is assumed to have operating behavior similar to the original device

demonstrated by Jewell et al. [1985], while the 'active' gate has its carrier density biased into
the gain/transparency regime via an applied current.
On the basis of computer simulations, we predict that an active NOR-gate can be designed
to operate compatibly with passive ones, allowing true two-wavelength operation. The proposed
device is shown to demonstrate the desired contrast and fanout while requiring less total input
energy than the NOR-gate up converter pair of Sec. 4.5 to perform a single logic operation. In
this section, we outline the basic operating principles of the active NOR-gate and briefly analyze
its predicted behavior.

4.6.1 Active Two-Wavelength NOR-Gate Concept
The general operating scheme of the active two-wavelength NOR-gate is illustrated in
Fig. 4-23, where the arrows represent the respective incident/transmitted optical pulses, and the
shading schemes represent varying surface reflectivities as in Sec. 4.5. The

~talon

is assumed

to be fabricated from bulk GaAs approximately 1 JLm thick, with electrodes attached in such a
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Fig. 4-23 Schematic of active NOR-gate operation. A clock pulse
(solid), and an data pulsefrom a previous NOR-gate (dashed) strike the
etalon. Attached electrodes provide an applied current. Shadings
represent varying mirror reflectivities.

way as to allow an injection current to be applied. Depending on the logical output of the two
previous (passive) gates assumed to fan-in to it, zero, one or two input pump/data pulses at a
frequency

w1

may be incident on a particular active

NOR-~talon.

If at least one data pulse

(shown dashed in Fig. 4-23) strikes the gate, it can alter the carrier density in the ~talon material,
thus affecting the Fabry-Perot transmission of the probe/clock pulse at frequency

w2

(shown

solid). If the various ~talon properties are chosen so that the clock beam transmission is initially
high, any incident data beam will shift the Fabry-Perot resonance away from the clock beam
frequency W2, causing a sharp decrease in transmission. Thus the device can reproduce the usual
NOR-gate truth table given in Table 4-1.
In the typical passive optical logic gate, the pump beams' role is to increase the carrier
density above the initial value, changing the

~talon's

dispersive characteristics in the process.

In the active NOR-gate modeled here, the applied current is assumed to act as a constant

-

carrier-density source, biasing the equilibrium carrier density at a particular value, say N.
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We choose N high enough to allow significant gain behavior in the frequency regime near

'.

:
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the semiconductor bandgap, as shown ill Fig. 4-24.

Here the gain (positive values), or

alternately, the absorption (negative values) is plotted along with the corresponding relative
Fabry-Perot transmission as a function of frequency. (The transmission ratio is multiplied by
:::: 2700 for convenience in plotting the figure; the actual transmission is shown later in
Fig. 4-26b). In Fig. 4-24a, the gain spectrum and the associated cavity transmission are plotted

-

-

assuming a resonator length L of 0.996 JLm and a carrier density N :::: N where N is taken to be
1.86xlO I8 cm-3 • In this case, the excited carrier concentration is entirely the result of injection
pumping; this corresponds to a situation in which no input pulses have yet struck the ~talon. We
note that an input clock beam at frequency Wz will see transparency or even a small amount of
gain under these conditions, resulting in greater than 100% transmission.
If one or more data pulses are incident at frequency

WI

(chosen near the peak of the gain

curve), they cause a significant decrease in the carrier density through the stimulated emission
or recombination process [Oudar, 1989]. The gain is thus saturated down to the level shown in
Fig. 4-24b, while the Fabry-Perot peak is simultaneously shifted away from WI' Instead of seeing
transparency at Wz, an incident clock pulse will now experience strong absorption/reflection and
be only weakly transmitted. Thus NOR-behavior analogous to that seen in passive gates is
achieved, but with the output data frequency upshifted from the input data frequency instead of
downshifted, as occurs in the passive device. When such an active

NOR-~talon

is connected is

operated in series with passive ones, genuine input/output frequency compatibility can be realized.
Since the applied current biases the active

~talon's

carrier density well into the gain

regime for certain frequencies, it is natural to expect lasing to occur for cavity modes which fall
underneath the gain curve, and for which gain exceeds loss. Lasing would of course clamp the
carrier density near the threshold level, effectively eliminating the desired switching dynamics.
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We now show that this can be easily avoided through proper cavity design.
In Fig. 4-24a, lasing can potentially occur wherever the gain curve (shown solid) lies
above the loss line (dotted). The losses plotted here are intended to provide only a rough
estimate for comparison with the gain values predicted. We consider cavity losses due to mirror
transmission alone, using the standard relation [Yariv, 1985]:
(4.35)

Taking RF = RB = 0.95 (a worst-case scenario) and L = 1 p.m,

cxmirrors

evaluates to about 1000

cm- l • Since for the data beam at ClJI we will eventually choose highly asymmetric reflectivities
as was done in Sec. 4.5 (Le., RF

= 0.1 and RB = 0.99), a more realistic estimate of the mirror

losses is probably an order of magnitude higher. Thus gain should never exceed loss at ClJI'
To avoid any possibility of lasing at the higher finesse clock frequency ClJ2' the ~talon can
be designed so that no cavity modes lie within the gain regime. If we place the Fabry-Perot peak
at

ClJ2'

as shown in Fig. 4-24a, the next adjacent peak will be cl2nL away. Even ignoring the

dispersive changes that high carrier densities will cause (which increase the spacing slightly), the
next mode is close to 200 meV from the one plotted here. The width of the gain regime in
Fig. 4-24a is about 5 exciton Rydbergs, or only about 20 meV. Thus the

active-~talon

device

may be designed to eliminate the possibility of lasing.

4.6.2 Material and Device Modeling for Computer Simulation
The approach used in modeling the active NOR-gate is essentially identical to that used
in Sec. 4.5, with the single exception that we must account for the injected current and its
contribution to the carrier-density dynamics. As before, Eq. (4.21) is solved for the clock and
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data beams at their respective frequencies. Again we must specify L and the various front/rear
surface reflectivities. For both the incident pulses in the NOR-gate

~talon,

Eq. (4.21) is coupled

with a" modified version of the usual rate equation for the carrier density:
(4.36)

where N is the term describing the effect of the applied current on the carrier-density. The
internal resonator intensity at a particular frequency is defined in the usual manner through Eq.
(4.26).
For a(w,N) and t1n(w,N) of room-temperature GaAs, we once more rely on the plasma
theory results of Chap. 2. However, in contrast to Sec. 4.6, we do not attempt to crudely
approximate the behavior of MQW samples; instead, we return to the experimentally verified
bulk GaAs plasma theory parameters [Lee et al., 1986].

4.6.3 Results and Discussion
To assess the potential feasibility of the active NOR-gate scheme, the modeling equations
given above have been evaluated for the
RB,l

~talon

parameter values L=.996 p.m,

= 0.99, and R F,2 = RB,2 = 0.95. In addition, the simulations use

N=

RF,l

= 0.10,

18.6 X 1017 cm-3,

TR = 10 ns, liwl = 1.4166 eV and Iiw2 = 1.4418 eV. The NOR-gate data and clock pulses are

both assumed to have a Gaussian time dependence with a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM)
of 5 ps.
The predicted input-output behavior of the device is shown in Fig. 4-25, where the
intensity of the pulses is plotted versus time. Here the peak input pulse intensities chosen give
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The simulations are performed for the case of one pump pulse (results shown dashed in
Fig. 4-2S) and for no data pulses (shown solid) to allow comparison of the switched and
unswitched cases.
Fig. 4-2Sa shows the assumed input pulses to the NOR-gate.
represents a single data pulse incident at frequency

WI;

The dashed curve

the solid curve is the clock pulse at

w2'

Fig. 4-2Sb shows the difference in predicted clock beam transmission depending on whether or
not a data pulse actually strikes the NOR-gate. The resulting energy contrast is approximately
7:1.
To understand the interaction of the optical input beams and the applied current with the
carrier-density, as well as their combined effect on device behavior, we track the carrier-density
and the corresponding clock-beam Fabry-Perot transmission as a function of time for the switched
and unswitched cases in Fig. 4-26a. In this figure, the vertical arrows indicated the temporal
peaks of the respective input pulses. At time t = 0, before any beams strike the
carrier density is biased to a steady-state value of N
~talon

~talon,

the

= if = 1.86 X 1018 cm-3 , and the resulting

transmission of the clock pulse is == 1.1 due to the slight gain at frequency Wz. As the data

pulse is applied from about t = 10-20 ps, it acts to decrease the carrier-density through
stimulated recombination, until N stabilizes at == 16.3 x 1017 cm-3 • The corresponding ~talon
transmission at

w2

goes down during the pump pulse from 1.1 to == .OS, because of the

combination of absorptive and dispersive changes brought about by the carrier-density reduction.
When the signal pulse arrives, it now sees absorption instead of gain and begins to create
carriers, thus reversing somewhat the effects of the pump pulse. Because the ~talon transmission
remains low during the majority of the time that the signal pulse traverses the device, however,
it is strongly attenuated. When no pump pulse is applied, the carrier-density remains nearly
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constant even throughout the application of the signal beam, and the signal pulse passes through
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the

~talon

unattenuated. Thus the significant contrast visible in Fig. 4-25b is achieved.

4.6.4 Summary

We have demonstrated the theoretical feasibility of picosecond cascadable optical logic
using a combination of active and passive nonlinear semiconductor ~talons. The active NOR-gate
device modeled here achieves a contrast of nearly 7: 1 and a fanout of at least two, using pulse
energies of the order of 10-15 pl. The output of the logical NOR-operation is available to the
next series of gates within 30 ps. Cascadability is achieved through input/output frequency
compatibility with passive NOR-gates already demonstrated. Though some care must be taken
to keep the device below the lasing threshold, this is shown to be quite practical for the pulse
energies and

~talon

parameters used.

4.7 Conclusions
When the

~talon

modeling efforts discussed in this chapter were begun in early 1987,

two-wavelength logic-gates were considered non-cascadable and thus of limited usefulness, while
picosecond gain in bistable ~talons represented the most promising and urgent objective then in
sight. By the end of 1990, this assessment of the two device concepts' relative merits had
reversed somewhat, with

~talon

bistability abandoned for subnanosecond cascading in favor of

two-wavelength microresonators [compare, e.g., Gibbs, 1986 with Gibbs, 1990; see also Gibbs
and Khitrova, 1990]. The source of the revised outlook can to some extent be traced to two key
results discussed in this chapter. First, single-wavelength gain has yet to be observed for
picosecond excitation of bistable

~ta1ons

despite concerted experimental efforts; theoretical

modeling suggests that picosecond gain may not be feasible unless carrier lifetimes can be
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reduced. Second, cascadability in two-wavelength logic-gates does appear to be feasible through
the use of specialized

~talon

configurations, though at the cost of increased design complexity.

The less optimistic view of bistable ~talons arises primarily from the results of Sec. 4.3.2,
namely that the differential gain disappears for pulselengths
TR ,

tp

approaching the carrier lifetime

which is typically of the order of nanoseconds in the materials of potential interest. As

reduced towards

TR'

tp

is

the time-dependence of the carrier density in the device begins to follow the

time-integrated energy of the input pulses, rather than reacting to the instantaneous intensity level
in the ~talon. Though the Fabry-Perot peak still shifts as in the quasi-steady-state (Le., ILS) case,
the sharp thresholding observed in microsecond bistability is not present on picosecond timescales
due to the diminished role of carrier recombination. As a result, the contrast in output levels
between the switched and unswitched states is not great enough to allow significant gain.
The predicted disappearance of single-wavelength gain for short pulses has come to be
interpreted as an insurmountable obstacle to the achievement of sub nanosecond cascading using
bistable etalons; this is probably an unjustifiably harsh conclusion. The results of Sec. 4.3.2
indicate simply that bistable switching behavior is fundamentally different for pulses that are
either much longer or much shorter than the carrier lifetime -- not that differential gain is
somehow physically forbidden in the short-pulse regime. It has been pointed out that reducing
the carrier lifetime (through quantum confinement, enhanced surface recombination, etc.) would
not improve matters, since the required switching energy would increase proportionally with the
lifetime reduction. This is, however, a steady-state argument, which may incorrectly assess
dynamic switching-behavior trends. Comparing the optimized bias intensities calculated in Sec.
4.3.2 for the case of ILs (16 kW/cm2) and ps (=400 MW/cm2) pulses, we find that the ps case
requires I bia values 25,000 times larger than those needed when ILs excitation is used. Yet the
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pulselength is 1,000,000 times smaller, implying that the needed energy decreases significantly.
Thus efforts to reduce the carrier lifetime may yet prove worthwhile.
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Chapter Five
Conclusions
None of these [demonstrations of potential optical computing devices] accomplished anything that
electronics can not do much better -- faster, cheaper, smaller, more efficiently, etc. ... Extrapolations.
including those by this author in the mid-80s when his optimism reached several milli-Huangs, have led
to excessive hype on the possibility of all-optical computers. By 1990, most researchers have retreated to
optically-assisted computing with an emphasis on optical interconnects.
Gibbs, "Optical Bistability," Optics and Photonics News, December 1990

When contrasted with the ardent enthusiasm of the statement by Abraham et al. which
opens this dissertation, the above quote (from a recent retrospective on ten years of bistability
research) reads like an epitaph for all-optical computing using nonlinear devices. Are etalons,
in fact, dead? What do the results presented in this dissertation tell us about the future of optical
computing, or, barring that, about prospects for photonic switching/logic?
As to the 'health' of nonlinear semiconductor etalons - i.e., concerning their viability
as high-speed decision-making elements - their is both bad and good news to report. On the
negative side, the disappearance of differential gain for bistable etalons as the pulselength
approaches the carrier lifetime represents a formidable obstacle -- though perhaps not an
insurmountable one - in achieving fast, cascadable single-wavelength devices. Efforts to reduce
the carrier lifetime through sophisticated material processing and fabrication techniques may yet
bear fruit, though a corresponding cost measured in units of switching energy does seem
inevitable.
For two-wavelength logic gates, on the other hand, the results are considerably more
positive. Through the use of up converter/NOR-gate pairs that incorporate a rigid bandgap shift
in the design of the NOR-gate element, or by introducing an applied current to allow operation
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of NOR-gates in the gain/transparency regime, the input/output compatibility problem can be
overcome. Both of the proposed two-wavelength schemes modeled in Chap. 4 permit picosecond
cascading with acceptable contrast and fanout. Though tens of picojoules of total input energy
are still required, the predicted results are nonetheless highly encouraging.
Interestingly, the superiority of two-wavelength etalon operation in efficiently utilizing
semiconductor optical nonlinearities for switching purposes seems to carryover to the
spectroscopic analysis of CY.(w,N) and !Mz(w,N) as well. As the DFWM simulations of Chap. 3
imply, it is difficult using single-wavelength techniques to isolate the dynamics of the optical
nonlinearities from the carrier-density dynamics that mediate them in semiconductors. This
suggests that pump-probe experiments, in which the carrier density can be kept fixed by the pump
as the spectral response at the probe frequency is measured, offer the most reliable means for
determining laser-induced absorption and refractive-index variations in semiconducting materials.
As to the future of etalon-based semiconductor devices, the results of Chap. 4 seem to
imply that active-cavity concepts have the best chance of finding their way into practical photonic
switching or processing systems. The active two-wavelength NOR-gate of Sec. 4.6 appears
particularly promising, possibly used in conjunction with vertical-cavity-surface emitting lasers,
or some hybrid switch/amplifier combination [Olbright, et al., 1991]. Such a system might
compare favorably in its performance characteristics with the best recent SEED demonstrations
(see Table 4-2) or might even complement them quite effectively.
'All-optical computing', at least in the general-purpose sense, has in fact receded from
view as a realistic objective of etalon-based nonlinear semiconductor device research. Indeed,
the whole issue of 'optics vs. electronics' as the high-speed computing technology of choice has
largely disappeared as well. In place of the competitive approach, a cooperative paradigm has
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gradually emerged, fueled by successes with SEEDs, surface-emitting lasers, and spatial light
modulators [Caulfield, 1986; Bell, 1986; Walker et al., 1990; Gibbs, 1990]. The negative
conclusions of this dissertation have thus far been the most influential in shaping these changes;
in the future, the positive conclusions may assume still greater importance.
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Appendix A
Integrating-Factor Solution of the Simple Carrier-Density Rate Equation
In both Chap. 3 and 4 of thin dissertation, the dynamics of photo-excited carrier
generation and recombination are sometimes modeled using spatially-averaged rate equations of
the form
aN =_ N + a(N)I(t)

at

TR

(A.l)

"W

where TR is the carrier lifetime, a(N) is the density-dependent nonlinear absorption, l(t) represents
the temporal behavior of the input pulses, and

"w is the energy of the incident excitation. When

transverse effects are important, a more general form of (A. 1) must be used, as discussed in Sec.
3.3.2.1 of Chap. 3. The simple form given here is used both in Sec. 3.2.4, where the DFWM
analysis of Chemla et al. [1984] is discussed, and in Sec. 4.3.2, where the behavior of
differential gain excitation for times cales approaching the carrier lifetime is explained. In this
appendix, an solution of (A. 1) is derived using the method of integratingfactors [Arfken, 1985].
Eq. (A. 1) has the form of a linear first-order differential equation:
(A.2)

dy +p(t)y =q(t) ,

dt

where in our case p(t) =

lITR

is a constant. Though the N-dependence of a clearly keeps (A. I)

from being linear, we can nonetheless attack the problem as if it were. We seek to find an
integrating factor that will allow straightforward integration of (A.2). The integrating factor "Y(t)
will be given by [Arfken, 1985]

'Y(t) -exp

[j

(A.3)

P(t)dt] .

.

----

- - - - - -.. --

--

...
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If we multiply Eq. (A.2) through on both sides by 'Y(t), we find

'Y(t) ~ + 'Y(t)p(t)y ='Y(t)q(t) ,

(A.4)

which can then be rewritten in the form
(A.S)

d ['Y(t)y] ='Y(t) dy + d'Y y ='Y(t)q(t) .
dt dt
dt
Comparing (A.S) with (A.4), it becomes clear that the integrating factor must satisfy

d~~t) ='Y(t)p(t)

(A.6)

.

Separating variables and integrating leads then to the definition of 'Y(t) given in Eq. (A.3).
Now we proceed to solve (A.S) by inspection. Since the left-hand side is a perfect
differential, the result is
t

I

(A.7)

'Y(t)y(t) = dt''Y(t~q(t~ + C ,

where the constants from the constant lower limit are included in C. Dividing through by 'Y(t)
and substituting in for it from Eq. (A.3), we obtain the general solution of (A.2)

(A.S)

From Eq. (A. 1), we have pet)

= lITR and q(t) = a.(t)l(t)/liw.

Thus the particular solution to

(A. 1) becomes
t

N(t) = _1
liw

rdt' e -(t-t~'TR a.(t~l(t~
t

.

The behavior of this solution is discussed in detail in Sec. 4.3.3.

(A.9)
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Appendix B
Green's Function Solution of the Transverse Carrier-Density Rate Equation

In the computer implementation of the Raman-Nath DFWM theory discussed in Sec.
3.4.1, an iterative Green's function procedure is utilized to allow numerical evaluation of the
steady-state transverse carrier-density rate equation [cf. Eq. (3.93)]

(B.l)

Here the variables p, a, and ID represent the scaled carrier density, transverse coordinate, and
diffusion length, respectively, while g'Q describes the input field profile. To determine the
transverse dependence of p, the Green's function approach of Sec. 3.4.1.1 makes use of an
integral solution of (B. 1):

1-:

pea) =

dalG(a,a')S(a ) ,
'

(B.2)

where S corresponds to the source term on the right-hand side of (B. 1) and G is a onedimensional Green's function to be defined. In this appendix, we derive the appropriate form
of G and show that Eq. (B.2) is in fact a solution of the steady-state carrier density equation.
As our starting point, we consider the inhomogeneous Sturm-Liouville equation [Arfken,
1985]:
(B.3)

;ey(x) =-.f(x) .
;e is a differential operator defined as

;e =

!

[P(x)

!1

+q(x) .

(B.4)
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Our objective is to find a solution y(x) to (B.3) that is defined on the interval [a,b] and satisfies
certain boundary conditions at the interval's endpoints. To proceed, we suppose the existence
of an arbitrary function G, having the following defining properties:
1.

G(x) possesses two distinct functional forms G1(x) and G2(x) on the interval a ~

x

~

G(x)

2.

b, which we divide into two regions using a parameter t. For a ~

= G1(x),

while for t

<X

~

b, G(x)

x < t,

= G2(x).

G1(x) and G2(x) are solutions of the homogeneous Sturm-Liouville equation (i.e.,

in whichj(x) in (B.3) is set equal to zero). Thus we can write

a ~x <t,

!:eG1(x) =0,
!:eG2(x) =0,
3.

t

(B.S)

<x ~b .

G1(x) and G2(x) satisfy our boundary conditions for y(x) at the endpoint a and b,

respectively. For convenience, homogeneous boundary conditions are assumed.
At the left endpoint, this implies that y(a)=O, y'(a)=O, or cly(a)+czY'(a)=O;
similar conditions apply at x=b.
4.

G(x) must be continuous, i.e.,
lim G1(x) =lim G2(x) .

~-

5.

(B.6)

~+

G'(x) is required to be discontinuous, satisfying

l

l =- - ,

-Gl(x)
- -GI(x)
d
d

dx

I

dx

1

I

p(x~

(B.7)

where p(x') was introduced in the definition (BA) of !:e.
Taking properties 1-5 into account, we see that G is actually a function of two variables, G(x,x').
Further, the precise form G takes will be determined both by the boundary conditions we impose
on y(x) and by the specific definition of !:e we use.
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A function G(x,x') satisfying the requirements listed above is called a Green's function.
We now construct the appropriate G(x,x') for our particular problem. The homogeneous version
of {B. I) is simply
{B.8)

Two obvious solutions are p(u)=exp(±ullD)' Since we expect p(u) to vanish at the endpoints
of our interval

±oo,

we choose Gt(u)=exp(uIlD) and G2(u)=exp(-uIlD) as our homogeneous

solutions satisfying condition (2) above. We then have for the Green's function G(u,u'):

G(u,u~ =

Ae

UIlD

-00

Su <u' ,

II

{ Be- u

D

u' <u S

{B.9)

00 •

The continuity of G(u,u') at u=u' implies
{B. 10)

AecillD =Be -clIlD

while the discontinuity condition on G'(u,u') [Eq. {B.7)] gives
B -clIlD A clllD
1
--e
--e =--.

ID

ID

{B.ll)

p(cI)

Comparing Eq. {B.8) with the definition {B.4) of ~, we determine p(u')

= ID2 and q(u') = -1.

If we substitute for p(u') in Eq. {B. II), then solve {B.IO)-{B.II) simultaneously, we find for the
constant coefficients
_I -ci/lD
A --e
21D

_1

'

B --e
21
D

cI/lD

•

{B. 12)

G(u,u') thus becomes

. ..

'

..
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-00

~u <u' ,

(B. 13)

G(u,u') =

1

-e

-(u-iI)llD

u' < u ~ 00

2iD

,

or more compactly,
,,- 1 -lu-u'IIlD
G(U,U)
--e
2iD

(B. 14)

.

This is the Green's function used in Sec. 3.4.1.1 [cf. Eq. (3.101)].
To show that (B.2) is actually a solution of (B. 1) when our result for G(u,u') is used, we
can simply substitute directly.

First, however, we must evaluate the integral solution and its

derivatives. For p(u) we find

Here the first integral has

-00

~

u'

~

u, so G2 has been used; correspondingly, G1 is used in

the second integral. Since (B.2) will be solved iteratively, we have chosen to neglect the pdependence of Ot in (B. IS).
Before proceeding to take the first and second derivatives of p(u), we note an important
result from differential calculus [Beyer, 1986]:
q

:q I

q

I

dxf(x)g(q) = dx.f(x)g'(q) +f(q)g(q) ,

P

P

q

q

:I
rpp

I

dxf(x)g(P) = dx.f(x)g'(P) -ftp)g(P) .
p

(B. 16)
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Making use of (B. 16), we find for p'(a):

The derivatives of the respective limits for the two terms cancel, having opposite sign. The
second derivative p" (a) is then given by
pl/(a) =~

u

f dale

-(u-a')1l0 '[I_e- aL] 1Wo(a~

Uo_~

12-~[1-e-aL] 1Wo(a) 12 +
Uo

(B.IS)
=~p(a) -~[I-e-aL] 1~(a) 12
l~

l~

.

Direct substitution of (B. IS) into (B. I) verifies that the Green's function integral expression for
p(a)

(B.2) provides a complete solution to the steady-state transverse carrier-density equation.
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Appendix C
SSRNS.FOR: Steady-State Raman-Nath Scattering Code for 300K GaAs

>

C
C
C
C
C
C

r.
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C

C

C

PARAMETER(ND=121,NX=1024,NDETUN=13,NDETP=41)
REAL SECZ(NX),G(NX,NX),RHO(NX),DCI(NX)
REAL RHOLD(NX),XN(NX),X(NX),STEP(NX)
REAL ETR(NX),ETI(NX),BETA(NX),TRANSI(NX)
REAL LX,IP,IS,IIS,IP~,IS~,IIS~,NEHNG,NEHM
REAL NO,LD,LAMBDA,K,KO,NS,ISCAL,NEH,SIGHAEH,NA,NG,LALFA
REAL AALPHA(ND,NDETP),ADELTAN(ND,NDETP),LALFAZ
REAL CDEN(ND),ALPHA(ND),DELTAN(ND)
COMMON/GAG/CDEN,ALPHA,DELTAN
COMMON/GRLP/SEC2,G,RHO,RHOLD,XN,X,ETR,ETI,BETA,TRANSI,
AALPHA,ADELTAN
COMMON/CPI/PI,HC
COMMON/MATER1/EG,ER
FUNDAMENTAL CONSTANTS
PI=ACOS(-1.0)
HBAR*C IN MEV-METERS
HC=1.Z3985E-3
MATERIAL PARAMETERS
BACKGROUND DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
EPO=1Z.35
BACKGROUND INDEX OF REFRACTION
NO=SQRT(EPO)
NORMAL-INCIDENCE INTENSITY TRANSMISSION COEFF
T=.69
T=1.0
CARRIER RELAXATION TIME (SECONDS)
TAUR=10.E-9
AMBIPOLAR DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT (METERS-SQUARED/SECOND)
D=1.984E-3
TEMPORARILY NEGLECT DIFFUSION
0=0*.0001
DIFFUSION LENGTH IN METERS
LD=SQRT(TAUR*D)
CARRIER DENSITY NORMALIZATION FACTOR
NS=1.E17
WRITE(6,*) 'ROOM-TEMPERATURE GAAS:'
~RITE(6, *)'
NO=' ,NO
WRITE(6,*)'
TAUR=',TAUR
~RITE(6, *)'
0= ',D
LD= ',LD
WRITE(6,*)'
WITE(6, *)'
T= , , T
SAMPLE PARAMETERS
SAMPLE THICKNESS IN METERS
ELM=1.E-6
SAMPLE THICKNESS IN CH
ELCM=ELM*1.EZ
MAX SAMPLE ~IDTH (METERS)
XMAX=1600.E-6
WRITE(6,*) 'SAMPLE PARAMETERS:'
~RITE(6,*)'
ELM= ',ELM
~RITE(6,*)'
XMAX=',XMAX
SPOT RADIUS (METERS)
WO=80.E-6
CALL NORMWO(WO,XMAX,LD,XNMAX,LX,DXN)
CALL GSET(DXN,LX,G)
CALL X~INDOW(DXN,XNMAX,~O,XN,X,STEP)
INTERNAL ANGLE BETWEEN BEAMS (DEGREES)
THETD=1.
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C
C
C

>

>
>

>

>
>

>

>
>
>

C
C

C
C

47
C
C
>
>

CONVERT TO RADIANS
THETA=2.0*PI*THETD/360.
PUMP AND SIGNAL BEAM INTENSITIES (Watts/cmsq)
IPW=5000.
ISW=500.
1-0 IFLUXI IN GAUSSIAN SIGNAL BEAM
IISW=ISW*SQRT(PI/2.0)
WRITE(6,*) IBEAM PARAMETERS: I
WRITE(6,*) I
WO= I,WO
WRITE(6,*) I
THET=I,THETD
WRITE(6,*) I
IP= I,IPW
WRITE(6,*) I
IS= ',ISW
WRITE(6,*)
IDETUN HBOM
LAMBDA
KO
OM
ISCALI
WRITE(7,*) IIP=I,IPW,I IS=I,ISW,I THETA=I,THETD
WRITE(7,*)
IDETUN NA
NG
CDMAX
CVCI
WRITE(S,*) IIP=I,IPW,I IS=I,ISW,I THETA=I,THETD
WRITE(S, *)
IDETUN RHOT
RHOS
RHOSMI
WRITE(9,*) IIP=I,IPW,I IS=I,ISW,I THETA=I,THETD
WRITE(9,*)
IDETUN DALFAM
DALFANA DALFAK
ALPHAO'
WRITE(10,*) IIP=I,IPW,I IS=I,ISW,' THETA=',THETD
WRITE(10,*)
IDETUN SEHH
SEHNA
SIGMAEHI
WRITE(11,*) IIP=I,IPW,I JS=I,ISW,I THETA=I,THETD
WRITE(11,*)
IDETUN DELTNM
DELTNNG DELTNKI
WRITE(12,*) IIP=I,IPW,I JS=I,ISW,I THETA=I,THETD
WRITE(12,*)
IDETUN NEHH
NEH
LALFA
LALFA21
WRITE(13,·) IIP=I,IPW,I IS=',ISW,' THETA=I,THETD
WRJTE(14,*) IIP=',IPW,' IS=',ISW,' THETA=',THETD
WRITE( 14, *)
IDETUN RHOS
DATERHK
DNTERHKI
WRITE(15,*) IIP=I,IPW,I IS=',ISW,I THETA=I,THETD
WRITE(15,*)
IDETUN RHOSH
DATERH
DNTERHI
WRITE(16,*) IJP=I,IPW,I IS=I,ISW,I THETA=',THETD
WRITE( 16, *)
IDETUN RHOSH
DALPHA
DELTANI
FREQUENCY-DEPENDENT PARAMETERS
HOMSHIN=-20.
HOMSMAX=20.
DAHOMS=(HOMSHAX-HOMSHIN)/FLOAT(NDETP-1)
GET PLASMA THEORY VALUES FOR ALPHA AND DELTA-N
CALL PLASMA(HOMSHIN,HOMSMAX,CDEN,AALPHA,ADELTAN)
DETHIN=-6.0
DETHAX=6.0
DDET=(DETHAX-DETHIN)/FLOAT(NDETUN-1)
DO 1 IDET=1,NDETUN
DETUNING FROM BANDGAP IN UNITS OF EXCITON RYDBERG
DETUN=DETHIN+DDET*FLOAT(IDET-1)
Copy 2-D ARRAY ALPHA,DELTA-N VALUES TO 1-0 ARRAY
IDETUN=INT«DETUN-HOMSMIN)/DAHOMS + .5)+1
DO 47 ICD=1,ND
ALPHA(ICD)=AALPHA(ICD,IDETUN)
DELTAN(ICD)=ADELTAN(ICD,IDETUN)
CONTINUE
ZERO-DENSITY (LINEAR) VALUE OF ALPHA
ALPHAO=ALPHA(1)
ALPHAO IN 1/CM
GAMMAO=ALPHAO*ELCM
CALL INIT1(NO,EG,ER,DETUN,WO,THETA,ELCM,NS,TAUR,
HBOMEV ,SIHBOM, LAMBDA,KO,OM, ISCAL)
CALL EFFCD(ALPHAO,ELCM,TAUR,D,WO,T,SIHBOM,IPW,OM,
LALFA,NA,NG)
WRITE(6,91) DETUN,HBOMEV,LAMBDA,KO,OM,ISCAL
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91
C

FORMAT(F5.1,2X,F6.3,2X,E9.3,2X,E9.3,2X,F8.2,2X,F8.2)
SCALE IP,IS
IP=IPW/ISCAL
IS=ISW/ISCAL
I IS=I IS\IIISCAL
CALL EOSQ(IP,IS,OM,XN,T,SEC2,DCI)
CALL RHOCALC(ELCM,SEC2,DCI,G,RHO,CVC,CDMAX,CDDC)
CALL ETRANS(IP,IS,RHO,ELM,ELCM,KO,OM,XN,STEP,T,ETR,ETI)
CALL C06ECF(ETR,ETI,NX,IFAIL)
CALL SPECTRUM(DXN,XNMAX,OM,ETR,ETI,BETA,TRANSI,DBETA,IC)
CALL TRATIO(TRANSI,BETA,IC,DBETA,.5,1.5,IIS,RHOT)
CALL TRATIO(TRANSI,BETA,IC,DBETA,-3.5,·2.5,IIS,RHOS)
CALL SEHNEH(RHOT,RHOS,GAMMAO,T,NA,NG,ELCM,LALFA,LAMBDA,
> SIGMAEH,DALFAK,NEH,DELTNK,DATERMK,DNTERMK)
CALL DELALPHA(NS,CDMAX,ALPHAO,ALFAM,DALFAM,SEHM)
CALL DELTN(NS,CDMAX,DELTNM,NEHM)
C
TEMPORARY FIX 5/19/89
LALFA2=(1.·EXP(-ALFAM*ELCM»/ALFAM
CALL PREDRHOS(LAMBDA,DELTNM,DALFAM,NG,NA,ELCM,LALFA2,
> GAMMAO,RHOSM,RHOSM2,DNTERM,DATERM)
C
CALL EWAN(RHOSM,ELCM,LALFA,GAMMAO,DALFAM,RHOSME)
C
CALL DEAN(CDDC,ELCM,LAMBDA,IP,IS,ALFAM,DELTNM,RHOSMD)
CALL DELALPHA(NS,NA,ALPHAO,ALFANA,DALFANA,SEHNA)
CALL DELTN(NS,NG,DELTNNG,NEHNG)
C
CDMAXUN=CDMAX*NS
C
CDDCUN=CDDC*NS
WRITE(7,98) DETUN,t~A,NG,CDMAX,CVC
WRITE(8,98) DETUN,RHOT,RHOS,RHOSM,RHOSM2
C95
FORMAT(F5.1,2X,F8.5,2X,E9.3,2X,E9.3,2X,E9.3)
WRITE(9,96) DETUN,DALFAM,DALFANA,DALFAK,ALPHAO
96
FORMAT(F5.1,2X,F8.2,2X,F8.2,2X,F8.2,2X,F8.2)
WRITE(10,97) DETUN,SEHM,SEHNA,SIGMAEH
97
FORMAT(F5.1,2X,E9.3,2X,E9.3,2X,E9.3)
98
FORMAT(F5.1,2X,E9.3,2X,E9.3,2X,E9.3,2X,E9.3)
WRITE(11,97) DETUN,DELTNM,DELTNNG,DELTNK
WRITE(12,98) DETUN,NEHM,NEH,LALFA,LALFA2
WRITE(13,*) IDETUNINGal,DETUN
WRITE(13,81) (CDEN(I),ALPHA(I),DELTAN(I),1=1,ND)
81
FORMAT(F9.S,2X,F9.3,2X,E12.5)
WRITE(14,97) DETUN,RHOS,DATERMK,DNTERMK
WRITE(15,97) DETUN,RHOSM,DATERM,DNTERM
WRITE(16,92) DETUN,RHOSM,RHOSM,DALFAM,DALFAM,DELTNM,DELTNM
92
FORMAT(FS.1,1X,E10.4,1X,E10.4,1X,E10.4,1X,E10.4,
> 1X,E10.4,1X,E10.4)
C
OUTPUT SCATTERED INTENSITV FILES FOR EACH DETUNING
DO 2 J=1, IC
TRANSI(J)=TRANSI(J)*ISCAL
2
CONTINUE
NOUTFIL=IDET+20
NOUTFIL2=NOUTFIL+NDETUN
WRITE(NOUTFIL,*) IIPal,IPW,1 lS=',ISW,' THETA=',THETD
WRITE(NOUTFIL,*) 'DETUNINGa',DETUN
WRITE(NOUTFIL,82) (BETA(I),TRANSI(I),1=1,IC)
WRITE(NOUTFIL2,*) IIPal,IPW,1 IS=I,ISW,I THETA=',THETD
WRITE(NOUTFIL2,*) 'DETUNING=',DETUN
WRITE(NOUTFIL2,82) (X(I),RHO(I),1=411,614)
82
FORMAT(F12.5,2X,E12.5)
1
CONTINUE
STOP
END
C
C

C

C

SCALE SAMPLE WIDTH, DIFFUSION LENGTH TO SPOT SIZE
SUBROUTINE NORMWO(WO,XMAX,LD,XNMAX,LX,DXN)
PARAMETER(NX=1024)
REAL LD,LX
XNMAX=XMAX/WO
LX=LD/WO
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C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

DXN=XNMAX/FLOAT(NX-1)
RETURN
END
CALCULATE VARIOUS DERIVED QUANTITIES INCLUDING
ENERGY, WAVELENGTH, GRATING PERIOD, INTENSITY SCALING
SUBROUTINE INIT1(NO,EG,ER,HOHS,WO,THETA,ELCM,NS,TAUR,
> HBOHEV,SIHBOH,LAMBDA,KO,OH,ISCAL)
REAL NO,LAMBDA,KO,K,ISCAL
COHMON/CPI/PI,HC
H-BAR*OHEGA IN MEV
HBOH=oER*HOHS+EG
H-BAR*OHEGA IN EV
HBOHEV=HBOH*1.E-3
CONVERT HBOH TO SI UNITS (JOULES)
SIHBOH=HBOHEV*1.6022E-19
LAMBDA IN METERS
LAMBDA=HC/HBOH
FREE-SPACE PROPAGATION VECTOR
KO=(2.0*PI)/LAMBDA
PROPAGATION VECTOR WITHIN SAMPLE
K=KO*NO
GRATING PARAMETER
OH=K*WO*SIN(THETA/2.)
CALCULATE SCALE FACTOR FOR INTENSITY
ISCAL=(SIHBOH*ELCM*NS)/TAUR
RETURN
END
CALCULATE EFFECTIVE DECAY TIMES AND CARRIER DENSITIES
USING CHEMLA'S DEVELOPMENT
SUBROUTINE EFFCD(ALFAO,ELCM,TAUR,D,WO,T,SIHBOH,IP,OH,
> LALFA,NA,NG)
REAL IP,LALFA,NA,NG
CALCULATE NA
LALFA=(1.-EXP(-ALFAO*ELCM»/ALFAO
DENOH1=1./TAUR
DENOM2=8.*D/(WO*WO)
DENOM2=O.
TAUA=1./(DENOH1+DENOH2)
NA=T*(LALFA/ELCM)*(ALFAO/SIHBOH)*TAUA*IP
CALCULATE NG
DENOH3=4.*D*OH*OH/(WO*WO)
TAUG=1./(DENOH1+DEN0H3)
-~lG=NA*TAUG/TAUA

C
C
C
C
C

C

2

NG=NA
RETURN
END
DETERMINE DIFFUSION MATRIX USING
GREEN'S FUNCTION APPROACH
SUBROUTINE GSET(DXN,LX,G)
PARAMETER(NX=1024)
REAL G(NX,NX)
REAL LX
DC=DXN/LX
DCH=DC/2.0
SDC=SINH(DCH)
DO 1 1=1,NX
DO 2 J=1,NX
G(I,J)=SDC*EXP(-DC*ABS(I-J»
CONTINUE
G(I,I)=1.0-EXP(-DCH)
CONTINUE
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RETURN
END
C
C

C
C
C

C
1
C
C
C

C
C

C
C

C
C
C

C

CALCULATE NORMALIZED X-VALUES FOR PLOTTING AND
CREATE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING WINDOW TO MINIMIZE
FINITE FOURIER TRANSFORM-WIDTH EFFECTS
SUBROUTINE XWINDOW(DXN,XNHAX,WO,XN,X,STEP)
PARAMETER(NX=1024)
REAL XN(NX),X(NX),STEP(NX)
DO 1 1=1,NX
XN(I)=DXN*FLOAT(I-1)-XNHAX/2.0
X(I)=XN(I)*WO*1.E6
ARM=2.0*XN(I)/O.95/XNHAX
ARM=ARM**50
STEP(I)=EXP(-ARM)
STEP( 1)=1.0
CONTINUE
WRITE(14,*) 1FT WINDOW OFFI
RETURN
END
CALCULATE INCIDENT INTENSITY PROFILE FOR
USE IN CARRIER DENSITY ROUTINE, ELSEWHERE
SUBROUTINE EOSQ(IP,IS,OM,XN,T,SEC2,DCI)
PARAMETER(NX=1024)
REAL XN(NX),SEC2(NX),DCI(NX),IP,IS .
DO 1 1=1,NX
CMO=IP+IS+2.0*SQRT(IP*IS)*COS(2.0*OM*XN(I»
SEC2(1)=EXP(-2.0*XN(I)*XN(I»*CMO
SEC2(1)=SEC2(1)*T
DCI(I)=(IP+IS)*EXP(-2.0*XN(I)*XN(I»*T
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
CALCULATE CARRIER-DENSITY PROFILE USING
ITERATIVE GREENS-FUNCTION METHOD,
DIFFUSION MATRIX FROM ROUTINE GSET
SUBROUTINE RHOCALC(ELCM,SEC2,DCI,G,RHO,CVC,CDMAX,CDDC)
PARAMETER(NX=1024,ND=121,NITIAL=50,NXMID=512)
REAL SEC2(NX),~(NX,NX),RHO(NX),RHOLD(NX),RHOLDDC(NX)
REAL RDUM(NX),DCI(NX),RHODC(NX)
REAL CDEN(ND),ALPHA(ND),DELTAN(ND)
COMMON/GAG/CDEN,ALPHA,DELTAN
RHOLD(1iNX)=O.O
RHOLDDC(1iNX)=O.O
DO 1 1I=1,NITIAL
DO 2 1=1,NX
RD=RHOLD(I)
CALL LININTV(CDEN,ALPHA,RD,ALFA)
IF(ALFA.LT.O.O)THEN
ALFA=.01
WRITE(6,*) IALPHA<Oi CD=I,RD
WRITE(6,*) 111=1,11,1 1=1,1
ENDIF
GAMGAM=ALFA*ELCM
ABSFAC=EXP(-GAMGAM)
PFC=(1.0-ABSFAC)
RDUM(I)=PFC*SEC2(1)
REPEAT ABOVE FOR RHODC CASE
RDDC=RHOLDDC( I )
CALL LININTV(CDEN,ALPHA,RDDC,ALFADC)
GAMGAM=ALFADC*ELCM
ABSFAC=EXP(-GAMGAM)
PFC=(1.0-ABSFAC)
RHODC(I)=PFC*DCI(I)
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2
3
1
C
C
C
C
C

C

C

C
C

C
C

C

CONTINUE
DO 3 I=1,NX
RHO(I)=QaSDOT(G(1,IiNX),RDUM(1iNX»
CONTINUE
CVC=(RHO(NXMID)-RHOLD(NXMID»/RHO(NXMID)
RHOLD(1iNX)=(RHO(1iNX)+RHOLD(1i NX »/2.0
RHOLDDC(1iNX)=(RHOOC(1i NX )+RHOLDDC(1iNX»/2.0

CONTINUE
CDMAX=Q8MAXV(RHO(1iNX»*NS
CDMAX=RHO(NXMID)
CDDC=RHOOC(NXMID)
DR VERSION OF EFFECTIVE CARRIER DENSITY
CDMAX=CDMAX*.a
RETURN
END

CALCULATE TRANSMITTED FIELD PROFILE
SUBROUTINE ETRANS(IP,IS,RHO,ELM,ELCM,KO,OM,XN,STEP,T,ETR,ETI)
PARAMETER(NX=1024,ND=121)
REAL RHO(NX),XN(NX),ETR(NX),ETI(NX),STEP(NX)
REAL CDEN(ND),ALPHA(ND),DELTAN(ND)
REAL KO,IP,IS
COMMON/GAG/CDEN,ALPHA,DELTAN
FAC=1.0
FMUL=-1.0
EPS=SQRT(IP)
ESS=SQRT( IS)
DO 1 I=1,NX
RD=RHO(I)
CALL LININTV(COEN,ALPHA,RD,ALFA)
IF(ALFA.LT.O.O)ALFA=.01
GAMGAM=ALFA*ELCM
ABFAC=EXP(-GAMGAM/2.0)
CALL LININTV(COEN,DELTAN,RD,DELN)
PHI=KO*ELM*DELN
ARGP=PHI+OM*XN(I)
ARGM=PHI-OM*XN(I)
GAUSF=EXP(-XN(I)*XN(I»
ETR(I)=EPS*COS(ARGM)+ESS*COS(ARGP)
ETI(I)=EPS*SIN(ARGM)+ESS*SIN(ARGP)
ETR(I)=ETR(I)*FAC*ABFAC*GAUSF*STEP(I)
ETI(I)=ETI(I)*FAC*ABFAC*GAUSF*STEP(I)
ETR(I)=ETR(I)*T
ETI (I)=ETI (I )*T
FAC=FAC*FMUL
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SCALE, SELECT DATA· FROM FT OF TRANSMITTED FIELD,
CALCULATE APPROPRIATE BETA-VALUES
SUBROUTINE SPECTRUM(DXN,XNMAX,OM,ETR,ETI,
> BETA, TRANSI ,DBETA, IC)
PARAMETER(NX=1024)
REAL ETR(NX),ETI(NX),BETA(NX),TRANSI(NX)
COMMON/CP liP I , HC
IC=O
COEFF=SQRT(FLOAT(NX)/(2.0*PI»*DXN
BFAC=(2.0*PI)/XNMAX
BCEN=P IIDXN
DO 1 I=1,NX
BV=BFAC*FLOAT(I-1)-BCEN
BV=BV/OM
IF(ABS(BV).LT.6.0)THEN
IC=IC+1
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BETA(IC)=BV
ESQMAG=(ETR(I)*ETR(I)+ETI(I)*ETI(I»
TRANSI(IC)=COEFF*COEFF*ESQMAG
ENDIF

CONTINUE
DBETA=OM*(BETA(IC)-BETA(1»/FLOAT(IC-1)
RETURN
END
C
C

C
C
C

CALCULATE TRANSMISSION RATIO BY INTEGRATING
UNDER A PARTICULAR SCATTERING ORDER,
DIVIDING BY SIGNAL FLUX VALUE
SUBROUTINE TRATIO(TRANSI,BETA,IC,DBETA,A,B,II,TRAT)
PARAMETER(NX=1024)
REAL TRANSI(NX),BETA(NX)
REAL II
COMMON/CPI/PI,HC

C

IL=Q8SLT(A,BETA(1iI C»+1
IH=Q8SLT(B,BETA(1iIC»
LEN=IH-IL+1
TI=Q8SSUM(TRANSI(ILiLEN»*DBETA
TRAT=T1/11
RETURN
END

C
C
C

C

FIND DELTA-ALPHA AT ONE CARRIER DENSITY
SUBROUTINE DELALPHA(NS,NCD,ALPHAO,ALFA,DELALFA,SEH)
PARAMETER(ND=121)
REAL CDEN(N~),ALPHA(ND),DELTAN(ND)
REAL NS,NCD
COMMON/GAG/CDEN,ALPHA,DELTAN

C

UNCD=NCD*NS
CALL LININTV(CDEN,ALPHA,NCD,ALFA)
DELALFA=ALFA-ALPHAO
SEH=DELALFA/UNCD
RETURN
END

C
C

C

FIND DELTA-N AT ONE CARRIER DENSITY
SUBROUTINE DELTN(NS,NCD,DELN,NEH)
PARAMETER(ND=121)
REAL CDEN(ND),ALPHA(ND),DELTAN(ND)
REAL NS,NCD,NEH
COMMON/GAG/CDEN,ALPHA,DELTAN

C

UNCD=NCD*NS
CALL LININTV(CDEN,DELTAN,NCD,DELN)
NEH=DELN/UNCD
RETURN
END

C

C
>

C

C

SUBROUTINE PREDRHOS(WL,DELN,DALFA,NG,NA,ELCM,LALFA,
GAMMAO,RHOSM,RHOSM2,DNTERM,DATERM)
REAL NG,NA,LALFA
COMMON/CPI/PI,HC
CHEMLA, MILLER ET_AL_ APPROACH -- NO MODIFICATIONS
TM1=2.*PI*DELN/WL
TM2=.5*DALFA*100.
RPF=(NG/NA)*(NG/NA)*LALFA*LALFA*1.E-4
DNTERM=RPF*TM1*TM1*EXP(-GAMMAO)
DATERM=RPF*TM2*TM2*EXP(-GAMMAO)
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RHOSM=DNTERM+DATERM
MODIFY FOR CONSISTENCY WITH EQ. IN APP. 3
RHOSM=RHOSH*.25
DATERM=DATERH*.25
DNTERM=DNTERH*.25
MODIFY FOR LARGE DELTA-ALPHA
CF=(1.-EXP(-GAHHAD-ELCH*DALFA»/(1-EXP(-GAHHAD»
RHOSH2=RHOSH*EXP(-ELCH*DALFA)*CF*CF
RETURN
END

C
C

C

C

SUBROUTINE EWAN(RHOSH,ELCM,LALFA,GAMHAO,DALFAM,RHOSHE)
REAL LALFA

C

FAC1=ELCH/LALFA
FAC2=GAMHAD
FAC3=(1.-DALFAM*ELCH)
EFAC=FAC1*FAC1*FAC2*FAC2/(FAC3*FAC3)
RHOSHE=RHOSH*EFAC
RETURN
END

C
C

SUBROUTINE DEAN(CDDC,ELCH,WL,IP,IS,ALFAH,DELTNH,RHOSHD)
PARAMETER(ND=121)
REAL CDEN(ND),ALPHA(ND),DELTAN(ND)
REAL IP,IS
COMMON/CPI/PI,HC
C9MMON/GAG/CDEN,ALPHA,DELTAN

C

CALL LININTV(CDEN,ALPHA,CDDC,ALFADC)
CALL LININTV(CDEN,DELTAN,CDDC,DELTNDC)
WLCM=WL*10D.
TH1=(2.*PI/WLCH)*(DELTNH-DELTNDC)
TH2=.5*(ALFAM-ALFADC)
PF=EXP(-ELCH*ALFADC)*.25*ELCH*ELCM*(IP/IS)
DNTERH=PF*TH1*TH1
DATERH=PF*TM2*TM2
RHOSMD=DNTERH+DATERH
RETURN
END

C
C

SUBROUTINE LININTV(X,Y,XD,YD)
PARAMETER(ND=121)
REAL X(ND),Y(ND)
10=1
IF (XD.LE.X(1» THEN
YD=Y(1)
ELSE IF(XD.GE.X(ND» THEN
YD=Y(ND)
ELSE
ID=QaSGE(X(1iND),XD)
DE=(Y(ID+1)-Y(ID»/(X(ID+1)-X(ID»
YD=(XD-X(ID»*DE+Y(ID)
END IF
RETURN
END

C
C

C
>
>

C

C

CALCULATE SIGHAEH FROM RHOT, NA, ETC.
SUBROUTINE SEHNEH(RHOT,RHOS,GAMHAO,T,NA,NG,ELCH,
LALFA,LAMBDA,SIGMAEH,DALFAK,NEH,DELTNK,DATERMK,
DNTERHK)
REAL NA,NG,NEH,LAMBDA,LALFA
COMHON/CPI/PI,HC
B1=RHOT*EXP(GAMHAO)/(T*T)
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C
C

SIGHAEH=(1.-B1)/(NA*ELCM)
DALFAK=SIGMAEH*NA
B1=(T*T/RHOT)*EXP(-GAMMAO)
DALFAK=(1./ELCM)*LOG(B1)
SIGMAEH=DALFAK/NA

C

BL=EXP(-GAMMAO-DALFAK*ELCM)
DATERHK=SIGMAEH*SIGMAEH*NG*NG*LALFA*LALFA*BL/16.
DNTERHK=RHOS-DATERMK
IF(DNTERMK.LT.O.O)THEN
WRITE(12,*) INEH CALCULATION FAILEDI
WRITE(12,*) IDNTERMK=I,DNTERMK
ENDIF
PF=LAMBDA*LAMBDA*1.E4/(PI*PI*NG*NG*LALFA*LALFA*BL)
NEH=SQRT(PF*ABS(DNTERMK»
DELTNK=NA*NEH
RETURN
END
C

SUBROUTINE PLASMA(HOMSMIN,HOMSMAX,CDEN,ALFA,DELN)
PARAMETER(ND=121,NDETP=41)
REAL CDEN(ND)
REAL ALFA(ND,NDETP),DELN(ND,NDETP)

C

C

17
C

Generate Carrier-density values with log-uniform spacing
CDMIN=1.E-2
CDMAX=16.0
CDMILN=LOG(CDMIN)
CDMALN=LOG(CDMAX)
DCD=(CDMALN-CDMILN)/FLOAT(ND-1)
DO 17 1=1,ND
CDX=CDMILN+DCD*FLOAT(I-1)
CDEN(I)=EXP(CDX)
CONTINUE
CALL ABSOR(HOMSMIN,HOMSMAX,CDEN,ALFA)
CALL KRAKRO(ALFA,HOMSMIN,HOMSMAX,DELN)
RETURN
END
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Appendix D
tdrns.f: Time-Depende"nt Raman-Nath Scattering Code for 30K CdS

C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

FUNDAMENTAL CONSTANTS:
PI:
C:
H:
HBAR:

3.141596 •••
The speed of light in meters/second
Planck1s constant in eV-seconds
h-bar in eV-seconds
Electron charge in Coulombs

Q:

MATERIAL PARAMETERS

C

C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C

EPO:
EG:

Background Dielectric Constant
Low-temperature unrenormalized bandgap
of bulk CdS in milli-eV (meV)
Exciton Rydberg energy for bulk CdS (meV)
Background index of refraction for bulk CdS
Carrier relaxation/recombination time in seconds
Carrier-density scaling factor

ER:
NO:
TAUR:
CDSF:

NONLINEAR MATERIAL/OPTICAL PROPERTIES
AALPHA: Array containing plasma-theory values for
Absorption as function of carrier-density
and detuning (i.e. frequency)
ADELTAN Array containing plasma-theory values for
refractive-index changes as a function of
carrier-density and detuning
CDEN:
Array of carrier-density values at which
above quantities have been determined;
look-up table for interpolation purposes
PULSE PARAMETERS:
TSF:
DTS:
SR:

Time scal ing factor
Scaled timestep
Beam spot-radius (microns)

SUBROUTINES CALLED:

C
C
C
C
C

C
C
C

C

FUNCON: Initializes fundamental constants
MATPAR: Initializes material parameters
PLASMA: Uses plasma-theory to determine values for
nonlinear absorption and refractive-index
changes as a function of carrier-density and
detuning (frequency)

*****************************************************

PARAHETER(ND=121,NDETP=1281,NX=2048,NTP=41,NB=134)
REAL NO,KO
REAL AALPHA(ND,NDETP),ADELTAN(ND,NDETP)
REAL CDEN(ND),DETUNI(NDETP),WLNM(NDETP)
REAL SEC2(NX),RHO(NX,NTP)
REAL XN(NX),X(NX),5TEP(NX)
REAL ETR(NX),ETI(NX),BETA(NX)
REAL TlME(NTP)
COMMON/PTR1/CDEN,AALPHA,ADELTAN
COMMON/PTR2/DETUNI,WLNM
COMMON/SCD/RHO

.....

,
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COMMON/FUNCONST/PI,C,H,HBAR,Q
COMMON/MATPARAM/EG,ER,NO
COMMON/HOMS/HOMSMIN,DAHOMS
COMMON/TIMSCALE/TMIN,TMAX,DTS,TIME
COMMON/PULPARM1/PTCEN,STCEN,PFWHM,SFWHM,SR
COMMON/PULPARM2/IDET,KO,OM,SPPI,SPSI
COMMON/SAHPARM1/TRANS,XNMAX,DXN,XN
COMMON/SAMPARM2/ELM,ELCM,TAUR
C

C

1
91
C

call
CALL
CALL
call
CALL
CALL

fileopen
FUNCON
PLASMA
labsout
EXPPAR(THETA,X,PPUMIW,PSIGIW,IDETMIN,IDETMAX)
XWINDOW(STEP)

DO 1 IDET=IDETMIN,IDETMAX
CALL DETPAR(THETA,PPUMIW,PSIGIW)
CALL EOSQ(SEC2)
CALL RHOCALC(SEC2)
CALL RNSS(SiEP,DIFEFF,DILN)
WRITE(6,91) DETUNI(IDET),WLNM(IDET),DIFEFF,DILN
WRITE(1,91) DETUNI(IDET),WLNM(IDET),DIFEFF,DILN
CONTINUE
FORMAT(F6.2,1X,F9.4,1X,E12.5,1x,E12.5)
STOP
END

C
c
c

*****************************************************
fileopen: create various output files. needed for storing
program results

C

*****************************************************

c
c

c

subroutine fileopen
write(6,*) 'opening files'
open(3,file='pt30kg05.dat')
open(4,file='tdrnsw.o04 t )
open(1,file='tdrnsw.o01 t )
open(S,file='tdrnsw.oOS t )
return
end

c

C
C
C

C
c

C
C
C
C
C

C

C
c
c

*************************************************************
FUNCON: Sets values of fundamental constants.
*********************************************************
SUBROUTINE FUNCON
COMMON/FUNCONST/PI,C,H,HBAR,Q
write(6,*) 'initializing fundamental constants'
FUNDAMENTAL CONSTANTS
PI=ACOS(-1.0)
SPEED OF LIGHT IN METERS/SECOND
C = 2.99192458E8
PLANCK'S CONSTANT IN EV-SECONDS
H = 4.1351E-15
H-BAR IN EV-SECONDS
HBAR = HI(2.*PI)
Electron charge in coulombs (for eV->joule conversion)
Q = 1.60219E-19
RETURN
END
*****************************************************
labsout: store linear absorption spectrum in file,
to allow comparison with experiment
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c
C

c

c

c

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
subroutine labsout

PARAMETER(ND=121,NDETP=1281)
REAL CDEN(ND)
REAL AALPHA(ND,NDETP),ADELTAN(ND,NDETP)
REAL DETUNI(NDETP),WLNM(NDETP)
COMMON/PTR1/CDEN,AALPHA,ADELTAN
COMMON/PTR2/DETUNI,WLNM
write(6,.) 'writing linear absorption results to file'

91

idet500=505
idet460=761
do 1 i=idet500,idet460
alfaL1=aalpha(1,i)·.2e-4
alfaL2=aalpha(2,i)·.2e-4
alfaL3=aalpha(5,i)·.2e-4
alfaL4=aalpha(41,i)·.2e-4
write(4,91) detuni(i),wlnm(i),alfaL1,alfaL2,alfaL3,alfaL4
continue
return
format(f8.4,1x,f10.4,1x,f8.4,1x,f8.4,1x,f8.4,1x,f8.4)

c
C

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

C

EXPPAR: Set values of various experimental parameters

C

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

end

C

SUBROUTINE EXPPAR(THETA,X,PPUMIW,PSIGIW,IDETMIN,IDETMAX)
PARAMETER(NX=2048,NTP=41,NDETP=1281,NDET=41)
REAL NO,K,KO,LAMBDA
REAL X(NX),XN(NX)
REAL TlME(NTP)
COMMON/FUNCONST/PI,C,H,HBAR,Q
COMMON/MATPARAM/EG,ER,NO
COMMON/TIMSCALE/TMIN,TMAX,DTS,TIME
COMMON/PULPARM1/PTCEN,STCEN,PFWHM,SFWHM,SR
COMMON/HOMS/HOMSMIN,DAHOMS
COMMON/SAMPARM1/TRANS, XNMAX, DXN,XN
COMMON/SAMPARM2/ELM,ELCM,TAUR
C

C
C

c

C
C
C
C

c

C
C

C
C
C
C
C

Experimental parameters:
write(6,.) 'initializing experimental parameters'
General beam spot-radius (microns)
SR = 37.5
spot-radius (meters)
WO = SR·1.E-6
Internal angle between beams (degrees)
THETD = 0.5
write(7,.) 'Theta (deg) = ',thetd
convert internal angle between beams to radians
THETA=2.0·PI·THETD/360.
sample properties
Normal-incidence intensity transmission coefficient
TRANS=1. - «1.-NO)/(1.+NO»··2
Sample thickness (meters)
ELM=5.E-6
sample thickness (em)
ELCM=ELM·1.E2
Maximum sample width (meters)
XMAX=600.E-6
Scaled sample width
XNMAX = XMAX/WO
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C
c

2

c

C
c
c
c

C
C

c

C
c
C
C

C
C

Scaled transverse stepsize
DXN=XNHAX/FLOAT(NX-1)
do 2 i=1,nx
XN(I)=DXN*FLOAT(I-1)-XNHAX/2.0
X(I)=XN(I)*SR
continue
Carrier relaxation/recombination time (seconds)
TAUR=150.e-12
TAUR=300.e-12
TAUR=1.e-9
.
write(6,*) 'TauR=',TAUR
write(7,*) 'TauR=',TAUR
Timescales, pulse lengths, peak intensities, frequency, beam geometry
actual experimental times
PFWHH=300.E-12
SFWHH=300.E-12
Haximum time for numerical integration
THAX=1000.E-12
pulse time center for numerics
PTCEN=500.E-12
STCEN=500.E-12
Scaled time limits
THIN = 0.0
THAX = THAX/TAUR
Pulse width/timing
PFWHM = PFWHH/TAUR
SFWHH = SFWHH/TAUR
PTCEN = PTCEN/TAUR
STCEN = STCEN/TAUR
Scaled timestep for pulse initialization
DTS = (THAX-TMIN)/FLOAT(NTP-1)
do 1 i=1,ntp

continue
c

c
c
c
c
c
c

c
C

C

C
c
C

t=float(i-1)*dts
time(i)=t*(taur/1.e-12)

Frequency range of diff_ eff. simulation
DETHIN=-2.1875
DETHAX=-0.1875
DETHIN=-1.75
DETHAX=-0.1875
DETMIN=-1.40625
DETMAX=-1.31250
IDETMIN=INT«DETMIN-HOMSMIN)/DAHOMS + .5)+1
IDETMAX=INT«DETHAX-HOMSHIN)/DAHOMS + .5)+1
Prompt for maximum pulse energy in nJ
WRITE(6,*) 'Input the peak pulse energy in nJ:'
READ(5,*) XnJ
wrfte(7,*) 'Pulse Energy = ',XnJ,' nJ'
Peak pump and signal beam intensities (Watts/cmsq)
ONENJI=1.e-9*(1./(PI*WO*WO*1.e4»*(2.*sqrt(log(2.)/PI»
>
/(PFWHH*TAUR)
PPUMIW = ONENJI*XnJ
PSIGIW = ONENJI*XnJ
RETURN
END
*****************************************************
DETPAR: Initialize frequency-dependent parameters
*****************************************************
SUBROUTINE DETPAR(THETA,PPUHIW,PSIGIW)
PARAHETER(NDETP=1281)
REAL NO,K,KO,LAMBDA
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C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
c
C
C

C
C

C
C
C
C
C

C
C

C
C
C
C

REAL DETUNI(NDETP),WLNM(NDETP)
COMMON/FUNCONST/PI,C,H,HBAR,Q
COMMON/MATPARAM/EG,ER,NO
COMMON/SAMPARM2/ELM,ELCM,TAUR
COMMON/PULPARM1/PTCEN,STCEN,PFWHM,SFWHM,SR
COMMON/PULPARM2/IDET,KO,OM,SPPI,SPSI
COMMON/PTR2/DETUNI,WLNM
Calculate various derived/scaled quantities
h-bar * omega in eV
HBOMEV = 1.E-3*(EG+ER*detuni(idet»
Convert to joules
HBOM = HBOMEV*Q
Lambda (meters)
LAMBDA=wlnm(idet)/1.e9
Free-space propagation vector
KO=(2.0*PI)/LAMBDA
Propagation vector within sample
K=KO*NO
Grating parameter
OM=K*SR*1.E-6*SIN(THETA/2.)
Carrier-density scaling factor
CDSF=1.e17
Scaling factor for intensity
SFI=(HBOM*ELCM*CDSF)/TAUR
Scaled peak pump and signal intensities
SPPI=PPUMIW/SFI
SPSI=PSIGIW/SFI
RETURN
END
*****************************************************
CALCULATE NORMALIZED X-VALUES FOR PLOTTING AND
CREATE EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING WINDOW TO MINIMIZE
FINITE FOURIER TRANSFORM-WIDTH EFFECTS
*****************************************************
SUBROUTINE XWINDOW(STEP)
PARAMETER(NX=2048)
REAL XN(NX),STEP(NX)
COMMDN/SAMPARM1/TRANS,XNMAX,DXN,XN
DO 1 1=1,NX
ARM=2.0*XN(I)/O.95/XNMAX
ARM=ARM**50
STEP(I)=EXP(-ARM)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
*****************************************************
CALCULATE INCIDENT INTENSITY PROFILE FOR
USE IN CARRIER DENSITY ROUTINE, ELSEWHERE
*****************************************************
SUBROUTINE EOSQ(SEC2)
PARAMETER(NX=2048)
REAL XN(NX),SEC2(NX),IP,IS,KO
COMMON/SAMPARM1/TRANS,XNMAX,DXN,XN
COMMON/PULPARM2/IDET,KO,OM,IP,IS
DO 1 1=1,NX
CMO=IP+IS+2.0*SQRT(IP*IS)*COS(2.0*OM*XN(I»
SEC2(1)=EXP(-2.0*XN(I)*XN(I»*CMO
SEC2(1)=SEC2(1)*TRANS
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C

C

C

*****************************************************
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C

C

CALCULATE CARRIER-DENSITY PROFILE

*****************************************************

SUBROUTINE RHOCALC(SEC2)
PARAMETER(NX=2048,NTP=41,NEQ=1)
REAL SEC2(NX),RHO(NX,NTP)
REAL WORK(NEQ,7),Y(NEQ)
REAL IPL
EXTERNAL DERIV,OUT
COMMON/SCD/RHO
COMMON/TIMSCALE/TMIN,TMAX,DTS,TIME
COMMON/DES/IPL,II,JJ
C
C

C

2
C

C
C

C

C

DO 2 1=1,NX
IFAIL=O
IER=O
NAC=8
TOL=O.1**NAC
T=TMIN
TEND=TMAX
JJ=1
11=1
Y(1)=O.O
IPL=SEC2(1)
CALL D02BBF(T,TEND,NEQ,Y,TOL,IER,
&
DERIV,OUT,WORK,IFAIL)
IF(IFAIL.NE.O)then
write(6,*) Icarrier density solver failed l
STOP
end if

CONTINUE
RETURN
END
*****************************************************
***********************a*****************************

SUBROUTINE DERIV(T,Y,F)
PARAMETER(NEQ=1)
REAL Y(NEQ),F(NEQ),IPL,KO
COMMON/DES/IPL,II,J
COMMON/PULPARM1/PTCEN,STCEN,PFWHM,SFWHM,SR
COMMON/PULPARM2/IDET,KO,OM,SPPI,SPSI
COMMON/SAMPARM2/ELM,ELCM,TAUR
COMMON/FUNCONST/PI,C,H,HBAR,Q
TCEN=PTCEN
FWHM=PFWHM
ARG=2.*(T-TCEN)*SQRT(LOG(2.)/PI)/FWHM
TF=EXP(-PI*ARG*ARG)
SCD=Y(1)
CALL LININT2(IDET,SCD,ALPHA,DELTAN)
if(alpha.le.O.O)then
write(6,*) 'Alpha < 0 for t = ',T
alpha=O.01
endif

GAMGAM=ALPHA*ELCM
ABSFAC=EXP(-GAMGAM)
PFC=(1.0-ABSFAC)
F(1)=-Y(1)+PFC*IPL*TF
RETURN
END
C
C
C

C
C

*****************************************************
*****************************************************

SUBROUTINE OUT(TSOL,Y)
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PARAMETER(NX=2048,NTP=41,NEQ=1)
REAL RHO(NX,NTP)
REAL Y(NEQ),IPL
COMMON/SCD/RHO
COMMON/DES/IPL,II,J
COMMON/TIMSCALE/TMIN,TMAX,DTS,TIME
RHO(II,J)=Y(1)
TSOL=FLOAT(J)*DTS
J=J+1
RETURN
END
C

C
C
C

C

C

2

c
c
c
c
c47

*****************************************************
Calculate Raman-N~th scattering spectrum as function of time
*****************************************************
SUBROUTINE RNSS(STEP,DIFEFF,DILN)
PARAMETER(NX=2048,NTP=41,NDETP=1281,NB=134)
REAL RHO(NX,NTP),RH01(NX),ETR(NX),ETI(NX),STEP(NX)
REAL BETA(NX),TI(NX)
REAL TlME(NTP)
REAL DETUNI(NDETP),WLNM(NDETP)
COMMON/SCD/RHO
COMMON/PULPARM1/PTCEN,STCEN,PFWHM,SFWHM,SR
COMMON/PULPARM2/IDET,KO,OM,SPPI,SPSI
COMMON/SAMPARM2/ELM,ELCM,TAUR
COMMON/TIMSCALE/TMIN,TMAX,DTS,TIME
COMMON/FUNCONST/PI,C,H,HBAR,Q
COMMON/PTR2/DETUNI,WLNM
TCEN=PTCEN
FWHM=PFWHM
TOSE=O.O
TOSELN=O.O
SBE=O.O
DO 1 1=1,NTP
T=FLOAT(I-1)*DTS
ARG=2.*(T-TCEN)*SQRT(LOG(2.)/PI)/FWHM
TF=EXP(-Pl*ARG*ARG)
STDPl=SPPl*TF
STDSl=SPSl*TF
SBE=SBE+STDSI
DO 2 J=1,NX
RH01(J)=RHO(J,1)
CONTINUE
if( i .eq.25)then
scd=.01
call linint2(idet,scd,alfaO,delnO)
scd=rho1(1024)
call linint2(idet,scd,alfa,deln)
alfaL=alfa*elcm
blt=exp(-alfaL)
dal=alfa-alfaO
write(8,91) wlnm(idet),scd,alfaL,blt,dal,deln
endif
CALL ETRANS(STDPI,STDSI,RH01,STEP,ETR,ETI)
CALL C06ECF(ETR,ETI,NX,IFAIL)
CALL SPECTRUM(ETR,ETI,BETA,TI,IC,DBETA)
do47ib=1,ic
i f( (beta( ib) .ge. -4 .25) .and. (beta( ib) .le. -1.75 »then
write(9,92) T,beta(ib),ti(ib)
endif
continue
CALL TRATI0(TI,BETA,IC,DBETA,-3.5,-2.5,SI)
CALL TRATI02(TI,BETA,IC,DBETA,-3.5,-2.5,SlLN)
TOSE=TOSE+SI
TOSELN=TOSELN+SILN
CONTINUE
DIFEFF=TOSE/SBE
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91
92

DILN=TOSELN/SBE
format(f8.4,1x,f7.3,1x,f8.4,1x,f7.5,1x,f12.3,1x,e14.5)
format(f10.6,2x,f10.6,2x,e14.5)
RETURN
END

C

C

C
C
C

C

C
C

C
C
C
C

C

*****************************************************
CALCULATE TRANSMITTED FIELD PROFILE
*****************************************************
SUBROUTINE ETRANS(SPI,SSI,RHO,STEP,ETR,ETI)
PARAMETER(NX=2048)
REAL RHO(NX),XN(NX),ETR(NX),ETI(NX),STEP(NX)
REAL KO
COMMON/PULPARM2/IDET,KO,OM,SPPI,SPSI
COMMON/SAMPARM1/TRANS,XNMAX,DXN,XN
COMMON/SAMPARM2/ELM,ELCM,TAUR
FAC=1.0
FMUL=-1.0
EPS=SQRTCSPI)
ESS=SQRTCSSI)
DO 1 1=1,NX
SCD=RHO(I)
CALL LININT2(IDET,SCD,ALFA,DELN)
IF(ALFA.LT.O.O)ALFA=.01
GAMGAM=ALFA*ELCM
ABFAC=EXP(-GAMGAM/2.0)
PHI=KO*ELM*DELN
ARGP=PHI+OM*XN(I)
ARGM=PHI-OM*XN(I)
GAUSF=EXP(-XN(I)*XN(I»
ETR(I)=EPS*COS(ARGM)+ESS*COS(ARGP)
ETI(I)=EPS*SIN(ARGM)+ESS*SIN(ARGP)
ETR(I)=ETR(I)*FAC*ABFAC*GAUSF*STEP(I)
ETI(I)=ETI(I)*FAC*ABFAC*GAUSF*STEP(I)
ETR(I)=ETR(I)*TRANS
ETI(I)=ETI(I)*TRANS
FAC=FAC*FMUL
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
*************************************************************
SPECTRUM: SCALE, SELECT DATA FROM FT OF TRANSMITTED FIELD,
CALCULATE APPROPRIATE BETA-VALUES
*************************************************************
SUBROUTINE SPECTRUM(ETR,ETI,BETA,TI,IC,DBETA)
PARAMETER(NX=2048)
REAL ETR(NX),ETI(NX),BETA(NX),TI(NX),XN(NX)
COMMON/FUNCONST/PI,C,H,HBAR,Q
COMMON/PULPARM2/IDET,KO,OM,SPPI,SPSI
COMMON/SAMPARM1/TRANS,XNMAX,DXN,XN
IC=O
COEFF=~QRT(FLOAT(NX)/(2.0*PI»*DXN

BFAC=(2.0*PI)/XNMAX
BCEN=PI/DXN
DO 1 1=1,NX
BV=BFAC*FLOAT(I-1)-BCEN
BV=BV/OI4
IF(ABS(BV).LT.6.0)THEN
IC=IC+1
BETA(lC)=BV
ESQMAG=(ETR(I)*ETR(I)+ETI(I)*ETI(I»
TI(IC)=COEFF*COEFF*ESQMAG
ENDIF
CONTINUE
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C

C
C
C

C

DBETA=OM*(BETA(IC)-BETA(1»/FLOAT(IC-1)
RETURN
END
*************************************************************
TRATIO: CALCULATE TRANSMITTED INTENSITY BY INTEGRATING
UNDER A PARTICULAR SCATTERING ORDER
*************************************************************
SUBROUTINE TRATIO(TRANSI,BETA,IC,DBETA,A,B,TI)
PARAMETER(NX=2048)
REAL TRANSI(NX),BETA(NX)

C

4

C

C
C
C
C

sum=O.
do ~ i=1,ic
if«beta(i).ge_a).and.(beta(i).le.b»sum=sum+transi(i)
continue
ti=sum*dbeta
RETURN
END
*************************************************************
TRATI02: CALCULATE TRANSMITTED INTENSITY BY INTEGRATING
UNDER A PARTICULAR SCATTERING ORDER
*************************************************************
SUBROUTINE TRATI02(TRANSI,BETA,IC,DBETA,A,B,TI)
PARAMETER (NX=2048)
REAL TRANSI(NX),BETA(NX)

C

ia=O

i~O

i3=0
do 1 i=1,IC
if«BETA(i).ge.A).and.(ia.eq.O»ia=i
if«BETA(i).le.-3.0).and.(BETA(i+1).gt.-3.0»i3=i
if(BETA(i).gt.B)then
i~i-1

goto 2
endif

continue
write(6,*) ITRATIO: search for -2.5 point failed l
stop
c

2

c

3
4

C

C
C
C
C

C

C

hotoph=0.5*transi(i3)
if«TRANSI(ia).le.hotoph).and.(TRANSI(ib).le.hotoph»goto 3
TI=O.
return
sum=O.

do 4 i=1,ic

if«beta(i).ge.a).and.(beta(i).le.b»sum=sum+transi(i)
continue
ti=sum*dbeta
RETURN
END

*************************************************************
LININT2: linear interpolation routine for use with
AALPHA and ADELTAN arrays of nonlinear optical properties.
*************************************************************
SUBROUTINE LININT2(IDET,SCD,ALFA,DELTN)
PARAMETER(ND=121,NDETP=1281)
REAL AALPHA(ND,NDETP),ADELTAN(ND,NDETP)
REAL CDEN(ND)
COMMON/PTR1/CDEN,AALPHA,ADELTAN
IF (SCD.LE.CDEN(1» THEN
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2

C

C
C
C
C

C
C

C

C

c

c

ALFA=AALPHA(1,IDET)
DELTN=ADELTAN(1,IDET)
ELSE IF(SCD.GE.CDEN(ND» THEN
ALFA=AALPHA(ND,IDET)
DELTN=ADELTAN(ND,IDET)
ELSE
ID=-1
DO 1 1=2,ND
IF(CDEN(I).GE_SCD) goto 2
CONTINUE
write(6,*) 'linint2 failure'
stop
id=i-1
DCD=CDEN(ID+1)-CDEN(ID)
DAL=AALPHA(ID+1,IDET)-AALPHA(ID,IDET)
DDN=ADELTAN(ID+1,IDET)-ADELTAN(ID,IDET)
OSCD=SCD-CDEN(ID)
ALFA=AALPHA(ID,IDET)+OSCD*(DAL/DCD)
DELTN=ADELTAN(ID,IDET)+OSCD*(DDN/DCD)
END IF
RETURN
END
*************************************************************
MATPAR: Sets values of various material parameters for lowtl!f11)erature bulk CdS.
AALPHA() and ADELTAN().
*************************************************************
SUBROUTINE PLASMA
PARAMETER(ND=121,NDETP=1281)
REAL CDEN(ND),DETUNI(NDETP),ULNM(NDETP)
REAL ALFA(ND,NDETP),DELN(ND,NDETP)
REAL NO
COMMON/HOMS/HOMSMIN,DAHOMS
COMMON/MATPARAM/EG,ER,NO
COMMON/PTR1/CDEN,ALFA,DELN
COMMON/PTR2/DETUNI,ULNM
write(6,*) 'reading in plasma theory parameters and results'
read(3,99)
write(6,*)
read(3,99)
write(6,*)
read(3,99)
write(6,*)
read(3,99)
write(6,*)
read(3,99)
read(3,99)
read(3,99)
write(6,*)
read(3,99)
read(3,99)
read(3,99)
write(6,*)
write(6,*)

T
'T=',T
EG
'EG=',EG
ER
'ER=',ER
NO
'First exciton:'
GAMOB
GAM1B
COEFPB
'GAMO=',GAMOB,' GAM1=',GAM1B,' COEFP=',COEFPB
GAMOC
GAM1C
COEFPC
'Second exciton:'
'GAMO=',GAMOC,' GAM1=',GAM1C,' COEFP=',COEFPC

read(3,98) NDI
read(3,98) NDETPI
ff«NDI.NE.ND).OR.(NDETPI.NE.NDETP»THEN
URITE(6,*) 'Plasma theory array sizes do not match'
stop
endif
read(3,99) CDEN
read(3,99) DETUNI
read(3,99) ULNM
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read(3,99) ALFA
read(3,99) DELN
c

98
99

c
c

HOMSMIN=DETUNI(1)
HOMSMAX=DETUNI(NDETP)
DAHOMS=(HOMSMAX-HOMSMIN)/FLOAT(NDETP-1)
format(i8)
format(e18.8)

RETURN
END
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Appendix E
etop.f:

C

Steady-State Etalon Optimization Code for High-Contrast
Bistable Switching

*****************************************************

PARAMETER(ND=81,NDETP=41)
REAL NO
REAL AALPHA(ND,NDETP),ADELTAN(ND,NDETP)
REAL CDEN(ND)
COMMON/CDLUT/CDEN
COMMON/PTR/AALPHA,ADELTAN
COMMON/FUNCONST/PI,C,H,HBAR,Q
COMMON/MATPARAM/EPO,EG,ER,NO,TAUR,CDSF
COMMON/HOMS/HOMSMIN,HOMSMAX,DAHOMS

C

c

C
c

C
C

C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C

C
C
C
C

open(4,file='bulkgaas.i04 1 )
open(7,file='etop2.o07 1 )
open(8,file='etop2.o08 1 )
open(9,file='etop2.o09 1 )
open(10,file='etop2.o10 ' )
open(11,file='etop2.o11 1 )
CALL FUNCON
CALL MATPAR
GET PLASMA THEORY VALUES FOR ALPHA AND DELTA-N
CALL PLASMA
Steady-state one-wavelength etalon optimization for OB
CALL SS1WEOOB
STOP
END

*****************************************************

SS1WEOOB: Searches for an optimum etalon length for
steady-state OB by maximizing switching contrast. Starts
with a given detuning and etalon length regime. Prints
out the steady-state curve for the length chosen. For
a given set of carrier-densities, outputs values of the
Fabry-Perot transmission vs. frequency at each density.

*****************************************************

SUBROUTINE SS1WEOOB
PARAMETER(NEL=5,NSSCP=4)
REAL AELM(NEL)
Detuning from bandgap scaled by Exciton Rydberg
DETUN = -4.0
Initial guess at etalon length for OB
ELCEN = 2.0E-6
Single-surface intensity reflection coefficient (both mirrors)
R = 0.9
Corresponding transmission coefficient
T = 1.0-R
CALL OPELSSOB(DETUN,ELCEN,R,T,AELM)
T10S = 10.
DO 1 IAEL=1, NEL
ELM = AELM(lAEL)
IFIL = IAEL+6
OFFSET=TIOS*FLOAT(IAEL-1)
CALL SSCURV(ELM,DETUN,R,T,IFIL,OFFSET)
CONTINUE
RETURN
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END
C

C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

*****************************************************
OPELSSOB: Determines an optimum etalon length for
steady-state OB given a ballpark length, desired detuning,
and the reflection and transmission coefficients. Optimum
length is determined by iterating length and searching for
switching behavior, then narrowing search range and looking
for maximum contrast.
.

C

C

*****************************************************
SUBROUTINE OPELSSOB(DETUN,ELCEN,R,T,AELH)
PARAHETER(NELP=101,NEL=S)
REAL EL(NELP),SUI(NELP),TIBSU(NELP),TIASU(NELP),CT(NELP)
REAL AELH(NEL)

C

C
C
C
>

C
C

11
2
21
C

>

c

49
c

c
92
C
C
C

Initializations
CALL CONVDET(DETUN,HBOHEV,HBOH,~LNH)
CALL ETALPER(HBOHEV,ELCEN,ETP)
Hin, Hax, and increment of etalon length
ELHIN = ELCEN-(ETP/2.)
ELHAX = ELCEN+(ETP/2.)
Call subroutine to determine location of OB behavior in given range
CALL SITICTEL(ELHIN,ELHAX,DETUN,R,T,
EL,SUI,TIBSU,TIASU,CT)
~RITE(6,92) (EL(I),SUI(I),TIASU(I),CT(I),I=1,NELP)
Determine min and max eta Ion length for OB
DO 1 IEL=1,NELP
IF(TIASU(IEL).GT.O.O)GOTO 11
CONTINUE
~RITE(6,*) INO OB FOUNDI
STOP
IELHIN = IEL
ELOBHIN = EL(IELHIN)*1.E-6
DO 2 IEL2=IELHIN,NELP
IF(TIASU(IEL2+1).EQ.O.O)GOTO 21
CONTINUE
IEL2 = NELP
IELHAX = IEL2
ELOBHAX = EL(IELHAX)*1.E-6
ELHIN = O.999*ELOBHIN
ELHAX = 1.001*ELOBHAX
CALL SITICTEL(ELHIN,ELHAX,DETUN,R,T,
EL,SUI,TIBSU,TIASU,CT)
ctmax=O.
do 49 im=1,nelp
if(ct(im).gt.ctmax)ictmax=im
continue
ictmax=ictmax+1
ELHAXCT
SIHAXCT
AELH(1)
AELM(2)
AELH(3)
AELM(4)
AELH(S)

= EL(ICTHAX)*1.E-6
= SUI(ICTHAX)
= ELMIN
= ELOBHIN
= ELHAXCT
= ELOBHAX
= ELHAX
~RITE(6,*) IETALON LENGTH FOR MAX. CONTRAST=',ELHAXCT
~RITE(6,*) IS~ITCH-UP THRESHOLD INTENSITY=',SIHAXCT
~RITE(6,92) (EL(I),SUI(I),TIASU(I),CT(I),1=1,NELP)
FORHAT(F8.6,2X,F12.3,2X,F12.3,2X,F12.3)
RETURN
END
*************************************************************
SITICTEL: Calculate steady-state switch-up intensity, transmitted
intensity at switch-up and contrast as a function of Fabry-Perot
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C
C
>

C

C
C

2
3

4
5
6
1

etalon length.
*************************************************************
SUBROUTINE SITICTEL(ELMIN,ELMAX,DETUN,R,T,
EL,SUI,TIBSU,TIASU,CT)
PARAMETER(ND=81,NELP=101)
REAL AII(ND),ATI(ND)
REAL EL(NELP),SUI(NELP),TIBSU(NELP),TIASU(NELP),CT(NELP)
Initializations
DEL = (ELMAX-ELMIN)/FLOAT(NELP-1)
Iterate the etalon length
DO 1 IEL=1, NELP
ELM=ELMIN+DEL*FLOAT(IEL-1)
EL(IEL) = ELM*1.E6
CALL SSFPIO(ELM,DETUN,R,T,AII,ATI)
DO 2 ICD=2,ND
IF(AII(ICD).LT.AII(ICD-1»THEN
ISU = ICD-1
SUI(IEL) = AII(ISU)
TIBSU(IEL) = ATI(ISU)
GOTO 3
ENDIF
CONTINUE
GOTO 5
DO 4 ICD2=ISU+1,ND
IF(AII(ICD2).GE.SUI(IEL»THEN
T1ASU(lEL) = Al'I (lCD2)
GOTO 6
ENDIF
CONTINUE
SUI (lEL) = 0.0
T1BSU(lEL) = 0.0
T1ASU(lEL) = 0.0
CT(IEL) = (TIASU(IEL)-TIBSU(IEL»
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

C

C
C
C
C
C
C

C

C

2
1
93
C

C
C
C
C
C

C

***********************************************************
SSCURV: Calculates and outputs a steady-state incident/
transmitted intensity curve, given the detuning, etalon length,
and reflectivity/transmissivity desired. Also will add a
specified offset value to the curve for plotting purposes.
*************************************************************
SUBROUTINE SSCURV(ELM,DETUN,R,T,IFIL,TIOS)
PARAMETER(ND=81)
REAL AII(ND),ATI(ND)
CALL SSFPIO(ELM,DETUN,R,T,AII,ATI)
DO 2 ICD=1,ND
ATI(ICD) = ATI(ICD)+TIOS
CONTINUE
WRITE(IFIL,*) 'ETALON LENGTH = ',ELM
WRITE(IFIL,93) (AII(I),ATI(I),1=1,ND)

CONTINUE
FORMAT(E15.5,2X,E15.5)
RETURN
END

**********************************************************
SSFPIO: Generates steady-state input-output characteristics
of Fabry-Perot etalons by iterating carrier density. Scales
intensity values appropriately for plotting.
*************************************************************
SUBROUTINE SSFPIO(ELM,DETUN,R,T,AII,ATI)
PARAMETER(ND=81,NDETP=41)
REAL liNT
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REAL CDEN(ND)
REAL AALPHA(ND,NDETP),ADELTAN(ND,NDETP)
REAL AII(ND),ATI(ND)
COMHON/CDLUT/CDEN
COMHON/PTR/AALPHA,ADELTAN
COMHON/HOMS/HOMSHIN,HOMSHAX,DAHOMS
C

C

C

C
C
C
C
C
C

C

ID=INT«DETUN-HOMSHIN)/DAHOMS + .5)+1
CALL CONVDET(DETUN,HBOMEV,HBOM,WLNH)
DO 1 ICD=1,ND
ALFA = AALPHA(ICD,ID)
DELTN = ADELTAN(ICD,ID)
SCD = CDEN(ICD)
CALL FPT(ELH,R,T,HBOMEV,ALFA,DELTN,FPTR)
CALL SS1WLFPI(R,T,ELH,FPTR,HBOM,SCD,ALFA,TINT,IINT)
Convert from w/cmsq to kw/cmsq
ATI(ICD) = TINT*1.E-3
AII(ICD) = IINT*1.E-3
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
*************************************************************
FPSHIFT: Given an etalon length, the reflection and transmission
coefficients, and a set of carrier-densities, calculates and outputs
the Fabry-Perot transmission behavior for each density as a function
of frequency.
*************************************************************
SUBROUTINE FPSHIFT(ELH,R,T,ISSCPA)
PARAHETER(ND=81,NDETP=41,NSSCP=4)
REAL ISSCPA(NSSCP),FPTRC(NSSCP)
REAL AALPHA(ND,NDETP),ADELTAN(ND,NDETP)
COMHON/PTR/AALPHA,ADELTAN
COHHON/HOMS/HOMSHIN,HOMSHAX,DAHOMS

C

DETHIN = -10.
DETHAX = 10.
ID1 = INT«DETHIN-HOMSHIN)/DAHOMS + .5)+1
ID2 = INT«DETHAX-HOMSMIN)/DAHOMS + .5)+1
NDDP = ID2-ID1+1
DDET = (DETMAX-DETMIN)/FLOAT(NDDP-1)
C

2
3
1
94
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

DO 1 IDET = ID1,ID2
DETUN = DETMIN+DDET*FLOAT(IDET-ID1)
CALL CONVDET(DETUN,HBOMEV,HBOM,WLNM)
DO 2 IACD=1,NSSCP
ICD=ISSCPA(lACD)
ALFA = AALPHA(ICD,IDET)
DELTN = ADELTAN(ICD,IDET)
CALL FPT(ELM,R,T,HBOMEV,ALFA,DELTN,FPTR)
FPTRC(IACD) = FPTR
CONTINUE
WRITE(8,94) DETUN,FPTRC(1),FPTRC(2),FPTRC(3),FPTRC(4)
CONTINUE
FORHAT(F6.1,1X,F10.6,1X,F10.6,1X,F10.6,1X,F10.6)
RETURN
END
*************************************************************
FPT: Calculates Fabry-Perot transmission given etalon properties,
alpha and delta-no
Inputs needed:
ELM
etalon length in meters
R
-- single-surface intensity reflection coeff.
T
-- intensity transmission coeff.
HBOMEV -- h-bar * omega in eV
Outputs generated:
FP
-- the Fabry-Perot transmission
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C
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C

*************************************************************
SUBROUTINE FPT(ELM,R,T,HBOMEV,ALFA,DELTN,FPTR)
REAL NO
COMMON/FUNCONST/PI,C,H,HBAR,Q
COMMON/MATPARAM/EPO,EG,ER,NO,TAUR,CDSF
ELCM = ELM*100.
PHASE = (HBOMEV*ELM*(NO+DELTN»/(HBAR*C)
AL = ALFA*ELCM/2.
AB = EXP(AL)-R*EXP(-AL)
ABSO = AB*AB
DISP = 4.*R*SIN(PHASE)*SIN(PHASE)
FPTR = (T*T)/(ABSO+OISP)
RETURN
END
*************************************************************
SS1WLFPI: Calculate incident/transmitted intensities for a
Fabry-Perot etalon knowing the transmission ratio by solving the
steady-state carrier density equation.
Inputs needed:
R
single-surface intensity reflection coeff.
T
intensity transmission coeff.
FP
the Fabry-Perot transmission
HBOM
h-bar * omega in joules
SCD
scaled carrier density
OUtputs generated:
liNT -- incident intensity in kW/cmsq
TINT -- transmitted intensity in kW/cmsq
*************************************************************
SUBROUTINE SS1WLFPI(R,T,elm,FPTR,HBOM,SCD,ALFA,TINT,IINT)
REAL NO,IINT
COMMON/MATPARAM/EPO,EG,ER,NO,TAUR,CDSF
elcm=elm*100.
Unscale carrier density
CD = SCD*CDSF
Check for zero absorption; correct if necessary
IF(ALFA.LE.O.O)THEN
TINT = O.
liNT = O.
GOTO 1
ENDIF
Average intensity inside cavity (from rate equation) (W/cmsq)
AVINT = (CD*HBOM)/(TAUR*ALFA)
new factor
FAC = (1.+R*EXP(-ALFA*ELCM»*(1.-EXP(-ALFA*ELCM»
FAC = FAC/(ALFA*ELCM*(1.-R)*EXP(-ALFA*ELCM»
Transmitted/Incident intensities
TINT = AVINT*T/(1.+R)
TINT = AVINT/FAC
lINT = TINT/FPTR
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
*************************************************************
CONVDET: Calculates values of h-bar*omega in eV and joules,
as well as the wavelength in nanometers, corresponding to a
particular detuning.
*************************************************************
SUBROUTINE CONVDET(DETUN,HBOMEV,HBOM,WLNM)
REAL NO
COMMON/FUNCONST/PI,C,H,HBAR,Q
COMMON/MATPARAM/EPO,EG,ER,NO,TAUR,CDSF
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h-bar * omega in eV
HBOMEV = 1.E-3*(EG+ER*DETUN)
Convert to joules
HBOM = HBOMEV*Q
Wavelength in nm
WLNM = (H*C/HBOMEV)*1.E9
RETURN
END
*************************************************************
ETALPER: Determines range of etalon length to shift from one
Fabry·Perot order to the adjacent one.
*************************************************************
SUBROUTINE ETALPER(HBOMEV,ELCEN,ETP)
REAL NO
COMMON/FUNCONST/PI,C,H,HBAR,Q
COMMON/MATPARAM/EPO,EG,ER,NO,TAUR,CDSF
DELEL= PI*(HBAR*C)/(HBOMEV*NO)
ETP = DELEL
RETURN
END

C
C

C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C

C

C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C

*************************************************************
FUNCON: Sets values of fundamental constants.
*********************************************************
SUBROUTINE FUNCON
COMMON/FUNCONST/PI,C,H,HBAR,Q
FUNDAMENTAL CONSTANTS
PI=ACOS(-1.0)
SPEED OF LIGHT IN METERS/SECOND
C = 2.99792458E8
PLANCK'S CONSTANT IN EV-SECONDS
H = 4.1357E-15
H-BAR IN EV-SECONDS
HBAR = H/(2.*PI)
Electron charge in coulombs (for eV->joule conversion)
Q = 1.60219E-19
RETURN
END
*************************************************************
MATPAR: Sets values of various material parameters for roomtemperature bulk GaAs.
*********************************************************
SUBROUTINE MATPAR
REAL NO
COMMON/MATPARAM/EPO,EG,ER,NO,TAUR,CDSF
MATERIAL PARAMETERS
BACKGROUND DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
EPO=12.35
ROOM-TEMPERATURE UNRENORMALIZED BANDGAP OF BULK GAAS (MILLI-EV)
EG = 1425.
EXCITON RYDBERG ENERGY FOR BULK GAAS (MILLI-EV)
ER = 4.2
BACKGROUND INDEX OF REFRACTION
NO=SQRT(EPO)
CARRIER RELAXATION TIME (SECONDS)
TAUR=10.E-9
Carrier density scaling factor
CDSF = 1.E17
RETURN
END
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**************************************~**********************

LININTV2: Vectorized linear interpolation routine for use with
AALPHA and ADELTAN arrays of nonlinear optical properties.
*************************************************************
SUBROUTINE LININTV2(IDET,SCD,ALFA,DELTN)
PARAMETER(ND=a1,NDETP=41)
REAL AALPHA(ND,NDETP),ADELTAN(ND,NDETP)
REAL CDEN(ND)
COMMON/CDLUT/CDEN
COMMON/PTR/AALPHA'ADELTAN
IF (SCD.LE.CDEN(1» THEN
ALFA=AALPHA(1,IDET)
DELTN=ADELTAN(1,IDET)
ELSE IF(SCD.GE.CDEN(ND» THEN
ALFA=AALPHA(ND,IDET)
DELTN=ADELTAN(ND,IDET)
ELSE
ID=-1
DO 1 1=2,ND
IF(CDEN(I).GE.SCD) goto 2
CONTINUE
write(6,*) Ilinintv2 failure l
stop
ID=QaSGE(CDEN(1iND),SCD)
id=i-1
DCD=CDEN(ID+1)-CDEN(ID)
DAL=AALPHA(ID+1,IDET)-AALPHA(ID,IDET)
DDN=ADELTAN(ID+1,IDET)-ADELTAN(ID,IDET)
OSCD=SCD"CDEN( 10)
ALFA=AALPHA(IO,IDET)+OSCD*(OAL/DCD)
DELTN=ADELTAN(IO,IDET)+QSCD*(DDN/DCD)
END IF
RETURN
END
*********************************************************
PLASMA: Creates carrier-density look-up table CDEN() and call
plasma code to get alpha and delta-n values over a range of
frequencies for each density. Results return in 2-D arrays
AALPHA() and ADELTAN().
*************************************************************
SUBROUTINE PLASMA
PARAMETER(ND=a1,NDETP=41)
REAL CDEN(ND)
REAL ALFA(ND,NDETP),DELN(ND,NDETP)
COMMON/HOMS/HOMSMIN,HOMSMAX,DAHOMS
COMMON/CDLUT/CDEN
COMMON/PTR/ALFA,DELN
Min and Max value of scaled detuning
HOfo!SMIN = -20.
HOMSMAX = 20.
Scaled Detl.l'1ing Increment
DAHOMS= (HOMSMAX-HOMSMIN)/FLOAT(NDETP-1)
read(4,92) ncIO
read(4,92) ndetpO
read(4,91) cden
read(4,91) alfa
read(4,91) deln
if(ncIO.ne.nd.or.ndetpO.ne.ndetp) then
write(6,*) IPlasma theory input data matrices wrong size l
stop
endif
format(e15. 7)
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format(i8)
RETURN
END
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Appendix F
obet.f: Dynamic Optical Bistability Simulation Code

C

C

c

c

c
c
c
c

C

C

C
C

*****************************************************

PARAMETER(ND=81,NDETP=41,NTP=60001,NPP=601)
REAL NO
REAL AALPHA(ND,NDETP),ADELTAN(ND,NDETP)
REAL CDEN(ND)
REAL BIAS(NTP)
REAL SWIO(NTP),SWI1(NTP)
REAL TBIAO(NTP),TBIA1(NTP)
REAL TSWIO(NTP),TSWI1(NTP)
REAL CDO(NTP),CD1(NTP)
real alO(NTP),al1(NTP)
real dnO(NTP),dn1(NTP)
COMMON/CDLUT/CDEN
COMMON/PTR/AALPHA,ADELTAN
COMMON/PULSE1/ BIAS,
>
SWIO,SWI1,
>
TBIAO,TBIA1,
>
TSWIO,TSWI1,
>
CDO,CD1,
>
alO,al1,
>
dnO,dn1
COMMON/FUNCONST/PI,C,H,HBAR,Q
COMMON/PULPARAM/TSF,DTS,DT,SR
COMMON/MATPARAM/EPO,EG,ER,NO,TAUR,CDSF
COMMON/HOMS/HOMSMIN,HOMSMAX,DAHOMS
common/etparam/elm,rfbia,rfswi,rbbia,rbswi,dbia,dswi,
& biai,biatc,biafw,swi1i,switc,swifw
CALL FUN CON
open(4,file='bulkgaas.i04')
open(S,file='obet2.iOS')
open(7,file='obet2.o07')
open(8,file='obet2.o08')
open(9,file='obet2.009')
open(10,file='obet2.o10')
open(11,file='obet2.o11')

CALL MATPAR
write(6,*) 'reading in plasma theory values for alpha, delta-n'
CALL PLASMA
read in etalon parameters
write(6,*) 'initializing pulse, etalon parameters'
call Unit
call etparamin
begin etalon simulation
write(6,*) 'simulating etalon behavior'
call etop(dbia)
CALL ETS(EC,deg)
write(6,*) 'elm=',elm,' ec=',ec,' deg=',deg
Plot transmitted and incident pulses
write(6,*) 'creating output files for plotting purposes'
CALL TD2WPLOT
END
*****************************************************

ETS: etalon simulation.
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Variable Definitions and Explanations:

C

C

ETALON PARAMETERS:

C

C
C
C
C

ELM:
RFBIA:

C
C

RFSWI:

C
C
C

RBBIA:
RBSWI:

C
C
C
C

BEAM PARAMETERS:
DBIA:

Bias beam detuning (frequency shift relative
to bandgap scaled by exciton Rydberg)
DSWI:
Pump beam detuning
SWITC: Scaled timepoint for center (peak) of Gaussian
SWIFW: Pulse FWHM in scaled time units
BIAI:
Peak intensity of input bias beam
BIATC: Scaled center timepoint for bias pulse
BIAFW: FWHM of bias pulse
BIAEN: Energy of input bias pulse in picojoules (pj)
SWllI : Peak intensity of single input switch pulse
SWI1EN: Energy of single input switch pulse (pj)
TBIA1EN Energy of transmitted bias pulse for SWI1 (pj)

C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C

C
C
C

SUBROUTINES CALLED:
GAUSPUL Initializes an array to contain a Gaussian pulse
with a given peak value, FWHM and time-dependence
TPG2IP: Calculates the transmitted bias pulse timedependence given the time-dependence of the two
input pulses (i_e. the switch and the bias pulse)

C
C

C
C
C
C
C

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

>
>
>

>
>
>

&
C

C
C

Etalon length in meters
Front-surface reflection coefficient
at bias frequency
Front-surface reflection coefficient
at switch frequency
Back-surface reflection coefficient
at bias frequency
Back-surface reflection coefficient
at switch frequency

SUBROUTINE ETS(EC,DEG)
PARAMETER(NTP=600D1)
REAL BIACNTP)
REAL SWIO(NTP),SWI1(NTP)
REAL TBIAD(NTP),TBIA1(NTP)
REAL TSWIO(NTP),TSWI1(NTP)
REAL CDO(NTP),C01(NTP)
real alO(NTP),al1(NTP)
real dnO(NTP),dn1(NTP)
COMMON/PULSE1/ BIA,
SWIO,SWI1,
TBIAD,TSIA1,
TSWIO,TSWI1,
COO,CD1,
alO,al1,
dnO,dn1
COMMON/PULPARAM/TSF,DTS,DT,SR
COHMON/FUNCONST/PI,C,H,HBAR,Q
comrnon/etparam/elm,rfbia,rfswi,rbbia,rbswi,dbia,dswi,
biai,biatc,biafw,swi1i,switc,swifw
write(7,·) 'elm=',elm
WRITE(7,·) 'RFBIA=',RFBIA,' RFSWI=',RFSWI
WRITE(7,·) 'RBBIA=',RBBIA,' RBSWI=',RBSWI
write(7,·) 'dbia=',dbia,' dswi=',dswi
write(7,·) 'biatc=',biatc,' switC=',switc
Create bias pulse
CALL GAUSPUL(DTS,BIAI,BIATC,BIAFW,BIA)
For no switch pulse incident, create null pulse
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do 1 i=1,ntp
SWIO(i)=O.O
continue
Calculate transmitted pulse given no input pulses
write(6,*) 'first TPG21P call'
CALL TPG2IP(ELM,RFBIA,RFSWI,RBBIA,RBSWI,DBIA,DSWI,
DT,BIA,SWIO,TBIAO,TSWIO,CDO,alO,dnO)
Determine energy of transmitted bias pulse (picojoules)
CALL PULEN(TBIAO,TBIAOEN)
Create switch pulse
CALL GAUSPUL(DTS,SWI11,SWITC,SWIFW,SWI1)
write(6,*) 'second TPG2lP call'
CALL TPG2IP(ELM,RFBIA,RFSWI,RBBIA,RBSWI,DBIA,DSWI,
DT,BIA,SWI1,TBIA1,TSWI1,CD1,al1,dn1)
Determine energy of input and output pulses (picojoules)
CALL PULEN(SWI1,SWI1EN)
CALL PULEN(TBIA1,TBIA1EN)
CALL PULEN(TSWI1,TSWI1EN)
Determine energy of input and output pulses (picojoules)
CALL PULEN(BIA,BIAEN)
Output parameter values to file
write(7,*) 'biaen=',biaen
Calculate energy contrast
EC=(TBIA1EN)/TBIAOEN
calculate fanout
FO=tbiaOen/swi1en
Differential Energy Gain
DEG=(TBIA1EN-TBIAOEN)/SWI1EN
Write results to file
WRITE(7,*) 'SWI1EN=',SWI1EN,' TBIA1EN=',TBIA1EN
WRITE(7,*) , TBIAOEN=',TBIAOEN
write(7,*) 'EC=',ec,' DEG=',DEG
RETURN
END

C

C

*****************************************************

C
C

TPG2IP: Determines the time-dependence of the pulse transmitted
through an etalon given two input pulses.

C

*****************************************************
>

C
C
C
C

C
C
>

C

SUBROUTINE TPG2IP(ELM,RF1,RF2,RB1,RB2,D1,D2,DT,P1,P2,TP1,TP2,CD,
al,dn)
PARAMETER(ND=81,NTP=60001,NPP=601,NDEQ=1)
REAL X(NDEQ,6),FX(NDEQ)
REAL P1(NTP),P2(NTP),TP1(NTP),TP2(NTP),CD(NTP),al(NTP),dn(NTP)
COMMON/HOMS/HOMSMIN,HOMSMAX,DAHOMS
COMMON/TWPP/HBOMEV1,HBOMEV2,HBOM1,HBOM2,IDT1,IDT2
Calculate energies from detunings
CALL CONVDET(D1,HBOMEV1.HBOM1,WLNM1)
CALL CONVDET(D2,HBOMEV2.HBOM2,WLNM2)
Convert detunings to array subscripts
IDT1=INT«D1-HOMSMIN)/DAHOMS + .5)+1
IDT2=INT«D2-HOMSMIN)/DAHOMS + .5)+1
Initialize variables/constants for MOVE
CALL MOVEINI(X)
Iterate the time-counter
DO 1 1T=1,NTP
P11=P1( IT)
P21=P2( IT)
Predict •••
CALL MOVEPRED(X)
Evaluate the RHS of the eq.
CALL FORCE(X,ELM,RF1,RF2,RB1,RB2,P11,P21,TP11,TP21,SCD,FX,
ALFA1,ALFA2,DELN1,DELN2)
Correct using the updated RHS
CALL MOVECORR(X,FX,DT)
TP1 (I T)=TPlI
TP2(1T)=TP21
CD(IT)=SCD
al(lT)=ALFA1
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dn( IT)=DELN1
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C

C
C
C
C

C

C
C

1
C

101

2
C

91
92
93
94
95
C

C
C
C
C

C

*****************************************************
TD2WPLOT: C~ress and scale input and output pulses and
write data to file.
*****************************************************
SUBROUTINE TD2WPLOT
PARAMETER(NTP=60001,NPP=601)
REAL FPO,FP1
REAL BIAS(NTP)
REAL SWIO(NTP),SWI1(NTP)
REAL TBIAO(NTP),TBIA1(NTP)
REAL TSWIO(NTP),TSWI1(NTP)
REAL CDO(NTP),CD1(NTP)
real alO(NTP),al1(NTP)
real dnO(NTP),dn1(NTP)
COMMON/PULSE 1/ BIAS,
>
SWIO,SWI1,
>
TBIAO,TBIA1,
>
TSWIO,TSWI1,
>
CDO,CD1,
>
alO,al1,
>
dnO,dn1
COHMON/PULPARAM/TSF,DTS,DT,SR
Pulse intensity scaling factor
PlSF = 1.E-3
Skip factor for plotting purposes
ISKIP = NINT(FLOAT(NTP-1)/FLOAT(NPP-1»
DO 1 1=1,NTP,ISKIP
BIAS(I)=BIAS(I)*PISF
SWI1(1)=SWI1(1)*PlSF
TBIAO(I)=TBIAO(I)*PISF
TBIA1(1)=TBIA1(1)*PISF
TSWI1(1)=TSWI1(1)*PlSF
CONTINUE
Print to file
fpO=O.O
fp1=0.O
DO 2 1=1,NTP,ISKIP
T=DTS*FLOAT( 1-1)
if(bias(i).eq.O.O) goto 101
FPO=TBIAO(I)/BIAS(I)
FP1=TBIA1(1)/BIAS(I)
continue
write(7,91) t,bias(i),swi1(i),tbiaO(i),tbia1(i)
write(8,92) t,cdO(i),cd1(i)
write(9,93) t,fpO,fp1
write(10,94) t,alO(i),al1(i)
write(11,95) t,dnO(i),dn1(i)
CONTINUE
FORHAT(F6.3,4(1X,F6.3»
FORHAT(F6.3,2(1X,F6.3»
FORHAT(F6.3,2(1X,F8.4»
FORHAT(F6.3,2(1X,F10.3»
format(f6.3,2(1x,E12.5»
RETURN
END
*****************************************************
GAUSPUL: Creates Gaussian pulses given appropriate input
parameters.
*****************************************************
SUBROUTINE GAUSPUL(DT,PKINT,TCEN,FWHM,PULSE)
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PARAMETER(NTP=60001)
REAL PULSE(NTP)
COMMON/FUNCONST/PI,C,H,HBAR,Q
C

HMCON = SQRT(LOG(2.)/PI)
DO 1 1=1,NTP
T=DT*FLOAT(I-1)
ARG=2.*(T-TCEN)*HMCON/FWHM
GAUS=EXP(-PI*ARG*ARG)
PULSE(I)=PKINT*GAUS
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C

C
C
C
C

C

11
10
C

*****************************************************
MOVEINI: Initializes X-matrix and corrector-routine
coefficients for routine MOVE.
6****************************************************
SUBROUTINE MOVEINI(X)
PARAMETER(NDEQ=1)
REAL X(NDEQ,6),CC(6)
COMMON/MOVE/CC
DO 10 1=1,NDEQ
DO 11 J=1,6
X(I, J)=O.
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
Initializing constants for corrector-routine
CC(1)=95.1288.
CC(2)=1.
CC(3)=25./24.
CC(4)=35./n.
CC(5)=5./48.
CC(6)=1./120.

C

RETURN
END
C

C
C
C
C

C

C

C
100

200
300

400
C

C
C

*****************************************************
MOVEPRED: Predictor portion of 5th-order Norsieck-Gear
algorithm. Output goes to routine 'FORCE'.
*****************************************************
SUBROUTINE MOVEPRED(X)
PARAMETER(NDEQ=1)
REAL X(NDEQ,6),TT(4)
Compute predictors
DO 400 1=1,NDEQ
DO 100 J=2,6
X(I,1)=X(I,1)+X(I,J)
DO 200 J=1,3
J1=J+3
HOLD=(J+2)*1.
TT(J)=HOLD*X(I,J1)
TT(4)=2.*TT(3)
DO 300 J=1,3
X(I,2)=X(I,2)+TT(J)
X(I,2)=X(I,2)+2.*X(I,3)
X(I,3)=X(I,3)+TT(1)+6.*X(I,5)+TT(4)
X(I,4)=X(I,4)+TT(2)+TT(4)
X(I,5)=X(I,5)+TT(3)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
*****************************************************
MOVECORR: Corrector portion of 5th-order Nordsieck-Gear
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C
C

Algorithm. Gets rhs of diff. eq. from 'FORCE'; passes
updated version of X-matrix to MOVEPRED.

C

C

*****************************************************
SUBROUTINE MOVECORR(X,FX,DT)
PARAMETER(NDEQ=1)
REAL X(NDEQ,6),FX(NDEQ),CC(6)
COMMON/MOVE/CC

C

C

Compute corrected values using rhs of eq.
DO 600 1=1,NDEQ
THETA=FX(I)*DT-X(I,2)
DO 500 J=1,6
X(I,J)=X(I,J)+THETA*CC(J)
CONTI NUE
RETURN
END

500
600
C

C
C
C
C

*****************************************************
FORCE: Computes rhs of diff. eq. describing the time
evolution of the carrier density under excitation from
two different pulses. Also outputs transmitted pulse.

C

C
>

*****************************************************
SUBROUTINE FORCE(X,ELM,RF1,RF2,RB1,RB2,B11,B21,
TB11,TB21,SCD,FX,ALFA1,ALFA2,DELN1,DELN2)
PARAMETER(NDEQ=1)
REAL X(NDEQ,6),FX(NDEQ)
REAL NO
COMMON/MATPARAM/EPO,EG,ER,NO,TAUR,CDSF
COMMON/TWPP/HBOMEV1,HBOMEV2,HBOM1,HBOM2,IDT1,IDT2

C

ELCM=ELM*100.
SCD=X(1,1)/CDSF
CALL LININTV2(IDT1,SCD,ALFA1,DELN1)
IF(ALFA1.LE.D.O)ALFA1=.01
CALL LININTV2(IDT2,SCD,ALFA2,DELN2)
IF(ALFA2.LE.O.O)ALFA2=.01
CALL FPT(ELM,ELCM,RF1,RB1,HBOMEV1,ALFA1,DELN1,FP1)
CALL FPT(ELM,ELCM,RF2,RB2,HBOMEV2,ALFA2,DELN2,FP2)
C

TBlI = BlI*FP1
TB21 = B21*FP2

c

if(ALFA1.le.10.)goto 1

c

FAC1
FAC1
FAC2
FAC2
goto

c

c

AVINT1 = B11*FP1*FAC1
AVINT2 = B21*FP2*FAC2

2

c
>
C

(1.+RB1*EXP(-ALFA1*ELCM»*(1.-EXP(-ALFA1*ELCM»
FAC1/(ALFA1*ELCM*(1.-RB1)*EXP(-ALFA1*ELCM»
(1.+RB2*EXP(-ALFA2*ELCM»*(1.-EXP(-ALFA2*ELCM»
FAC2/(ALFA2*ELCM*(1.-RB2)*EXP(-ALFA2*ELCM»

FAC1 = (1.+RB1)/(1.-RB1)
FAC2 = (1.+RB2)/(1.-RB2)

1

C
C
C
C
C
C

=
=
=
=
2

FX(1) = -X(1,1)/TAUR + (ALFA1iHBOM1)*AVINT1
+ (ALFA2/HBOM2)*AVINT2
RETURN
END
*************************************************************
FPT: Calculates Fabry-Perot transmission given etalon properties,
alpha and delta-no
Inputs needed:
ELM
etalon length in meters
R
-- single-surface intensity reflection coeff.
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C
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C

C

T
-- intensity transmission coeff.
HBCHEV -- h-bar * omega in eV
OUtputs generated:
FP
-- the Fabry-Perot transmission
*************************************************************
SUBROUTINE FPT(ELH,ELCH,RF,RB,HBCHEV,ALFA,DELTN,FPTR)
REAL NO
CCHHON/FUNCONST/PI,C,H,HBAR,Q
CCHHON/HATPARAH/EPO,EG,ER,NO,TAUR,CDSF
PHASE = (HBCHEV*ELH*(NO+DELTN»/(HBAR*C)
AL = ALFA*ELCH/2.
AB = EXP(AL)-SQRT(RF*RB)*EXP(-AL)
ABSO = AB*AB
DISP = 4.*SQRT(RF*RB)*SIN(PHASE)*SIN(PHASE)
FPTR = «1.-RF)*(1.-RB»/(ABSO+DISP)
RETURN
END

C

C
C
C
C

*************************************************************
CONVDET: Calculates values of h-bar*omega in eV and joules,
as well as the wavelength in nanometers, corresponding to a
particular detuning.

C

C
C

C

C
C
C

C

C
C
C

C

C
C
C

*************************************************************
SUBROUTINE CONVDET(DETUN,HBCHEV,HBCH,WLNH)
REAL NO
CCHHON/FUNCONST/PI,C,H,HBAR,Q
CCHMON/HATPARAH/EPO,EG,ER,NO,TAUR,CDSF
h-bar * omega in eV
HBCHEV = 1.E-3*(EG+ER*DETUN)
Convert to joules
HBOM = HBCHEV*Q
Wavelength in nm
WLNH = (H*C/HBOMEV)*1.E9
RETURN
END
*************************************************************
PULEN:
*************************************************************
SUBROUTINE PULEN(PULSE,EN)
PARAHETER(NTP=60001)
REAL PULSE(NTP)
COMMON/PULPARAH/TSF,DTS,DT,SR
COMHON/FUNCONST/PI,C,H,HBAR,Q
EN=O.O
DO 1 1=1,NTP
EN=EN+PULSE(I )
CONTINUE
EN=EN*DT*PI*SR*SR*1.E4
RETURN
END
*************************************************************
LININTV2: Vectorized linear interpolation routine for use with
AALPHA and ADELTAN arrays of nonlinear optical properties.

C

C

C

***********************************************************~,,,

SUBROUTINE LININTV2(IDET,SCO,ALFA,OELTN)
PARAHETER(NO=81,NDETP=41)
REAL AALPHA(NO,NOETP),AOELTAN(ND,NDETP)
REAL COEN(ND)
COMHON/COLUT/COEN
COMMON/PTR/AALPHA,ADELTAN
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C
2

C

C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C

C

C
C
C
C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C

C

IF (SCD.LE.CDEN(1» THEN
ALFA=AALPHA(1,IDET)
DELTN=ADELTAN(1,IDET)
ELSE IF(SCD.GE.CDEN(ND» THEN
ALFA=AALPHA(ND,IDET)
DELTN=ADELTAN(ND,IDET)
ELSE
10=-1
DO 1 I=2,ND
IF(CDEN(I).GE.SCD) goto 2
CONTINUE
write(6,*) Ilinintv2 failure l
stop
ID=Q8SGE(CDEN(1iND),SCD)
id=i-1
DCD=CDEN(ID+1)-CDEN(ID)
DAL=AALPHA(ID+1,IDET)-AALPHA(ID,IDET)
DDN=ADELTAN(ID+1,IDET)-ADELTAN(ID,IDET)
OSCD=SCD-CDEN(ID)
ALFA=AALPHA(ID,IDET)+OSCD*(DAL/DCD)
DELTN=ADELTAN(ID,IDET)+OSCD*(DDN/DCD)
END IF
RETURN
END
*************************************************************
FUNCON: Sets values of fundamental constants.
*********************************************************
SUBROUTINE FUNCON
COMMON/FUNCONST/PI,C,H,HBAR,Q
FUNDAMENTAL CONSTANTS
PI=ACOS(-1.0)
SPEED OF LIGHT IN METERS/SECOND
C = 2.99792458E8
PLANCK'S CONSTANT IN EV-SECONDS
H = 4.1357E-15
H-BAR IN EV-SECONDS
HBAR = H/(2. *PI)
Electron charge in coulombs (for eV->joule conversion)
Q = 1.60219E-19
RETURN
END
*************************************************************
MATPAR: Sets values of various material parameters for roomtemperature bulk GaAs.
*********************************************************
SUBROUTINE MATPAR
REAL NO
COMMON/MATPARAM/EPO,EG,ER,NO,TAUR,CDSF
MATERIAL PARAMETERS
BACKGROUND DIELECTRIC CONSTANT .
EPO=12.35
ROOM-TEMPERATURE UNRENORMALIZED BANDGAP OF BULK GAAS (MILLI-EV)
EG = 1425.
EXCITON RYDBERG ENERGY FOR BULK GAAS (MILLI-EV)
ER = 4.2
BACKGROUND INDEX OF REFRACTION
NO=SQRTCEPO)
CARRIER RELAXATION TIME (SECONDS)
TAUR=10.E-9
Carrier density scaling factor
CDSF = 1.E17
RETURN
END
*************************************************************
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c
c
C
C
c
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C

C

C
C
C

91
92
c
c
c

c

c

c

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

TINIT:

Initialize various time and pulse parameters of general
nature.
*********************************************************
subroutine tinit
parameter(NTP=60001)
COMHON/PULPARAM/TSF,DTS,DT,SR
Set timescale of pulses (seconds)
TSF = 1.E-12
TSF = 1.E-6
Scaled time limi ts
THIN = O.
TMAX = 4.
Scaled timestep for pulse initialization
DTS = (THAX-THIN)/FLOAT(NTP-1)
Unsealed time step for carrier-density equation solution
DT = DTS*TSF
General beam spot-radius (microns)
SR = 5.0
return
end

*********************************************************
PLAS~:
Creates carrier-density look-up table CDEN() and calls
plasma code to get alpha and delta-n values over a range of
frequencies for each density. Results return in 2-D arrays
AALPHA() and ADELTAN().
*************************************************************
SUBROUTINE PLASMA
PARAMETER(ND=81,NDETP=41)
REAL CDEN(ND)
REAL ALFA(ND,NDETP),DELN(ND,NDETP)
COMHON/HOMS/HOMSHIN,HOMSMAX,DAHOMS
COMHON/CDLUT/CDEN
COHHON/PTR/ALFA,DELN
Hin and Hax value of scaled detuning
HOMSHIN = -20.
HOMSHAX = 20.
Scaled Detuning Increment
DAHOMS= (HOMSMAX-HOMSHIN)/FLOAT(NDETP-1)
read(4,92) ndO
read(4,92) ndetpO
read(4,91) eden
read(4,91) alfa
read(4,91) deln
if(ndO.ne.nd.or.ndetpO.ne.ndetp) then
write(6,*) 'Plasma theory input data matrices wrong size'
stop

end it

format(e15.7)
format(i8)
RETURN
END
**************************************************************
rout i ne etparami n
bring in etalon parameters from file
**************************************************************
Variable Definitions and Explanations:
ETALON PARAMETERS:
ELH:
RFBIA:
RFSWI:

Etalon length in meters
Front-surface reflection coefficient
at bias frequency
Front-surface reflection coefficient
at switch frequency
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C
C
C
C
C

C

RBBIA:
RBSWI:

Back-surface reflection coefficient
at bias frequency
Back-surface reflection coefficient
at switch frequency

BEAM PARAMETERS:

C

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

C
C

c
c

c
c

c

c91
c92

DBIA:

Bias beam detuning (frequency shift relative
to bandgap scaled by exciton Rydberg)
DSWI:
PLITp beam detuning
SW121: Peak intensity of total switch beam assuming two
input switch pulses (fan-in of two)
SWITC: Scaled timepoint for center (peak) of Gaussian'
SWI FW: Pulse FWHM in scaled time l.I'Iits
BIAI:
Peak intensity of input bias beam
BIATC: Scaled center timepoint for bias pulse
BIAFW: FWHM of bias pulse
SW111: Peak intensity of single input switch pulse
*****************************************************
subroutine etparamin
common/etparam/elm,rfbia,rfswi,rbbia,rbswi,dbia,dswi,
& biai,biatc,biafw,swi1i,switc,swifw
Initializations for etalon simulation
read(S,91) elm
read(S,92) rfbia,rfswi,rbbia,rbswi
read(S,*) dbia,dswi
read(S,*) biai,swi1i
read(S,92) biatc,biafw,switc,swifw
elm=2.1S00e-6
rfbia=O.90
rfswi=O.90
rbbia=O.90
rbswi=O.90
dbia=-4.0
dswi=-4.0
biai=16.300e+3
swi1i=O.163e+3
biatc=2.0
biafw:1.0
switc=2.0
swifw=1.0
return
format(e12.S)
format(4(fS.2,1x»
end

c

c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c

*************t.'****************************************
ETOP: routine to optimize etalon length for Fabry-Perot
resonance at the given frequency.
******************************************************
subroutine etop(detl.l'l)
real nO
COMMON/FUNCONST/PI,C,H,HBAR,Q
COMMON/MATPARAM/EPO,EG,ER,NO,TAUR,CDSF
COMMON/HOMS/HOMSMIN,HOMSMAX,DAHOMS
common/etparam/elm,rfbia,rfswi,rbbia,rbswi,dbia,dswi,
& biai,biatc,biafw,swi1i,switc,swifw
matrix index for given detl.l'ling
id=int«detl.l'l-homsmin)/dahoms + .S) + 1
initial guess at etalon length
elmO=elm
guess at optimum carrier density
cdo=6.0
search for appropriate etalon length
call linintv2(id,cdo,alfac,delnc)
get energy from detuning
call convdet(detl.l'l,hbomev,hbom,wlnm)
determine order number of phase term
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c
c

m=int(hbomev*elmO*(nO+delnc)/(hbar*c*pi»
compute optimum etalon length
elmop=float(m)*pi*hbar*c/(hbomev*(nO+delnc»
transfer to common block
elm=elmop
return
end
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